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ABSTRACT

The study reported herein is Phase II of the two-phase survey of public
library information and referral service. In Phase II seven libraries
offering information and referral (I&R) service were studied in depth in
order to provide descriptions of their operations, organizational factors
and the reactions of their users. Organizational factors and operations
were etudied through available documents (relatively few) and interviews
with from 14 to 21 persons at each site. User reaction to I&R was

studied by way of short user interviews conducted by the libraries'
staffs after instruction by the study team. Sttes were chosen to illustrate
a mix of organizational configuration of the I&K service, of resource
file formers (microform, cards, computerized), of urban-suburban-rural
setting, and of ISIR service role.

Although the main purpose of this phase was to describe seven separate
instances of library-based la, some general observations can be offered,
if even tentatively: the vast majority of UR service at all sites
consists of information provision, as opposed to actual referral; com-
puterization, per se, seems not to be an absolute determinant of the
nature of the service delivered; commitment of top management and the
magnitude of library resources deployed for I&R seem to major determinants
of the success of the ISA innovation; I&R users include a relatively
even mix of regular, infrequent and non-users of the library; the library
is not often the place of first resort for people with I &R needs; clients
range demographically from lower socio-economic through upper socio-
economic straca; the promotion of I&R invariably increases the volume of
traditional reference queries; and staff seem to be generally positive
toward I &R although often not in agreement as to what it consists of.
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CHAPTER I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CHAPTER II. INTRODUCTION TO PHASE II STUDY

Phase I of the Public Library Information and Referral Project, completed
in July 1979, was a national survey that described the extent and nature
of information referral (I&R) service in American public libraries. The
definitions of primary and secondary component services of I&R developed
for Phase I were used in Phase II. The purpose of Phase II was 'o
describe in detail instances of I&R in seven American public libraries.
In addition to covering the major points iv Phase I, Phase II sought to
identify, through a survey of I&R transactions in each of the sites, the
types of people who use the I&R service and the kinds of queries posed.

The term "information and referral" is nebulous. Although the profession
agrees that the mission of I&R is to get the client in touch with the
entity that can best serve his needs, there is ambiguity over the concepts
"in touch" and "entity." The following working definition of the I&R
function was used: FACILITATING THE LINK BETWEEN A PERSON WITH A NEED
AND THE SERVICE, ACTIVITY, INFORMATION OR ADVICE OUTSIDE THE I&R ORGANI-
ZATION WHICH CAN MEET THAT NEED.

CHAPTER III. METHODOLOGY

This study consisted of two main parts: oa-site intervtews with staff in
the seven libraries; and collection of data on I&R transactions in these
libraries. The seven libraries were selected on the basis of the
following criteria: locale target group, file f mat, I&R organizational
structure and I&R role. Libraries were chosei. . as to illustrate

different profiles alcng these dimensions.

The Interviews

Between 14 and 21 people, randomly selected by the study team, were

interviewed at each site. The following classes of staff were inter-
viewed: director, head of I&R service, head of reference service, branch
librarians, adult and children's set-ice librarians, I&R back-up staff

and I&R front-line or service staff. The questions, a combination of
closed pre-coded ones and open ones, covered the following categories:
origins and mechanics of I&R, service concepts and service provisions,
finance, publicity, cooperation and impact of I&R inside and outside the
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library. Pretests of the questions were done at Drexel University and
at Baltimore County Public Library.

The Transaction Surveys

The purpose of the I&R transaction survey was to determine (1) the
nature and extent of the use cf the I&R service in the sample libraries
and (2) characteristics of usr:rs of I&R services in these libraries.
The survey instrument was designed to interfere as little as possible
with the service process yet to gather information on the demographicr
of users, previous use of the I&R service, and topics and disposition of
queries.

A sample of I&R clients or the total population, depending on anticipated
volume of I&R queries, was interviewed at each site by ::ibrary staff.
The goal of 400 completed interviewers, or a large fraction of 400, was
achieved at every site.

Training of the library staff for data collection was conducted during
the site visits; data collection began immediately thereafter. Pretest
of the survey instrument was done at Baltimore County Public Library.

Analysis

The data from the transaction surveys were manipulated using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Frequencies and cross-tabulations
of the variables and a typology of the variables education and income
were done separately for each site.

CHAPTER IV. MEMPHIS

Memphis and Shelby County Public Library and Information Center serves
Memphis and Shelby County through a central library, 21 branches, two
branches of the State Community College Library, four mobile units and
several extension units. As of 1980 the system held 1.3 million volues,
employed 430 staff members and was budgeted 15 $6.8 million.

The I&R service, named LINC for Library Information Center, was begun in
the early 70's with a $368,000 grant in revenue sharing funds. Service
is offered primarily out of the ceLtral library about 69 hours a week
and is available by telphone, walk-in and write-in.

The resource file contains about 1100 resources maintained on 5 x 3
cards and arranged alphabetically by agency name. Access to the main
file is augmented by a list of subject headings developed by the LINC
staff. The resource file includes non-religious services offered by
churches, clubs, associations and political organizations that provide

services; recreational programs; governmental agencies; and service
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agencies. Staff indicate satisfaction with arrangement, subject scope
and depth of information, although some feel the need for more cross-
feferences. In addition, staff turnover has made it difficult at times
to keep the file up to date.

About 98% of all LINC queries come in over dedicated LINC phone lines.
Queries take anywhere from 10 seconds to 25 minutes for response. When
a query directed to LINC seems more appropriate to other library depart-
ments, it is referred to them. Efforts are made to coordinate LINC with
other existing Ulf. services in the community.

LINC is administered by a professional social worker designated as head

of the service and answering to the deputy director of the library
system. Other staff include three professional librarians (one of whom
is a cataloger), four library assistants and two clerical workers. Each
new staff member undergoes a five-day orientation session. This is
followed by a six-month probationary period during which they first
observe, then progress gradually to listen in on transactions then to
work one-on-one with another trained staff member then to work alone
with a trained observer and, finally, to work independently. Weekly
staff meetings and the "LINC Manual" reinforce training.

The estimated budget for LINC for fiscal year 1981 was $158,183 plus
$2500 for telephone costs and $200 for printing expenses. The Area
Agency on Aging currently adds $31,000 to cover some LINC expenditures.
The total unrecovered cost for I&R for FY 81 was close to $130,000
expended from the regular library budget.

Publicity for LINC has included newspaper advertisement, radio and TV
spots, flyers, brochures, and placards on buses, in addition to an open
house held for agencies listed in the resource file.

While the top management of the Library is clearly enthusiastic and the
staff as a whole acknowledge the significance of LINC, some staff
believe it is not a legitimate library service. Widespread, though not
deep, resentment of LINC for the extrodinary attention it has received
is also evident. Efforts are under way to more fully integrate the LINC
service with other departments and library services.

LINC staff collect information in both the on-going tally and occasional
survey modes on a variety of topics, including number and type of query,
mode of intake, service received or not received and client use of the
service.

This survey found among other results that 3/4 of I&R cPents have used
other library services and 2/3 of these are "regular" users of the
library. Most clients are between 20-35, the majority are female and
44Z report a family income of under $14,000.

1-3
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CHAPTER V. COLORADO SPRINGS

Pikes Peak Regional Library System serves the majority of El Paso
County, Colorado, through a main library in Colorado Springs, nine
branches ( including a small branch in the El Paso County jail), two
bookmobiles and a children's multimedia van. The fiscal year 1980
operating budget to support these facilities was $2,219,172.

In 1977 the Junior League, cooperatively with the Library, began to
collect information on free or inexpensive services in the Pikes Peak
area. A yeas later service to the public began under the name of
"Citizens Action Line Limitless" (CALL). It was operated four hours a
day by the Junior League. Also in 1978, the Library organized the
Community Interaction Team(CIT), heaaft.: by two librarians and three CETA
workers, in order to accumulate community information for library files
by visiting social service organizations, government agencies, clubs,
and educational and recreational organizations. Late in 1979 the work
of CALL and CIT was consolidated and the Information Services Desk (ISD)
was established at the Library. Online capabilities for the files were
developed and as of 1980 five files became available:

CALL--human services and government resources

COURSES--adult education and recreation opportunities

CLUB--a roster of clubs and local organizations

CALENDER--a listing of educational, cultural, and
recreational events inside and outside the library

DAYCARE--a listing of day care centers and homes.

The current goal of the Information Services Division is "to provide
quick and efficient access to resources with the help of computers and
selected sets of printed materie "

The staff of ISD is divided into four teams. Three teams handle (1)
CALL and CLUB, (2) CALENDAR and local business information and (3)
educational and career information, including COURSES. In addition to
team duties, staff work on the Information Service desk. The fourth
team is responsible for designing new data bases and training for computer-
assisted searching.

Referrals are made only about 3% of the time; the standard service is
the provision of simple and complex information. Feedback is not
provided, nor are counselling, transportation or escort, although people

who seem to need the last three services are provided with appropriate
information or referrals.

Nine brznches (excluding the jail only) in addition co the Main Library,
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have CRT terminals for online access to the ISD file. File access is

available only through staff intermediaries, although printouts of CALL

and CLUB files are available for patron use without an intermediary and

the COURSES file is available to home computer users. Ail five files

are separate and have unique kinds of information, access terms and file

structure. An Information Services Manual contains instructions and

keywords for staff use.

The staff assessed the scope and the physical format of the files as

very good. The currency was rated from very good to good; the main
reservation about currency was that updating required more time than is

available. While some of the staff rated the depth of information as

very good, a few stated that the information was limited by the computer

format and was not always clear. The adequacy of indexing was rated

variously by the staff. While some judged it to be very good, others

felt the keywords, especially for CALL, needed work in order to provide

clear and consistent access.

The ISD desks and staff are highly visible to entering clients, giving a

first impression of a series of airline reservation desks. The rather

public and congested aspect of the area may have some chilling effects

on the posing of complex personal queries in person. The consensus of

the staff interviewed was that the majority of queries asked at the ISD

desks call for short answers delivered quickly. Queries requiring more

than the usual time to answer (2-3 minutes) are referred by paraprofes-

sional to professional staff.

The Library's original Community Interaction Team activity was a major

effort to gather community information and make it available Lne

public. As a result, the Library is highly visible in the community as

an information pla%:e and now serves as a depositor,' or city and county

documents. In addition to good community relation., the Library seems

to have a positive relationship with most other I&R services, although a

few agencies feel that ISD competes with or duplicates their efforts.

Non-UR service agencies in the community seem to react positively to

the library's I&R service.

The Head of Information Services is responsible to the Assistant Direc-

tor of Public Services who in turn reports to the Director. Although

part of the Information Services, ISD has a distinct staff consisting of

four librarians, two technicians (one is part-time) and five CETA

clerical workers. The Head of ISD provides training for all new ISD

Staff, involving a general orientation to the services and personnel of

the library, use of tools, and three telephone training sessions. New

employees also have a session with a person in the Systems Office on

terminal use, in addition to several "labs" in which they practice

interviewing and using the terminal.

Funding for ISD and its staff is approximately $75,000 per annum plus

$35,000 for CETA workers. These figures do not include charges for
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building, telephone and computer use.

Publicity for ISD initially consisted of flyers and brochures in the
library, television and radio spots and bumper stickers. The finances
and management of publicity was handled by the Junior League and the
Library's print shop. Ongoing publicity has included public servi,e
anaouncements and radio, and newspaper and television features. Librari-
ans from ISD also speak to community groups about I&R.

There is a strong feeling among ISD staff that I&R is an appropriate job
for a public library, although there was some initial resentment about
money spent to establish ISD and the resource files. The Library's top
management is committed to providing the public with the information it
requires, in whatever form it is available. However, the separation of
Information Service and Reference departments has created some problems
in both departments in terms of defining their respective responsibilities.
In order to alleviate such difficulties, management has begun assigning
both ISD and reference staff to the three re'erence desks and ISD has
been moved closer to the reference side of the building.

ISD regularly collects statistics on the number of directional ques-
tions, the number of information quieries that involve a search and the
number of queries that come in by phone. The survey of ISD users found,
among other results, that 86% of queries are by phone and the great
majority of clients are women; the ISD files are used to respond to
fewer than half the queries; and the staff rarely contact a resource on
the patron's behalf.

The consensus among the staff and managers was that the major problem in
ISD is the lack of permanent staff, since CETA workers change each
September. Both ISD and reference staffs felt a larger, permanent
professional staff would allow for more integration of the two services
and a more even level of service delivery.

CHAPTER VI. DALLAS

The Dallas Public Library serves the population of Dallas through a
central library and 18 branches. Construction of a yew central building
is scheduled for completion in 1982. The proposed fi ;cal year 1981
budget is about $8 million.

Dallas Public Library I&R began in the late 60's with the development of
a small card file of groups concerned with social issues. In 1972 a
staff committee report recommended that DPL should undertake a compre-
hensive I&R service. Also in 1972, the Greater Dallas Planning Couacil
funded the development and publication of a directory of community
resources. The Library was asked to ac the work and in 1973 the
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Directory of Urban Organizations in the Dallas Metroplex, a classified
and indexed directory of between 1500 and 1800 organizations, was published.
The following year a popularized version called Open Dallas was produced.
The experience of developing, maintaining and organizing these directories
provided the library staff with experience with large files of community
resources and established the library as a credible overseer of such
files.

In 1974-76, with the cooperation of the Dallas County Community College
District, the existing files were put into computer format. The file

was named APL/CAT (A Programming Language/Community Access Tool).
APL/CAT services include production of Open Dallas editions, custom-made
lists of resources, mailing labels, specialized lists, and answers to
queries through microfiche access to the file.

In its earliest days, APL/CAT was oriented toward professionals, business
and civic leaders, social planners, and the general citizenry for their
use in solving the community's social problems and enriching the life of
the community. It was designed to link formal and informal leaders
among the citizenry to needed resources and thereby serve all people
indirectly. The appearance of atenk Dallas altered this orientation,
since it was intended for use by the general population. However, the

staff of the Library continued to view themselves as file builders
rather than answerers of I&R queries. Today the staff continues to be
ambivalent in viewing the Library as an I &R provider, even though the
main use of APL/CAT is by people representing their own needs rather
than the needs of a group.

Three I&R services are performed regularly by DPL staff: simple informa-
tion giving; complex information-giving; and construction of a file for

use by the public. The secondary services of advocacy, counselling,

escort and transportation are not offered. Referral is rare.

The APL/CAT file is available at thr central library and at three branches
spaced evenly around the Dallas area. Public access to the file is
either by telephone, walking in or--infrequently--by mail. The public

may consult the file directly through the microfiche copy or indirectly
through a staff member. The staff will ordinarily consult the fiche

format. Staff at the central facility, when requesting custom-made
lists of resources, may use one of two terminals that are tied on-line
to the data base.

Entries in APL/CAT include the standard human service agencies, govern-
mental agencies, non-profit enterprises, clubs and associations that
provide community service, hobby and vocational interest groups, hard-
to-find services or goods, and political and civic organization2.

On-line, the file is accessible by way of keywords, the name of the

resource, or by broad class headings. The microfiche file is arranged
in a classed order employing a modified United Way of America Services
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Identification System I scheme. This arrangement is augemented by a
controlled keyword index and an alphabetical index by agency name. Each
resource is updated, usually by phone, at least once a year and a new
fiche edition is issued every six months.

The file is currently purchased for use by ten outside organizations and
libraries at $350 per year. Additionally, DPL uses the file for other
reasons: identifying appropriate agencies for DPL deposit collections,
community development work, sources of speakers and candidates for
committees, and budgeting.

In aggregate, staff reaction to the APL/CAT file in its microfiche
format is that the file is adequate, but in need of considerable improve-
ment in order to be optimally useful, particularly in the areas of
classed arrangement, keyword indexing and, to a lesser extent, currency,
physical format, and depth of information.

I&R per se has a low profile at DPL and the continuing emphasis of the
APL/CAT activity is on serving community leaders. Staff who actually
provide answers to clients' questions are more likely to see their work
as "reference work" rather than a combination of "reference" and "I&R."
Despite the lack of prominence of I&R as a concept in DPL, I&R does
occur in small proportions in the central library and fractionally in
the branches.

The collection of information, maintenance of the on-line file, prepara-
tion and distribution of the microfiche editions, and publicity for the
service are the responsibility of the Community Information Librarian
along with two volunteers. The reference staff are responsible for
dispensing I&R service. While some inservice I&R training is done, most
staff experience comes out of "standard librarianship".

The original great to DPL in 1972 from the Greater Dallas Planning
Council was $12,000 to develop the file. Currently, the annual cost of
APL/CAT support (excluding staff costs of directly serving the client)
may be in the range of $60,000-$65,000. This does not include space,
utilities, au_ other institutional resources.

Dallas Public Library I&R is modestly integrated with other DPL services.
The staff who menage the APL/CAT file are distinct from the regular
reference staff; but the reference staff provide most of the direct I&R
service. Staff in the branches are by and large untrained in the use of
APL/CAT and unoriented to I&R service.

No regular data are continuously collected about tne use of APL/CAT or
ICA service. Some informal sampling of the file was done by the staff
on the number of queries, search strategy, and the topics of the queries.
The PLIRP survey of APL/CAT users revealed, among other things, that
about 75% of I&R clients have used other library services; inquiries by
phone account for 93% of all inquiries for I&R, and education and
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income of la users is slightly higher than at other sites.

While the top levels of management support I&R, it is not a high priority

item. It is seen more as a tool than as a major direct service program.
The prevailing opinion of the staff is that APL/CAT has had a beneficial
effect on service at DPL in general and that it represents a largely
unrealized potential. Although there is indication that some staff may
be hostile to the idea of la, the dominant attitude is positive.

CHAPTER VII. AMHERST

The ,ones Library, Inc., the Town Library of Amherst, Massachusetts, is
a dual corporate entity: a private, nonprofit, tax - exempt corporation
with an endowment and other assets, and the Library Services Department
of the Town of Amherst. It is governed by six publicly-elected trustees
who serve both the corporation and the Town Library. ra Fiscal year
1980, the library budget amounted to about $306,000, including both
endowment income (about 30%) and public funds. The library serves as an
unofficial regional center for the surrounding smaller communities.

In 1972 the adult services librarian organized a women's group to put
together a directory of services for women available to Amherst residents.
At that time the library had the resources and the inclination to become

more vital to its citizenry. This paved the way for building an I&R
resource file, which began in early 1975, upon receipt of the first

funds from an LSCA grant. The I&R service opened for business in July
1975 with the installation of two telephone lines.

From the outset, DIS was intended to serve all kinds of people in the

Library's two-county service area. Since many of the human services
listed in the DIS file are oriented toward people in need, there is an
emphasis on such groups.

Service is available to clients in the two-county area in five modes:
phoning the I&R staff at the Jones library; walking into the I&R office;
using a published directory, All The Help You Can Get; writing in; or
directly contacting a resource that has a copy of the published directory
on hand.

The service has three phone lines--two local and one toll-free incoming
WATS, all of which are independent of the Library's own phone lines. A

three-way conference hook-up enables I&R staff, a client, and an agency

to conduct a three way conversation.

The development of the resource file began with the initial grant in

1975. Although it was intended originally that the resource file be
accessible on-line, funding exigencies prevented it. However, the
computer language COBOL was used to establish programs for information
storage and retrieval and for indexing the file, while SPSS and Fortran
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were used to develop programs for providing detailed analyses of client

queries. The taxonomy of the United Way of America Services Identifi-
cation System was used to record service needs for analysis. Because of
inflexibility, the COBOL programs were dropped after two years in favor

of a manual system.

The resource file is in reality three interlocking files: a "facility

sheet" containing a standard description of each resource; a back-up
file of pamphlets, annual reports, and other publications on each
resource; and the "subject" files containing both specilized files on
such topics as housing subsidies, as well as lists of generic service
providers, such as boards of health.

The files are in several formats: looseleaf sheets, rolodex file, 3x5

cards, and edge-notched cards. The files include about 1600 resources:
formally recognized human service agencies, government agencies, churches,
clubs and associations, non-profit organizations, for-profit organizations
providing hard-to-find services, helping groups and individual experts.

In addition to I&R, the file has been used for training I&R workers, for
job hunters, for student research projects and as a source of agencies
that can supply films. The staff generally agree that the file is very
good in terms of arrangement, scope, currency, and depth the of informa-

tion. Problem areas are indexing and formating the resources manually,
the multiplicity of indexes and the looseleaf format of the "facility
sheets."

There is some sentiment on the part of I&R staff and the local United

Way of America to reinstate a citizens advisory committee that was
discontinued when the initial grant, which required such a group,
expired. At the administrative level of Jones Library, it is felt that
the existing public process of securing funding provides sufficient
communication with citizens. External relations with other agencies are
generally good since there is a fairly strong, though internal, network
of U' services in western Massachusetts and the library I&R is the only
one that is generic--relatively unlimited in topic scope or target
group.

The I&R staff are overseen by the Community Information Coordinator, who
reports directly to the Director of the Library. The other I&R staff

consist of two part-time associates, three part-time work-study students
from nearby colleges, one full-time CETA employee and one or two part-
time volunteers. Training new staff involves spending several hours in
introduction to the files, I&R service concepts and the library/I&R
configuration. Following that, the staff member begins actual work and
on-the-job training. Since the staff are housed in a relatively small

space, considerable sharing and informal supervision take place.

Start-up costs for I&R were $11,547 for space and utilities, computer
programming, personnel, telephone, and supplies. Additionally, the
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Board of Health donated the services of a CETA person, and the Amherst
Community Resource Center staff donated time. The service is supported
by revenue form the Hamphire County Commissioners, from Jones Library
funds. from the United Way, sale of directories and in-kind support from
Jones Library. The FY 1980 revenue was $38,200. Projected expenditures
were $33,700, leaving an anticipated deficit of approximately $6,500.

Publicity for I&R is separate from other Library Publicity. One of the
most effective means of publicity is the telephone book.

The service is a segregated activity within the Library, separated
physically (located in the basement of the library); professionally (no
DIS staff member has formal library training); and politically (to the
extent that it is a regional service without regional funding). However,
despite these potential sources of conflict between I&R and other parts
of the library, there have been frequent instances of cooperation.

I&R staff regularly collect statistics on the various parts of I&R. The
Transaction Survey found, among other things, that of all seven sites,
Amherst claims the greatest number of first-time users (about 2/3); 39%
of the I&R users were referred by other agencies, suggesting considera-
ble support between the service and other agencies; and the I&R files
were used to answer 97% of the queries.

Very little in the way of internal or management problems were expressed.
Many staff, however, expressed a strong desire to see I&R and reference
integrated, indicating such an integration would help alleviate some
tension between staffs and the I&R funding problem. However, space
limitations and the present political and funding situations may preclude
full merger in the near future.

CHAPTER VIII. BALTIMORE COUNTY

Baltimore County Public Library (BCPL) is comprised of fourteen branches,
four satellites, four mini-libraries and one bookmobile for service to
institutions. There is no central branch for the system.

In 1978 and 1979 BCPL had the highest circulaticn per capita in the
nation, even though previous research indicates that the demographics of
the county normally correlate with low or moderate levels of library
use. The high level of citizen use seems to be tied to the library's
commitment to dispense materials that patrons request, not materials
that librarians think they should request.

In December 1973, the Baltimore Regional Planning Council and Westat,
Inc., produced a report, "Information Needs of Urban Residents," that
pof.nted out the problems in meeting information needs of the citizenry.
Shortly after the preliminary report was issued, the BCPL Information
Services Committee was formed in order to reiriew and recommend changes
in BPCL's information services.



In summer 1974 an outside consultant, one professional and one clerical

staff member established a central I&R clearinghouse. The major activities
of the clearinghouse staff for the summer of 1974 were to develop procedures
for collecting information and establishing a file, plan service organization
and publicity, train branch professionals and clerical staff and recruit
and train volunteers. Beyond the summer, the clearinghouse continued to
act as the nerve center of the service.

Major planning ended in September 1974. A demonstration of the service
was begun in one branch in February 1975 and I&R was implemented in all
branches in June P75. About this time the service was named Accurate
Information Desk (AID).

While service was being planned and the files were being built in mid
1974 80% of the professional staff and selected clerical staff were
exposed to two half-day orientation sessions. A month before I&R service
began, a service workshop was held for the demonstration branch and near
by branches to prepare the professional staff.

Fcrms for the collection and display of resource file information and
for operational control of the files, as well as an index thesaurus,
were develnped l^ the first summer. Branch staff, aided by volunteers,
collected local information for the resource file.

The I&R service in BCPL is highly integrated with reference service and
is available directly at all full-service branches and through hot-lines
at the mini-branches. It is supported by a central clearinghouse, whose
staff maintain and distribute files and answer difficult queries.

The resource file in each branch contains about 2500 entries on 5x8
cards, augmented by a separate card index. The entries are updated at
least once a year. Each branch maintains its own back-up file of
ephemera that supplement the resource file. The staff generally approve
of the scope, depth, currency, arrangement and format of the file,
although several staff members expressed a preference for a microform
format. The clearinghouse staff would like to see the file on-line for
ease in updating and flexibility in data manipulation.

A client approaches the I&R service through the branch staff, since the
clearinghouse is not publicized or visible to the public. The branch
staff may use any directory in addition to the resource file to answer
I&R queries. All sources at hand are zxhausted before the clearinghouse
is called.

Relations with other agencies providing I&R service are cordial, if not

cooperative. The clearinghouse staff participate in the regional I&R
planning council which includes the regional Health and Welfare Council,
Enoch Pratt Free Library and a number of other public libraries.
Cooperation from resource organizations is reflected clearly in a nearly
100% rate of return of requests for updated information. Since there is
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little follow-up after referring a client to a resource organization

(about 8%) receptivity to BCPL referrals is unknown. As a positive

indicates, resources do accept the referrals.

The I&R service, along with tradional reference service, makes up the
Information Services Department and is staffed by three professionals,
one of whom is the head of the department, and two clerical workers. In

1978 I&R became nameless when the AID name was dropped and was merged
with the general information-giving, including reference service. UR
is provided by all professional service staff and training is included
in the general library orientation given to each new employee.

From June 1974 through March 1975, $54,000 of LSCA demonstration funding
and $10,000 of BCPL funds covered all costs during planning, implementation
and demonstration stages. In the second year about 40% of the $83,500

that was spent on I&R came from local funds.

On-going publicity consists of brochures, displays and book covers
available at the libraries as well as two public service radio announcements,
a slide/tape presentation, junior high and senior high school programs,
and a regular column in the BCPL Report to the Reader.

Administrative support for I&R could be considered strong but not

overwhelming. I6R is generally seen as an important component in BCPL's
total package of information-giving services. However, the concern with
ongoing I6R training and continued staffing of the Information Services
Department are evidence that I&R remains a major interest of management.

Integration of reference, reader's advisory, library instruction and I&R
into Information Services has given birth to the concept of the "

Information Generalist." All public service professionals share res-
ponsibility for providing the whole program of information services to

adults and children.

BCPL itself collects a number of different statistics on reference and

UR queries. In addition to 'hese, the transaction survey found, among
other things, that over 90% °J. I&R clients are regular library users;
and in about 2/3 of the cases the "AID file" was used in responding to
the client.

All told, the staff felt very good about how I&R is operating in Baltimore

County. Support seems to come from all levels of management. The

public are accustomed to the service and would likely miss it if it were

removed.

CHAPTER IX. SAN MATEO COUNTY

There are eight autonomous public libraries with a total of thirty-one
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outlets in San Mateo County. The largest library and the main focus of
the study is San Mateo County Library (SMCL) with a central library,
twelve branches and two bookmobiles. In 1970 the eight autonomous
libraries formed a cooperative named the Peninsula Library System. PLS
provides access to collections and services of all member libraries for
the citizens of each community in the county, as well as providing
services from a number of other institutions in San Mateo and other
counties.

The Peninsula Library System I&R project grew out of several efforts in
the early 70's to provide information and referral for the citizenry.

"Information Consortium" (ICON) was the work of social workers, librarian,
probation officers, and educators who worked on a volunteer basis to
build an automated community information file for the county. Although
the goal was never fully realized, application for LSCA funding grew out
of ICON's efforts. The funding received from LSCA was used to develop a
manual directory of peuple and organizations who were willing to help or
give information, called "Inforama."

In 1974 another LSCA grant was obtained to develop a two-year I&R
demonstration project: The Community Information Project (CIP). From
the outset it was a computerized file utilizing the Stanford Public
Information Retrieval System (SPIRES) and accessed by teletype machines
already in place in 18 libraries throught PLS. In order to prevent
overlap with "Inforama," emphasis for CIP was placed on human service
resources.

The focus of the CIP project is on helping professionals and volunteers
who work for the city and county governments and social service agencies,
and all people with human service needs. While CIP service is available
to the public through libraries, it is viewed by its managers primarily
as a support service to agencies providing I&R to the public.

One fill -time librarian worked for eight months, from December 1974
through August 1975, on initial CIP file development. Since then staff
has been added and the file has grown from 130 to 1350 listings of
government services, service agencies, political, civic and other non-
profit organizations and certain for-profit organizations who offer
services not available in the non-profit sector. The file can be
accessed through a terminal by agency name, city name, area served,
language spoken and keyword. In addition to access by teletypewriter,
libraries have the option of directing clients to the CIP office or
making a call to CIP on the client's behalf. Those libraries without
teletypewriters have the same options, or may direct the :slier*. to a
library with a machine.

The staff consider the subject scope of the file to be very and its
currency normally very high. However, updating has recently laggeu.

In addition to CIP and Inforama, each library has its own local information
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file. Staff in the branches of SMCL claim that the local information

files are more responsive to the needs of their clients than are CIP and
Inforama. This feeling seems to be verified by the proportional use of
the files: 92% of all I6R type queries are answered by the local file,
according to the Transaction Survey.

At the outset, the CIP Advisory Committee, consisting of the San Mateo
County Librarian, one representative from an independent public library
and the DLS Reference Coordinator, was appointed by the DLS Board.
Serving in advisory capacities were representatives of human service
organizations. There was no "grass roots" advisory group. External
relations with resource agencies is very good, as evidenced by the 90-
95% return rate for updating file entries.

While CIP has direct links to the member libraries in the Peninsula
Library system, the director of CIP answers only to the director of PLS.
The staff of CIP consists of the director (who has a social service
background), a part-time professional librarian, a part-time clerk and a
part-time CETA clerical worker.

The original 19'4-76 LSCA grant provided $83,000; a 1976-77 extension
added $30,000. All elements of set-up and first year service came from
this money. Currently, for FY 1980 funds amount to $69,119, derived
primarily from a county revenue sharing contract. Of this, about $500 a
year is spent on publicity that includes radio and television announce-
ments in Spanish and English, brochures to schools, and speaking engagements
by CIP staff.

The majority of the staff of SMCL felt that while IfeR is a natural
component of full reference service, the limitations of their time and
the hindrance of using noisy teletypewriters to tap the CIP file make it
sensible to direct clients to the people most skilled in using the CIP
file--the CIP office staff and non-library I6R services. Top management
of SMCL feel that while I&R has a place in public libraries, Proposition
13 continues to have a deleterious effect on moral and staff time and
severely limits the amount of attention the staff can give to anything
other than established services.

The library keeps a tally of "reference transactions" consisting of all
information transactions excluding directional ones. The CIP office
tallies all searches of the computerized file including those done by
PLS librarians and other remote searches.

Some of the findings of the transaction survey done in San Mateo County
indicate that almost half the I6R clients claim to learn of the I&R
service from the library staff, rather than from outside agencies or
through publicity of the service; the proportion of men asking I6R
queries is higher here than at any other site (47%); and the staff
provide complex information giving in response to almost 1/4 of the I6R
queries. Additionally, it was found that a call from an agency is more
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likely to result in an actual referral by the library staff than is a
call from an unaffiliated citizen; and the neighborhood topic is more

likely to result in a referral than other topics.

CHAPTER X. CAROLINE COUNTY

Caroline County Public Library (CCPL), whose Central Library is located

in Denton, was founded in 1961. It is a consolidated library system
with one branch and one bookmobile. The library has a staff of nine,
including two professional librarians and was operated on a budget of
$151,000 in 1978-79.

In 1973 the Maryland Department of State Planning conducted the Multi-
Service Center Study to evaluate the delivery of services by Maryland's
state agencies. As a result of this study and others, in 1974 the
Maryland State Department of Education, Division of Library Development
and Services appointed a specialist in I&R to develop I&R in public
libraries throughout the State. A grant by HEW in 1975 iinanced a
project to demonstrate the provision of I&R through public libraries to
residents of a three-country rural area: Dorchester, Wicomico and

Worchester counties. The following year Caroline County replaced
Worchester County as a demonstration site.

CCPL beg collecting information for their resource file in November

1976. The following April the staff began using the file to answer I&R
queries from the public.

When the three-country grant ended in July 1977, CCPL absorbed the
salary of the community aide who helped provide for the smooth transition

of CCPL into the project. CCPL then applied for and received an LSCA

Title I grant for $23,000 in 1980.

The target group under the HEW funding was the general population.
Under LSCA funding sub-targets have been identified: the aging, the

handicapped, and agriculture-related organizations.

Currently I&R at CCPL is integrated into the regular reference work and
the same staff provide both I&R and reference services. The file is
available for use by agencies at no cost, as it is available to individuals.
One of the major accomplishments under LSCA funding was the establishment
of a community calendar as part of the I&R service.

A patron may access the I&R file in person, by telephone or by mail
during regular hours of the Central Library. CCPL's one branch has no

copy of the file and refers any I&R queries to the Central Library.

The main file is arranged alphabetically by service provider on 5x8
index cards. The separate subject index is also on 5x8 cards. Currently

the main file contains about 925 entries; the subject index, about 530.
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The file, which draws on resources not only in Caroline County but also
in Annapolis, Baltimore, and other counties, is updated once a year.
The kinds of resources included in the file are: churches, clubs and

associations, entertainment and recreation, for-profit organizations
that are not competitive and not listed in the phone book, non-profit
and civic organizations and service agencies.

The staff generally assessed the subject scope of the file as very good,
but the information specialist expressed the need for more entries in

the file. Currency was rated as good, depth of information for all but
the largest organizations was rated as very good. Arrangement, adequacy

of access, and physical format were judged to be satisfactory.

The project staffs, both those involved with the earlier thr °e- county

e ort and these working on the second project, seem to have been active
in contracting organizations in the community such as churches, clinics,

banks, and businesses. This level of outreach activity appears to have
established a spirit of cooperation between the library and the resources

in Caroline County.

During the period of REW funding, the mechanics of I&R were separate
from the library's other activities; thereafter they were integated with

regular library activities. During the first grant period, the community
aide was responsible to the State project coodinator as well as to the

library hierarchy. Thereafter, the community aide became head of
reference at CCPL and spent only part of her time on the file. She

became a regular library employee and was responsible to library

management. When she resigned in November 1979, the Library director

became overseer of I&R service.

After the initial file development--from April 1977 onward--the staff
were instructed in the structure and use of the file in a one-day ses-

sion, followed by a series of question-and-answer sessions about the use

of the file.

The most effective publicity proved to be the "drop-in"--regularly
scheduled visits to "gatekeepers" in the local informal information

networks. In addition to "drop-ins" publicity has included television
features and spots, radio features, as well as posters, brochures,
flyers and telephone stickers distributed inside and outside the library.

Initial resentment from some staff when I&R first started waned when the
positive reaction fo the community to I&R demonstrated the need for it

and as I&R was integrated into traditional reference work. Despite a

few disagreements among the staff about the source and type of service
given to clients with I&R requests, the total public service staff
rtrceive the library as an appropriate place for I&R and seem to work in
general goad faith toward the provision of both I&R and reference service.
Since I&R was introduced the staff feel the public's image of the Library
has changed from a warehouse of materials to an information cetler.
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The Library collects some data on I&R :And reference services through the
use of a "reference card" on which are recorded name, question asked,
notes, etc. A monthly "Information and Referral Statistical Report" is
prepared.

The Transaction Survey found, among other things, that agency calls in
Caroline county account for a full 20% of all I&R transactions; about
65% of I&R clients claim to have used the service before. For the
period March 6 through July 11, 1980, I&R type questions accounted for
28% of the total of "true reference" plus I&k queries. This proportion
is the highest of al; sites studied. Among the factors that may contrib
ute to this high percentage are that because the operation is small,
staff may be more alert for I&R queries; and the CCPL definition of
"ture reftrence" may be so narrowly written that the number of reference
queries is lower than at other sites and, therefore, the proportion of
I&R to reference is higher.

The major weakness in I&R a: seen by the staff is the lack of training
in content and use of the fiAl, Rowever,a general consensus was that
the constituency wants and needs I&R and that is is likely to continue
as a library program for the forceeable future.

CHAPTER XI. CONCLUSIONS

Librarybased I&R, as observed in these seven sites, must be considered
a service that provides information rather than referral, as defined for
this study.

Librarygenerated resource filer are used more than other files or
directories in four sites to answer I&R queries; however, in three
sites--all of which have librarygenerated resource files--other files
and directories are used substantially.

While the I&R resource file is potentially an important determinant of
the nature and quality of I&R service, no clerr picture has emerged of
its degree of importance. The same is true of the format of the file,
especially the computr'ized format.

Main determinants of the quality and quantity of library I&R seem to be
Commitment from top management
Ex..diture of library resources on I&R
The extent of I&R outside the library
How I&R service is perceived by the library staff
The extent of orientation and training of library staff
for I&R.

The proportion of agency calls to the libraries for I&R service ranges
from 7 to 20%. It appears than that between 30% and 70% of the I&R
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'tsars could be considered regular library users. Human contact- -

friends, neighbors, relatives, library staff and agency personnel--is
the main channel by which people learn of the IA service. ',SR users

tend to approach the library as a last resort for their needs more often
than as a first resort. Most TAR users fall into the age group of 20-
35; most have some college education; most claim family incomes of more
than $14,000 yearly; and most are women.

The promotion of IA tends to attract additional quantities of traditional
reference queries to the libraries, in addition to I&R queries. Few
patterns in the topics of I&R queries were uncovered in the site surveys.
In all sites the attitudes of staff toward I &R appeared to be generally
positive. The I &R innovation has proceeded on the grandest scale, with
greatest impact on the library organizaiton, in Memphis. At other sites
the impact of the innovation has varied tram substantial to negligible.
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CHAPTER II

INTRODUCTION

This is the report of Phase II of the Public Library Information
and Referral Project. Phase 171 completed in Jul; 1979, was a national
survey of the extent and nature of information and ref ''rral (I&R) service
in public libraries. The data that resulted described for the first
time:

. the forces that led to the initiation of I&R

. the kinds of services being offered as "I&R services"

. the human, physical and financial resources required
to start and continue I&R

. the nature of commitment to I&R by staff and management

. the level of integration of I&R into the library structure

. the format and content of the library's I&R resource file

Phase II has had as its purpose to describe in detail instances of
I&R in seven American public libraries. As well as covering the major
points addressed in Phase I, in Phase II we sought to identify, through
a survey of 1.:7a transactions at the participating sites,

. the kinds of queries posed to the I&R service

. the types of people who use the I&R service, with
special attention to disadvantaged people.

The overall rationale for the Project, both in Phase I and Phase III,
has been to improve the information available to librarians with regard
to I&R, so that they might make sound decisions on behalf of their individual
libraries and, cumulatively, on behalf of the profession as a whole.

It has been evident in the literature of human services and librarian-
ship, in informal conversations with librarian,: ayd I&R personnel and
in responses to the questionnaires of Phase I that the term "information
and referral" is nebulous. Even those people who purport to perform I&R
see the job in differing ways. There seems to be fairly widespread
agreement that the mission of I&R is to get the client in touch with the
entity that can best serve the client's needs. Definitional ambiguity
arises over the concepts of "in touch" and "entity." That is, through
what means aoes I&R help the client get "in touch," and with what "ehtity"?
Based on the observations of Phase I and Phase II, we could advance a broad
statement of I&R function that will likely meet with little opposition:
FACILITATING THE LINK BETWEEN A PERSON WITH A NEED AND THE SERVICE, ACTIVITY,
INFORMATION OR ADVICE OUTSIDE THE I&R ORGANIZATION WHICH CAN MEET THAT NEED.

In Phase I, in order to determine whether or not the sample libraries
were in fact providing I&R service, the component services of I&R were pre-
sented to respondents. These same definitions were used in Phase II to
clarify the I&R activities in each of the site libraries. They are used
throughout this report as follows:
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Primary l&R Services

Without at least one of these, a library is considered, ipso facto,
not to be providing I&R at all. All site libraries were in part chosen
because they were engaged in at least two of the component primary services.

Simple Information-Giving. Providing the client with
requested info,: ration about outside resources, such as

address and phone number, without further probing.

Complex Information-Giving. Giving the same information as
above after probing to determine the client's real underlying
need.

Referral. Actively helping the client make contact with an
outside resource by making an appointment, calling an agency
for him or her, etc. (Note: This special meaning for the term

"referral" is used throughout the report. Where we discuss

the process of telling a client about a resource to turn to,
the terms "information-giving," "steering" or "directing" are
used.)

Constructing a Public Resource File. Constructing a file or

directory of outside resources and making it available for
the client to consult on his or her own.

(Note: Important in this definition is the word "Public."
Preparing a resource file upon which other I&R component
services is based does not, per se, qualify as a service.
Preparing a file and then making it publicly accessible --
as a pamphlet, a directory, a card file, PI on-line base,

etc. -- is a public service.)

Secondary la Services

These could be considered adjunct to, or further amplification of, the

primary services.

Advising: Resources. Providing the client with evaluations

of outside resources.

Advising: Strategy. Helping the client choose a course of
action to reach or obtain needed resources.

Follow-up. Making sure the client has reached the proper
outside resources or has gotten appropriate help.

Advocacy. Working to overcome obstacles that the client
encounters in trying tJ secure help from outside resource
agencies.

Feedback From the insights or data gained through I&R
services, providing formal feedback on social service or
other community needs to politicians, planners, social

agencies, etc.
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Counselling. Helping the client work out personal
problems (without necessarily using outside resources):
often requires deep probing of a complex personal
situation such as alcoholism, emotional crsis, family

disputes, etc.

Transportation. Providing -- not simply arranging for --
transportation for the client to outside resources.

Escort. Providing -- not simply arranging for -- someone to
accompany an inquirrer to outside resources.
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CHAPTER III

ilETHODOLOGY

The objectives of Phase II were (a) to describe, in detail, the
organization and operation of I&R services in public libraries
with different profiles and !b) to collect quantifiable data on
users of these libraries' I&R services. The study consisted of
two main parts: on-site interviews with staff in the seven libraries
and collection of data on I&R transactions in these libraries. The
interviews and the transactions surveys resulted in case descriptions
of the seven libraries (Chapters IV through X).

SELECTION OF LIBRARIES

On the basis of the data collected in Phase I and professional contacts
of the project director, seven sites were selected for the case studies.
The intention was to select seven libraries each with different configura-
tions of I&R service. Five criteria were identified by which to distinguish
candidate libraries. The criteria were considered to be the most discrimi-
nating variables for use in developing discrete models of public library
I&R service. The criteria were:

Locale: Urban, Suburban, Rural
Target Group: Disadvantaged, General
File Format: Conventional, Computer-based
Concentration of I&R: Central branch, All branches,

Selected branches
I&R Role: Direct I&R service, Support service to other agencies

Exhibit II1-A shows the profile of each of the libraries selected for the
study, as determined from information collected from each library by phone
before the onset of data collection. While the precise classification of
certain libaries on certain of the variables might be debated, it is clear
that each library has a profile different from any other library in the group.

THE INTERVIEWS

As a result of discussion with the directors of several libraries and our
experience in the field test, the following classes of staff were identi-
fied for interviewing at each site: Director of the library, head of the
I&R service, head of reference service, branch librarians, adult and child-
ren's services librarians, IA back-up staff and i&R front-line or service
staff. The people interviewed were selected randomly by the study team
from a list of all staff in those categories. Between 14 and 21 people
were interviewed at each site. It was originally proposed that we inter-
view one trustee and one member of lucal government about the I&R service.
Contact with Baltimore Cowity, however, persuaded us that this could (1)
disturb a library's fragile political relations with the governing authorities
and (2) yield relatively little insight into the workings or importance of I&R.
Therefore, these classes of interviewees were dropped from the study design.
However, in most sites, where the libraries had a referral relationship with
outside agencies, telepAone interviews were conducted with staff of those
agencies. Interviewing was structured by way of a schedule that wes custom-
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designed for each type of interviewee. Impromptu questions were
posed, as appropriate. The following chart delineates the broad
categories of interview questions and the staff to whom they were
generally directed.

Category of questions Types of staff

Origins of I&R

Mechanical: record-keeping
and file development and use

Director or assistant director
Head of I&R

Head of I&R
I&R providers
I&R Back-up

Service concepts and provisions Head of I&R
I&R providers

Financial

Publicity

Cooperation with resource agencies,
other staff and the public

Impact of I&R on staff, the
administration, the library
organization, resource agencies
and the public

Director or assistant director
(if appropriate)

Head of I&R
Public Relations officer
(or appropriate staff member)

Head of I&R
I&R providers
Public Service librarians
(adult, childrens, branch
librarians)

All staff
Director
Head of I&R
Outside resourcesagencies
All staff, our transaction survey

Questions were a combination of closed pre-coded ones and open ones. The
interviews lasted from 1/2 hour to four hours. It should be repeated that
that staff interview questions were used as general guides for conducting
the interviews; each interview had to be tailored to the individual and
to the local situation. See Appendix A for a complete list of questions.

THE TRANSACTION SURVEYS

The purpose of the I&R transaction surveys was to determine (1) the nature
and extent of the use of the I&R service in the sample libraries and (2)
characteristics of users of I &R services in these libraries. To our know-
ledge, this information has never been gathered and reported by any library.
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Ideally, it would have been preferable to interview clients on a
random sampling basis over a year in order to infer to the popu-
lation of all users and all I&R queries. However, the constraints
of a library's total volume of I&R queries and the time limits of
this study did not permit sampling in this way. It was therefore
decided to identify a period of time during which the transaction
survey would be conducted at each site and, depending on the antici-
pated volume of I&R queries, either interview a sample of clients
or the whole population of clients during that period. The surveys
generated data about transactions that cook place within a limited
period of time. Therefore it would be best to consider the data from
the surveys to represent only those transactions from which they were
collected. They are not generalizeable to other times of the year.
Nor are they generalizeable to other libraries.

A goal of 400 completed interviews was established as a desirable
number for each site. It was the research team's opinion that this
number would yield sufficient data for statistically valid tests of
associations among the variables. In most cases the goal of 400
completed interviews, or a large fraction of 400, was achieved. In

libraries with high I&R volumethis accomplishment took several days;
in libraries with infrequent I&R queries, it required several months.
Aaditional details about the method of the survey in eaci, site will
be found in the respective chapters, IV through X.

In essence, the data are "bench mark" data -- comparable from site to
site, not generalizeable to other libraries or time periods, but re-
plicable for future comparisons.

The transaction survey form is displayed as Appendix C. In developing
the form, there was considerable attention paid to inventing an instrument
that would interfer with the service process as little as possible. It

was only by using a brief survey instrument that the staff at the sites
would be able to interview up to 400 clients during busy and slow periods
of service.

The transaction survey form was modelled on ti'e user interview form
used for the Neighborhood Information Center protect done in 1975. 1
Information on the client's age, eaucation and total family income
were ascertained in oraer to construct a socioeconomic profile of I&R
clients. The interviewer (service provider) filled in information on
the topic and disposition of the question, whether the resource file was
used, and the user's mode of inquiry.

A major limitation was evident even before the instrument was pretesttc:
Discovering whether or not the client had made prior use of t',e I&R service
may be impossible, inasmuch as we found no satisfactory way to distinguish
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I&R from other information-giving services with any degree of reliability.
Our experience during the interviewing of both staff and selected clients
has confirmed our conviction that distinctions between I&R and other
information-giving are drawn differently, and with varying degrees of
firmness by each individual -- whether staff or client. It must be re-
membered, then, that in all analyses of transaction data, conclusions
must be drawn from the first question of the interview schedule with
great care.

Collection of data on the I&R transaction was originally planned for a
common ten-week period in March. April and May 1980. We subsequently
decided that having a common data-collection period for all sites had
few advantages (the comparability of the data from library to library
is only slightly improved, for instance) and a significant disadvantage
(for the sites where training in data collection came early in the project,
the actual collection of the data would lag so far behind training as to
make the training useless). The final plan was for each site to begin
collection of data immediately after interview visits. See Appendix E
for the schedule of on-site visits and dates of the transaction surveys.

TRAINING FOR DATA COLLECTION

At the end of the interviewing visit at each site, a training session
was held with all staff who were involved in answering I&R queries and
therfore would be conducting transaction surveys. The purpose of the
session was to set guidelines for defining an "I&R query," to go over
each question on the form, and to allay any of the staff's fear in asking
demographic questions.

Beforeeach site visit, the staff who were to attend this meeting (and
therefore be involved in data collection) were asked to bring examples
of I&R queries and their disposition. Using examples of queries enabled
the staff and the research team to clarify together the definition of
"I&R" and the meaning of the questions on the survey form.

PRETESTS

The staff interview questions were e-etPlted the first time through
role-playing at Drexel, using students ant: faculty. The second pretest
was a field test conducted in Baltimore County, one of the seven study
sites. There the staff interview questions were pretested a second time,
and the transaction survey form and related instructions and the I&R query
tally (for Baltimore County only) were pretested their first and only time.

DATA ANALYSIS

The data from the transaction surveys were manipulated using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Frequencies were run on each variable,
and a total of 498 crosstabulations were generated for each site. Crosstabu-
lations that yielded a chi squP.re at a .05 level of significance or better
were examined in order to explain relationships among the variables.



In addition to the simple variables derived from the transaction
survey form, the variables educational level and family income
were combined to create a composite variable called "status."
The two variables were each transformed into binary scales and Cen
permuted. Thus, educational level was divided into "low" (high school
graduate and below) and "high" (some college and beyond). Income was

likewise divided into "low" (up to $14,000) and "high" ($14,000 and
above). Therefore, the variable "status" has the following values:

Family
Income

Low

High

Educational Level

Low High

high school
graduate and
below; up to
$14,000

some college and
beyond; up to $14,000

high school
graduate and below;
$14,000 and above

some college and
beycnd; $14,000
and above

The frequencies for all the variables for all the sites are presented
in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER IV

MEMPHIS

A. THE SITE

MEMPHIS

Memphis is a city of 700,000 people situated on a bluff overlooking
the Mississippi in the southwest corner of Tennessee. It is the
14th largest city in the United States, the largest in Tennessee,
and is considered the "capital" of the six-state mid-South, a region
of 2.7 million peorle. The Memphis Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (SMSA), cn.--ompassing Shelby and Tipton Counties in Tennessee,
Crittendon County, Arkansas, and Desoto County, Mississippi, contains
about 100,000 people. While the area experienced reasonable growth
during the 50's and 60's, as a whole the SMSA has grown modestly in
the 70's (.8% per annum).

Memphis is the second largest inland river port on the Mississippi.
It is also the center of a thriving agricultural region, including
not only agricultural production, per se, but also processing, sales
and distribution activities associated with agribusiness.

The population of the Memphis area tends to be somewhat younger than
the national population and formal educarion tends to be somewhat less
(11.6 years in 1970, compared to 12.0 years nationally). The ratio of
black to white residents in 1970 was roughly 4:10 throughout the SMSA,
and there seems to have been little change in subsequent years. There
is a sizeable poor population in the region, as suggested by the 1970
per capita income 4.n the Memphis SMF' of $2,731 (compared with a national
figure of $3,911).'

THE LIBRARY

The Memphis and Shelby County Public Library and Information Center
(MSCPLIC) serves the area of Memphis and Shelby County through a central
library, 21 public library branches, the two branches of the State Community
College Library, four mobile units, and extension service at several regular
sites. At the end of Fiecal Year 1980, MSCPLIC held a total of 1.35 million
volumes, plus an additional 42 thousand in the Shelby State Community College
Library. The staff numbers 430. The total budget for Fiacal Year 1980 is
$6.8 million and derives primarily from real estate taxes levied roughly
equally on the city and county residents. The director of the library is
responsible to the Board of Trustees, an autonomous body appointed by the
Mayor.
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B. ORIGINS OF I&R

In the early 1970's "and Information Center" was added to the
name of the Memphis and Shelby County Library. Information
service to adults -- as opposed to book service, or service
to children -- was made the top priority among library services.
During this period MSPLIC's director and assistant director were
becoming aware of the Neighborhood Information Center Project
and especially of the ISR activities taking place in the Detroit
Public Library as part of the Project. 2 The library began a
modest project of compiling information about the various community
services and groups as time allowed. In 1974 the director learned
through the president of the local American Association of Retired
People that $1,000,000 in revenue-sharing funds was about to be-
come available to the region. The local AAUP president, the director
and assistant director of MSCPLIC wrote a proposal for a computer-
based I&R system centered at the library and costing $999,404 for
a two-year period. The local United Way submitted an .1most identical
proposal. Other social service groups also submitted proposals for
the $1,000,000. The Shelby County Quarterly Court, which was to make
the ?ward, finally decided to make three awards rather than one and
to split the money evenly among MSCPLIC and two other agencies. The
United Way proposal was denied, apparently losing out to MSCPLIC on
the basis of rather weak past performance in its I&R activity. The
final amount granted to MSCPLIC was $368,000 for two years, and the
proposal was rewritten to exclude the computer from the plans.

The grant was secured by April, 1975. Bob Croneberger and Carolyn
Luck, the team that had developed the well-known I&R system at Detroit
Public Library, called "TIP" (The Information Place), joired MSCPLIC
as full-time consultants in June. Their job was to plan the develop-
ment of I&R, se, up procedures and select staff. The development of
LINC -- Library INformation Center -- began. By late summer their
consultancies had turned into regular jobs: Assistant Director for
Public Services and Head of LINC Department, respectively.

LINC, then, grew out of the general commitment of library staff to
the idea of information service to adults, the awareness of top manage-
ment to I&R activities in other libraries, the availability of $368,000
and the hiring of two key staff who were at the time probably the
most experienced in library-based I&R in the country.

A fuller chronology can be found in the Annual Report for 1975-7:

May 28, 1973

The Director's Memo stated that...(1) the preparation
of a written proposal for a full-scale information/referral
center...be presented first to the City Administration where
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most of the funding would probably be found; and (2)
a Committee of Community Recourcts Specialists be formed.

October 18, 1973

At the first meeting of this committee, composed of one
staff member from each branch and department, the group
was asked to work on the following projects:

1, Establish a master community resource file on
all agencies, clubs and organizations in the
metropolitan area.

2. Set up in-service training of staff on the functions
of all these community agencies.

3. Arrange visits to agencies.
4. Keep current the literature of the agencies.
5. Explore the possibility of offering space to

selec.ted agencies.

6. Develop packaged programs for branches.
7. Conduct a Public Relations campaign about information

service when above steps have been completed.

December, 1974

The proposal for establishing and operating a central
information and referral center for Shelby County was
written and submitted to the Shelby County Quarterly
Court.

April 15, 1975

The Court voted to fund a two-year grant of $368,000 for
the project.

May 5-7, 1975

Ms. Carolyn Luck and Mr. Robert Croneberger from Detroit
Public Library's I&R project came to MSCPLIC to serve as
consultants in the beginning stages.

May 8, 1975

A public meeting was held in the Main Library to which agencies
were invited in order to hear the library's plans to imple-
ment I&R service and to provide agencies an opportunity to
ask questions.

June 2-13, 1975

Ms. Luck and Mr. Croneberger began first training session of

staff. This continued from June 23-July 3. (A five-day

pre-service training program.)
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August 4, 1975

Carolyn Luck began full-time responsibilities as Assistant
Director of I6R Service.

September 1, 1975

Robert Croneberger began full-time responsibilities
as Assistant Director for Public Services.

September-October, 1975

Training of the remainder of the staff completed.

October, 1975

The acronym, LINC, for Library INformation Center and
for linking people and services, was adopted for the
new I6R service.

December 1, 1975

LINC desk at Main Library was opened and began providing
service.

January 19, 1976

LINC service began officially system-wide.3
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C. la SERVICE CONCEPT

Although the original proposal promoted tall as a service for
disadvantaged people, this focus was abandoned as soon as work
on LINC began. It was actually designed to reach all segments
of the population: "LINC is for everyone." However, under recent
contracta with the Area Agency on Aging, LINC has formal responsi-
bility to provide I &R related to senior citizens and their concerns.
Also, LINC staff are providing some special assistance to other agencies
that are trying to reach the handicapped and the poor. In the future
it is planned to try to target topics -- such as job training or
social security benfits -- rather than groups, per se. Despite these
special foci, however, the general population remains the target of
LINC's service.

The Iak service was originally conceived in as an information service
that would direct the public to human services available in the region,
on demand. The service would rest upon a computer-based directory of
such services, maintained by the library. The proposed service was not

detailed any further. Before initial funding of the project, as reported
earlier above, the computer feature was dropped in favor of a manual
system for maintaining the directory.

Compared with most other sites, LINC provides a rich array of I&R
services. The relatively routine primary services -- providing simple
information and complex information, and maintaining a resource file
for public use are included of course. In addition, the staff regularly
provide actual referral (primarily calling agencies to verify information
or/refine the referral; rarely to make appointments for clients). They

advise eourses of action for acquiring needed services. They follow up.

They help the client overcome obstacles that he or she encounters in
trying to secure help. This usually consists of piercing the jargon
and red tape of the agency and negotiating the needs of the individual
vis-a-vis the scrvices of the agency. Moreover, LINC staff sometime
provide evaluatons of outside resources to the client, depending on
the staff member's inclinations; and they do provide, informally and
usually only when requested, feedback to some resource agencies.

In conjunctiou with the Human Services CO-OP of Memphis State Univer-
sity, the staff also publish LINC's Latest, a monthly newsletter that
serves uo update information about resources and community activities.
It is distributed throughout the library and to resource organizations
is the region and is subsequently 4ncorporated into Sharing, a publi-
cation distributed to service agencies in the region by the Memphis
State University Human Services Cooperative. See Exhibit IV-A.
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LINC'S LATEST, provided by the information and referral service of the Memphis,Shelby County
Information Center in coonetation with the Human Services CC-OP of Memphis State University

Puolic Library and

KtrtQw4DVINImwein,04.7nNtiloreri,m4erms.erm..4Mmr."44-Zt-Am.ek

THE DEADLINE IS MAY 15th!!!

Xt) ,777 711. 77A

for listing your agency's
summer programs in
activities packet.
camps list is part
be left out - call

LLNC's surmer
This month's
of the packet. Don't
Debbie Boots at 528-2999.2

State Technical Institute at Memphis, 5983 Macon
Cove, is sponsoring a Communit- zan -..- 2a- Fa4r, on
May 16 from 8:30-1:30 in the Nacors Auditorium. For
further information contact Eunice George, 377-4104
or Maxine Ford, 377-4223.

***** 4****

Look Before Yv; Bite (A Guide to Diet Planning
for Hyperactive Children) was rxeparea by the Butler
County Association for Children with Learning Disabil-
ities and is available for $2.50 from ACLD, Inc., 4156
Library Rd, Pittsburgh, PA 15234.

To get information of general interest to the human services C1,11,11tInliy in LINC'S LATEST, call 528-2990

Exhibit IV-A. LINC'S LATEST, Memphis.
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MEDICAL SOCIETY
774 Adams Avenue
Memphis 38105

PHONE: 526-8298

SERVICES: 1. MRkes referrals to physicians who are members of the
medical Society. This includes giving the names of
specialists (e.g., pediatricians, gynecologists,
obstetricians) and the geographic area they are
located in.

2. Accepts and attempts to resolve complaints about
physicians who are members of the medical Society.
All complaints must be submitted in oriting. In

cases where the complaint centers around a pnvsician
who may have a drug or alcohol problem, the medical
Society refers the case to the Impaired Physicians
Program of the Tennessee Medical Association of
which the Society is an affiliate.

COMMENTS: The medical Society can only accept
complaints about physicians wno are
members of the Society. In all other
cases, the complaint must be sent
directly by the patient, in writing,
to the Tennessee State Licensing Board
for the Healing Arts.

3. Provides medical information through sneakers and
programs. Arrangements must be made at least eight
weeks in advance. Programs may include films or
slides, and inquiring groups may be required to
provide audio visual equipment.

ELIGIBILITY: Anyone.

HOURS: 8-4:30, M-F.

FEES: Mane.

DIRECTOR: L. H. Adams (Executive Secretary)
Dr. James Theodore Galyon (President)

COMMENTS: The Society does not have a list of physicians who
accept Medicaid.

SUBJECT HEADING: 1.Physicians - Associations.

MEDICARE PRGRAM see SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (SSA) (U.S.
GOVERNMENT)

151

Exhibit IVB. Entry from the Directory of Human Services, Memphis.
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As an auxiliary service to the live LINC service, the library
publishes the Directory of Human Services in Memphis an Shelby
Fayette, Lauderdale, and Tipton Counties. The latest edition was
published in April, 1980, with the nominal cooperation of the United
Way of Greater Memphis, and is distributed free to all agencies listed
and any other human service entity. An example of an entry from the
Directory is displayed in Exhibit IV - B. The LINC staff have also
assisted other agencies in providing UR by helping them set up and
collect data for their own agencies' resource files.

LINC service is offered primarily out of the central library. While
all branches have copies of the complete LINC resource file and all
public service staff were exposed to the same initial five-day orienta-
tion, the lion's share of LINC-type queries are processed through the
LINC desk at the central library. This is felt by some members of top
management to be a satisfactory arrangement, in part because Memphis,
as a medium-size city, permits fairly easy access to the central library
facility; and in part because the library system in Memphis is a "strong-
central/weak-branch" type of system and the central library was therefore
in a better position to absorb the shock of a major innovation.

There appears to be interest in increasing LINC activity in the branches,
or in selected branches. However, serious efforts at decentralization
will probably await the assignment of another full-time person as coordi-
nator of LINC in branches. For the time being, the service is provided
on a limited scale in some of the branches.

The major LINC outlet is the LINC desk, located on the second floor
of the central library, away from the other reference activities of
the library. The LINC desk and phones are open from 9 to 6, five days
a week. To extend the hours of LINC service, LINC staff work evening
and weekend hours at the Science Business and Social Science Reference
Department. The LINC files are moved there with them and they -- and
sometimes the regular Science Business and Social Science staff -- handle
LINC queries. The real number of hours that LINC is available, then,
total 69 hours per week.

LINC is available through telephone, walk-in, and write-in modes.
There is some consideration being given to automating LINC, after the
automation of other library processes (circaation and Technical services).
It is most likely that the automatic:. of LINC will enhance the support
of the LINC services, rather than add to another mode of access for the
client. The staff currently are anticipating savings in updating time
and preparation of the Directory when automation does arrive. At the
moment, copy for the Directory is generated on a Wang word processor.
The processor is not used for direct access by either staff or public.

4
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D. THE RESOURCE FILE

The first beginning of the resource file occurred in 1973, when
the library began developing a "master community resource file
on all agencies, clubs and organizations in the Metropolitan
area." The file grew slowly, however. The second, and real
beginning of the file happened after the LINC project was funded
in mid-1975. With a staff devoted to I&R, there was the time to
establish procedures and forms, as well as time to gather the infor-
mation itself. Drawing from the Detroit experience, it was decided
to assign only LINC staff to collecting information for the file,
rather than involving other library staff. The LINC staff at that
time included the two Detroit consultants, two librarians, one library
assistant, and two clerks. By December 1975 they had assembled a
core file of 350 resource entries. LINC was ready to open for business.

The main file today contains approximately 1100 resources. It is
maintained on 5x8 cards filed alphabetically by the name of the agency.
The information on a card for a ,riven resource usually includes:

Name, address, phone number of the resource
Description of services or activities
Person to contact and person in charge (nLme and title)
Terms of officers
Hours of services
Geographic area served
Eligibility requirements and how to obtain services
Physical accessibility of the resources
Meetirgs of, or sponsored by, resource
r-eak.irs and published materials available
Subject headings

Access to the main file is augmented by a separate index, also on
5x8 cards. The Index is based on a thesaurus, or list of subject
headings, that has been developed by LINC staff. The thesaurus was
initially influenced by the one that had been constructed at Detroit
Public Library; also, it incorporates Library of Congress rules when
appropriate. Three salient features are:

. They have attempted to balance the language of the
layman and the language of the human service professional.
Sometimes they have opted for the language of the human
service professional ("Protective Services - Youth" rather
than "Child Abuse"). Sometimes they have chosen the language
of the layman ("Runaways" rather than "Runaway Youth").
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Their objective in the index is clarity. Common
language is used in lieu of human services language
or language of the media where the latter two are
thought to be too technical or confusing.

. The system of filing and arrangement should be open,
so that changes are easy to effect.

. No pejoratives or "victim language" should be used ("Single
Parent" not "Unwed Mother").

As reported by the administrators closest to LINC operations, one of
the best decisions at the outset was to transfer to LINC one of the
best of the library's cataloging staff. She has been integral in
refining the thesausrus and the indexing of resource file entries,
which in turn have been key factors in building a resource file that
is responsive to clients' needs, relatively easy to use by library
staff and consistent.

A resource file entry, an index card set and a page from the LINC
thesaurus are displayed in Exhibits IV-C, IV-D and IV-E.

A copy of the resource file (main file plus index) is kept in a row
of agate boxes on a booktruck. The copy is for training LINC and
other library staff and for public use (which is rare). A duplicate
of that file is located in the Science Department, especially for use
when the LINC Department is closed. The master copy of the resource
file -- also in 5x8 format -- is maintained in the LINC workroom.
This file has somewhat more information on resources -- such as leads
on new resources and defunct entries -- than is found in other copies
of the resource file.

At the beginning there was also a .zard index to resources by zip code.
The space and time required to maintain the file did not justify it;

therefore it was replaced with a list. in notebook form, that is uneaten
occasionally. From time to time the LINC staff generate topic-specific
lists of resources for distribution to appropriate organizations and
clients. An example is a list of sources for the physically handicapped
in the Memphis region, developed for use by a broad-based advisory group.
Extensive lists are not generated for individuals.

As mentioned previously, the Directory of Human Services in Memphis and
Shelby, Fayette, Lauderdale and Tipton Counties is also produced by Lin.
This is drawn from the master resource file, including most of the entries
and the key information about those entries. It is issued as a looseleaf
notebook and is intended to be a yearly publication. The following kinds
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Porter-Leath Children's Center

850 N. Manassas
P.O. Box 7231
Memphis 38107

PHONE: 526-3111

SERVICES: 1. Foster care programs*
a) place youth in foster homes.

b) place youth in group homes (i.e. usually 6 youths living in a

facility maintained by the Center and cared for by a couple).

ELIGIBILITY: 1. Ages 11-17 (approximately).
2. Residents of Memphis or Shelby County.

3. Have an emotional or behavioral disorder.
4. Youth with mild physical handicaps requiring little

special attention will be accepted.

2. Family day care program for children. Children receive care in a

private home rather than in the usual groLp day care center. Care

may be arranged during the day, evenings or weekends. Call 525-1901

for further information.

ELIGIBILITY: 1. Ages 6 weeks to 3 years old.

2. In need of day care for their development.

C. (see next card)

Porter-Leath Children's Center con't 2

3. Children's mothers must be:
a) Title XX income eligible.
b) In school, in training for a job, or employed.

4. Resident of Memphis.
5. Approved by the Dept. of Human Services (534-6560)

FEES: Based on ability to pay.

3. Counseling as it pertains to a child's needs, care, etc.

ELIGIBILITY: Parents of children involved in the Center's programs.

4. Provides speakers who will address the topic of foster home care.
Program length is 45 minutes. One-to-two days notice is required.
Contact Mary Ann Bassham for arrangements.

ELIGIBILITY: Any group.

MORS: M-F

DIRECTOR: James Bennett (see next card)

Exhibit IV-C. Example of Resource Entry Card Set, emphis.
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Porter-Leath Children's Center con't 3

COMMENTS: Taere is usually a minimum stay of 1 year for children involved in the

various programs.

DATE: 2-10-78

SUBJECT HEADINGS: 1.Day care centers. 2.Foster home care. 3.Mental health - Residen-
tial care. 4.Day care centers - Infant care.

(

Exhibit IV-C. Example of Resource Entry Card Set, Memphis (cont.).
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DAY CARE C=ERS

see also

DAY CARE C=TERS - AFTER SCHOOL
DAY CLRE CL' ERS - =ORE SCHOOL
DAY CARE CE;T:RS - SE;;IOR CI:IZE:S

Vertical File Material

DAY CARE CE1TTERS - MFANT CARE

flir..:t index car?

Day Care Centers - 1

Department of Human Services (Tennessee). Licensing Section.

Neighborhood House

North Memphis Action Program (=AP)

Porter-Leath Children's Center

Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults, West Tennessee Re:zic.

Inc.

United Methodist Neighborhood Center

The Salvation Army

Goodwill Homes Community Services, Inc.

Head Start

/second index card/

Exhibit IV-D. Index Card Set, Memphis.
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ECKANKAR

Ecology

See
ENVIRONMMTAL PROTECTION

Education

See specific subject headings, e.g. ADULT
EDUCATION, ART EDUCATION, PRE-SCHOCL=A

EDUCATIONAL Comzszir G

See also VOCATIONAL COUNSM.JING

ELECTIONS

See also Government Publications Dept.
VOTING

ELECTRICAL INSPECTICN

ELECTRICAL PERMITS

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

See also FDTANOIAL AS (2.1/.:RSE:TCY)

MEALS, FRZZ/:;C:.:11:;;LCHE
RESCUT,

SHELTER, TEMPORARY
TRANSPORTATION (I.:C-RGENCY)

Emotionally disturbed

See
MENTAL HEALTH

EMPLOYMENT TESTS

ENCEPHALITIS

ENERGY CONSERVATICN

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

See also Literature Dept.
TICK

ENVLRONI-Orr 'AL HEALTH

FZIVIRCITAZZITAL PROTECTION

See also GARBAGE COLLECTION
RECYCLING
TRASH COLLECTION

ENVIRON1E:TAL PROTECTION - EDUCATION

EPILEPSY - ELUCATICN

EPILEPSY - INFORMATION.AND REFERRAL

EXCHANGE STUDEM'S

EX-CONVICTS

See also PAROLEES

EX-CONVICTS - RESIDS:T=AL CARE

EXTRA SENSORY ?EROTIC`

EMPLOYMIT - ADULTS EYE BANKS

See also SENIOR CITIZENS - EMPLOY:MIT
EYE CARE

EYE CLASSES

Exhibit IV-E. Page from the LINC Thesaurus, Memphis.
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of resources are held in the LINC file:

. Churches, if they provide a non-religious service

to the general public. Do not include church day care.

. Clubs and associations that provide a service

. Recreational programs (not specific entertainment events)

. Governmental services, as located in response to specific

client queries

. Political organizations that offer a service

. Service agencies

A small separate file is maintained on commercial and professional
services that are unusual or hard-to-locate in the public or non-profit

sector. When providing information out of this file, the staff verbally
disclaim to the client responsibility for comprehensiveness of the file.
Information for the file is collected by phone, usually. On a rare

occasion -- when adding a large or complex agency, or when administra-
tive sanction is required -- the staff has interviewed agency staff in
person. The interview is open-ended, without a schedule of questions
to be asked, although guidelines for conducting the interview are specified

in the LINC Manual.

Updating, which is done at least once a year or as the need arises, is
done over the phone in the case of simple updating. For a more comple.:

agency, the information existing in the file is mailed to the agency for

review before the telephone update interview. In addition to answering
I&R queries, the resource file and its index have been used by students
for research papers and by agencies contemplating new services or proposals

for development. It has also been used in finding speakers and program

topics, on occasion.

The staff using the file assess it this way: They are quite satisfied

with the file's arrangement, subject scope and depth of information.
There is almost the same level of satisfaction with the indexing of the
file, even though the staff feel the need for more cross-references and

deeper indexing. At times there has been some displeasure with the currency
of the file; for when there is staff turnover it is easy to fall behind.

Generally, however, it is felt that a high-quality resource file is vital
to the I &R job and that the resource file at LINC measures up.
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E. I&R SERVICE DELIVERY

Queries that the public identify as "LING" queries come into
the central library by way of the dedicated LING phone lines
approximately 98% of the time. On occasion they enter in
person through the subject department or through the LINC
desk. Not all the queries coming into the LINC lines are
bona fide LING queries. Many people think their query is
"LINC" in nature when it is a traditional reference query;
some chose to use LINC for all questions because they liked the
service they have received there in the past. For example, one
client identifies LINC with the total library program of infor-
mation-giving. Whereas she uses LINC frequently and is enthu-
siastic in its praise, it was clear that she rarely used it for
I&R and often used it for answers to traditional reference or
document-search questions. On policy LINC staff are instructed
to refer all such queries to appropriate departments in the library.
In practice, certain staff have been known to answer some of those
queries t'titmselves; this appears to be a rare occurrence.

In answering I&R queries, the staff tend to help the client narrow
the number of possible resources to two or three, in an effort not
to overload the client. A single transaction may take anywhere from
10 seconds to 25 minutes; rare "cases"-- bringing a query to some
sort of closure -- can stretch out over months as a complex problem
is pursued through several resources. The LING resource file is used
in most instances; there is also some reliance on pre-existing directories
such as: old regional directories, directories compiled by neighbor-
hood associations, the national directory of information and referral
agencies compiled by the Alliance of 16formation and Referral Services
and the Yellow Pages of the phone directory.

In answering the I&R queries the staff coordinates their efforts with
existing I &R services in the regim. Here are two exa=ples: The Federal
Information Center that is lc.cated in Memphis provides i&R related to the
federal bureaucracy and its services; LINC and FIC use each other's services
frequently. There is a Memphis area aay care referral system, and LINC
relies on that system for its day care I&R.

The LINC Referral Worksheets provide a full record of each transaction.
Some of the LINC statistics -- such as topi_ of the query, and how the
query was handled -- are drawn from these sheets. They are also used
in training new staff and analyzing performance assessing. A sample
worksheet, expurgated to protect the anonymity of the caller, is displayed
as Exhibit IV-F. It should not be considered typical of LINC transaction.
Rather, it probably falls into the top 5% of all transactions, in terms
of the complexity of the query and the fullness of response.
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CATE: /41,5C/77__
WALK-I
TEL

NANE. Eic"-(117"

PHONE:

ADDRESS:

LILAC- REFERRAL wORKSHEET 3-570

IF CALLER IS THIRD PARTY:

NAME:

RELATIONSHIP:

. 3261.7 PHONE:

PROBLEM STATEMENT (Use this section to record pertinent :retails and the state the problvr(s)
the person needs help with. Another staff person needs to be able to read this section and
clearly understand the situation.):

(i)rrLat.st. 4J.A.14Ct..i;CX S Cefe.-CCl4Ceer.. 3 La,

7 cfr.Z.CAA-u-<_., 114 / 7.74--
eit.do /)/-7,,ec,(

.1 C71a... 01,4.7
6de ce. y4I

1.4.442/CC""- AZI-C-- CA ;:r...;;Lidia..&

31212.& 1,116?'4- Ci-eft"0

_,t00-7-4414 4;(1--alzd efi,44

ACTION TAKEN (List referrals, contacts by patron or LILAC, pertinent information obtained.):

.y..e.r,f.. -- 9.L.z.tf-e---:":".../.2... Ce.,,L
..

tm.... ,. -7 ...:. :-.1.7 t..-^... 17:- 5.;CC. .:.......-:(_

0.E...C,..c.-4... --- 9.c.f..e..d.e.,....4..24..
CZ.1.1-4-1(...a...4-yi-il -.41/ cd.e.,.,..e) ,41::.,,citi:A.44r...<.)

b,et..r.od.: /4.7)`-' ' ..2-61-,'%-44-:-/-0 X4e.,:c.e. ic-r- /Li 46e; .C/f.e--..
CkacC.g.e.e..: .

..e.c.t.c. -R02
......)..:It' at.<4.-)C.,' .,(-,1-440-,/ -ce, C 1:64-, Si'''. 7, C.e/.e......./, :e......,-

A1 /4 k.....2... c,.../....ez..._.5.: A.,_., .....),_,,,,, ,_.....

......x.4.1., .;;4:...,.. 4. iz:,_"...., c 4,, ,..4.) cLG-r-e..-n-L.., c..-/LC. e-4-,

1:C.,tc,ec4C_ /-",")?tc.:-,) (;)=---te,-11,<:.

Exhibit IV-F. Refer ^a1 Worksheet. Memphis.
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79

RESULTS:

CV7.z.r-
-/14-2 cy: z / de ef', -se.:(L--

.. isCtitiZA
s

Ct. e/ '
76 4.2 464;

vjlz, c- Ct. e(.. (eel,LcGCC

/l U

gitd.e

e I ..-

_Services received
Nc) services received

Patron did nct follow tnrough

SENICR CITIZeN:
SERVICE CATEGUIY7 .q"

No service available
No follrmuo neecel

=No follc443 possible
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F. EXTERNAL RELATIONS

There was no effort to involve the public formally in planning
and policy formation for I&R. This was perhaps due to a long-
standing conviction that the Assistant Director for Public Services
acquired while overseeing I &R at Detroit's TIP -- namely, that
community advisory groups are a poor substitute for frequent forays
into the community. It is not surprising, then, that the Assistant
Director and the Head of LINC imported with them from Detroit the
institution of "community walks," whereby LINC staff embarked on
excursions into every community, learning of resources, identfying
people's needs and talking to individuals and groups about the library's
I&R service. The community walk was an important feature of LINC during
the early stages. It has since been discontinued as a regular activity,
based on the feeling that the payoff of repeating walks would not justify
the use of staff time.

The LINC program is characterized by strung relationships with other
agencies and organizations in the region and seems to be considered
a significant new service in Memphis. The numerous specialized I&R's
that existed before LINC could not, even in sum, provide the compre-
hensive service that a food omnibus I&R could provide; and the omnibus
I&R service that was being operated by United Way before the library won
the funding away from them was generally considered to be inadequate.
United Way continued to compete in the provision of I&R for two years
after LINC began, but gave up after that. Agencies tend to view LINC
as a legitimate place to refer people to for I &R. The staff claim that
they get "frequent" referrals from outside agencies. In other ways, too,
there seems to be a spirit of active cooperation with non-library organi-
zations. LINC provides copy for the issues of Sharing, and the staff
have been active in training in other agencies -- such as the Depart-
ment of Human Services and the Police Department -- for I&R work.
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G. ADMINISTRATION

Exhibit IV-G offers a schematic view of the relationships among
the main organizational system of MSCPLIC. Note that the head
of LINO reports tu.A.,Ictly to the Assistant Director (now titled
Deputy Director). These two were brought in simultaneously from
Detroit. In the beginning, the Assistant Director worked closely
with As time has passed ha has attended more and more to
other administrative responsibilities, leaving aft primarily in
the hands of the Head of LINC. Applying organizational consistency,
the Head of LINO would perhaps be responsible to the Chief of the
Main Library. Inasmuch as LINO began as a special project, it was
purposely placed organizationally closer to the director, and it
has remained there. When the current Head of LINC leaves, it is
likely that LINC will assume that "logical" organizational place
three steps away from the director.

Director

1

Personnel Cormunity
relations

Assistant
airictor

Business manager

i

I

I 1

:lain LINC Technical Shelby State Branches and
Library services Community extension

College

EXHIBIT IV G. ORGANIZATIONAL SCHEME, :1E,IPHIS.
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STAFF

There are ten LINC staff, all working at the main library:

3 professional librarians (one, a cataloger)
4 library assistants with assorted backgrounds

ranging from recreation to journalism to
psychology. Experience in human services

is represented to a small degree.
2 clerical workers

1 professional social worker, with some experience
in social work and considerable experience in

I&R in public libraries. (The head of the
department.)

The team of deputy director and head of I&R services was imported
wholesale from Detroit because of their demonstrated success in
impleenting an I&R service. Although it was not necessarily the
intention of top management to have a mix of library and social
work competencies in these two people, that is what was acq6-red.
The managers of the library and of LINC consider this mix to be a
strength of the LINC service and one of the factors that facilitated
the implementation of LINC. Apparently the combination has worked
::ell to establish credibility within the library and the human services
communities. The social work background of the Head of LINC, parti-
cularly, quelled skepticism that might otherwise have been raised at
the library's entry into the I&R realm.

The cataloger on the LINC staff is considered by management to be
a key figure on the team. She is a particularly gifted cataloger
and has been effective in building and maintaining a structure of
files and a thesaurus that work well.

All MSCPLIC professional service staff were oriented to and trained
in LINC operations when the service first began. The orientation
training consumed five days of each trainee's time.

The LINC staff are trained rigorously for six months, during which
time they are on probation. For several weeks they observe back-up
operations and phone transactions in the LINC center. For several
weeks after that they listen in on transactions being conducted by
trained staff. Thee they work one-on-one with another trained staff
member, answering queries. After that they perform "solo," with a
trained observer. Then, finally, they work on their own.

A significant element in the training of LINC staff is the "LINC
Manual," a typed document of about 40 pages that offers direction
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ou particular kinds of questions, special resources, gathering

information, workroom procedures, problems that might arise in
the course of providing service, and established policy of LINC.
A sample page from the "Manual" is displayed in Exhibit

To reinforce the initial training, the whole LINC staff have weekly
staff meetings, and about once a month one or more persons repre-
senting an outside resource is invited to talk with LINC staff about
the functions of that resource.

All the LINC service staff (professionals and library assistants)
share in providing answers to queries and in the back-up work of
publicity and file maintenance. They also work some of their hours
in the Business and Social Sciences Department. This practice was
instituted for the main reason that it helps forestall the "burn-out"
that occurs naturally in answering similar :duds of queries many of
which are related to personal problems, day after day. A valuable
side effect of working in the other department has been additional
integration of I&R with traditional information-giving services in
the library.

To further prevent burn-out -- specifically to allow each staff member
to develop a special interes' within the job -- each service person is
assigned particular topics to specialize in. For instance, one person
might act as a liaison to the mental health or senior citizen agenet4s.
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PAGE 6

3-30-76

WOW TO MAKE REFERRALS FOR PRCFISSIONAL CR CCMC-RC:AL SERVICES:

Patrons may use LILAC service for assistance in locating the following:

1. Professional services:

Doctors, lawyers, etc.

2. Facilities where professional care is delivered:

Day care centers, nursing homes, etc.

3. Commercial products or services

Since the library has no expertise or legitiaate means to rate or evaluate professional
or commercial services, the following options are available to us in assisting patrons who

are seeking such services.

1. We can direct them to professional associations, licensing and
accrediting organizations, etc. Such associations and organizations
may indicate whether the individual or establishment in question is
a member or is licensed, accredited or is a meiber in good stauding.

2. We can make use of directories and listings of licensed professionals
are facilities, and we eau provide information on standards for
licensing, accreditation, etc.

3. If the patron has a particular personal interest, like "I want a
feminist doctor or lawyer," or "I want gestalt therapy," we can
advise him to check with (or we can check for sin) agencies or
organizations with the same focus. icor inatance, the Women's
Resources Canter or the Center for Reproducti7e health would be
helpful in the first example, and Gateways, Inc. would be one
resource for the second.

4. we can offer the patron backup information in whatever form nay be
appropriate to help his make his selection, e.g. a government
publication about choosing a moving company, a bock or articls
about selecting a physician, etc. This should-Lc lode interpreting
Imo-to-do-it information for the patron who has difficulty reading.
(This will not always be apparent. but when it is. this further
degree of helpfulness is appropriate.)

5. For commercial services, we can :lurch the Yellow Pages for 1.he
patron, making clear that that what we are doing and we are
locating the service or procuct for bin, but not recommending it.
Always select more than one possible source, if mot.3 than one is
listed. Point out to the patron that thf time to consult the Setter
Besiness Bureau is before sing a commercial service or purchasing
merchandise.

Exhibit IV-h. Sample Page from "LING Manual." Memphis
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COSTS

As discussed above, $368,000 was received from outside sources over
a two-year period to get LINC started. The amount was arrived at
arbitrarily. Rather than representing an accurate estimate of what
was needed, it was simply $1,000,000 divided among three reasonable
proposals that were submitted to the Quarterly Court. The amount
was certainly more than was needed; and being such a generous grant,
and so visible to the servicr community in Memphis, it may have compelled
the LINC staff to exert special effort to build an effective I&R operation
in short order. It is probable that $200,000 over two years would have
sufficed to put LINC together.

However, in addition to the grant, the library added about 20 new
full-time staff -- some professionals, some library assistants --
to the regular budget. They were deployed to branches, with three
to the Sciences Department, to do interviewing of resources and community
walks. No more than half of their time was spent in I&R activities.
This would probably have cost about $100,000, beyond the grant. The
estimated budget for expenditures for LINC for Fiscal Year 1981 was $158,183,
plus $2500 for telephone costs and $200 for minor printing expenses. These
costs do not include physical plant expenses. The Area Agency on Aging
currently adds approximately $31,000 to the MSCPLIC coffers to cover the
cost of two LINC staff and part of the costs of reproducing the Human
Services Directory. The total unrecovered costs for I&R for FY 81 was
close to $130,000, defrayed out of the regular MSCPLIC budget.
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PUBLICITY

Initial publicity advertised LINC as a distinct new library service.
Publicity consisted of one paid advertisement in newspapers (not a
news feature), radio ana television spots, flyers and brochures, pla-
cards on the outsida of municipal buses, and walks. In addition, LINC
held an open house at the LINC offices for agencies listed in the
resource file; approximately 150 representatives made an appearance.

After the initial spate of publicity, television spots have been made
standard modes of advertising. They fill out the continuous program
of publicity that maintains for LINC a rather even volume of queries,
with highs and lows that are not far apart.

In September 1978 LINC staff conducted a publicity survey of 632 people
out of the 1,493 who used LINC. The results were as follows:

How did you hear about LINC?

Other agency 170 respondents
TV, radio 138
Main or branch library 88

Friend or relative 80

Phone book 39

Newspaper or magazine 30

LINC speaker 23

Brochure 20
Bus placard 18

Business 11
Directory 5

Those surveyed were almost evenly divided between those who had used
LINC before, and those who hadn't. According to the survey, the most
effective forms of publicity are other agencies, the broadcast media
(television is the most effective of the two), in-library ads or referrals,
and friends and relatives. All other forms of publicity fall far below these
four in impact.

Unlike other publicity for the library, LINC's is handled primarily by
the LINC staff, with assistance from the Public Relations Department, especially
with regard to television and radio spots, and with free consultation with a
local advertising firm. Initially, $1800 was spent on artwork for the bus
placards. Since then, negligible amounts have been spent on publicity supplies,
and the cost of 102 of one of LINC's professional staff is attributable to
publicity.

Whereas in the past the approach has been to advertise LINC to the general
population, there is now a program of targeting not the service but the
advertising for the service. The targets may be such specific subgroups as
senior citizens, the poor, parents, and the non-English-speaking.
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H. I&R IN THE CONTEXT OF OTHER LIBRARY SERVICES

The staff of the LINC Deyartment are convinced of the importance of
ths work they are doing. They aee LINC as a critical new service for
the Memphis area, and they tend to feel that it has vitalizes the library
generally, by promoting the library as an answerer of questions (in addition
as a supplier of books) and raising the public's esteem for the library.
LINC staff and other staff feel that the public have received the LINC
service enthusiastically and that the promotion of LINC has not only brought
a new wave of I&R queries into the library, but also has significantly in-
creased the number of "traditional" reference queries. The staff interviewed
consider LINC significa.st in terms of the importance of its mission, and the
volume of business it br:.ngs into the library and public relations.

Among the staff, both LINC and non-LINC, there seems to be substantial
agreement on what is and what is not an I&R query. This level of agree-
ment -- higher than witnessed at most other sites -- is likely due to
the extensive, intensive training of all library staff at the outset of
LINC and to the clear distinction between LINC activities and other
library activities.

While everyone acknowledges the significance of LINC, some staff -- usually
those who have been working longer -- believe it is not a legitimate library
activity. There is widespread -- though not deep -- resentment toward LINC
for the extraordinary attention it has always received.

The top management of MSCPLIC is clearly enthusiastic, almost by definition.
After all, one half of the library's top management -- the Assistant Director --
was brought into the organization with the express purpose to establish Ia.
The other half -- the Director -- was the force in making the decision to
adopt I &R and has evidenced a long-term commitment to transforming the public
library from an institution that delivers only materials to an institution
that also delivers answers. The Director has made I&R the top priority for
library growth for several years and has committed substantial amounts of
the library's regular budgetary resources to the development and operation
of LINC.

Viewed in perspective with other services and activities of MSCPLIC, LINC
can be classed as a highly centralized yet fairly integrated activity. It

is a distinct department, with a distinct budget and staff and a distinct
priority within the library. The degree of distinctiveness might ordinarily
presage a low degree of integration within the organization. However, LINC
has managed to be moderately integrated and deliberately so: LINC staff
work some hours in the Sciences Department, where it is felt that I&R and
traditional reference service reinforce each other in answering a query;
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Sciences staff and LINC staff are cross-trained; the LINC file is in
every branch except one new experimental branch; all staff were oriented
to and trained in LINC operations. More efforts at integrating are being
considered: closer ties with the various reference departments; more
cross-training; and possibly attempts to increase I &R activity in the
branches. (It is very low and -- many branch staff opine -- rightly so,
inasmuch as they feel they lack the special skills and constant exposure
required to do a proper job.)
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I. EVALUATION

The LINC staff collect more data about Lila than do the staff of any
other site. Some of the data collection is on-going tallies; some
of it is occasional surveys. The following are continuously collected:

. Number of I&R queries

. Topics of UR queries

. Mode of intake (walk-in, phone, mail)

. Number of three-way calls

. Number of follow-ups

. Senior citizen or not (to report to the Area Agency on Aging)

. Service received or not received by client or service not available

In addition, the staff have conducted occasional surveys of LINC clients
in order to learn:

. How the client learned of LINC

. Whether or not the client had used LINC before
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TRANSACTION SURVEY

LINC staff interviewed clients on seven days between January and March 1980.
These seven days were taken from the list of randomly selected dates for
1980 that Baltimore County uses to collect its information statistics.
Memphis was to interview, insofar as possible, every LINC client on these
days until 400 forms were completed. Thus data were collected on one Monday,
two Tuesdays, two Wednesdays, one Thursday and one Saturday. The staff
attempted to interview every client on those days. During the seven sample
days, they initiated interviews with 427 people which was approximately
60Z of the total estimate of LINC clients. Four people refused to be inter-
viewed; twelve forms were incomplete. The remaining 411 completed inter-
views were all usable and provide a statistically valid picture of IE.R
transactions during the January-March period. On the following page are
the tabulated responses to the survey. There are several noteworthy ob-
servations to be made on the simple frequencies of the data:

. About 2/3 of the users of I&R service have used it before
(recognizing the limitations of this question, as explained
earlier).

. About 3/4 of the I&R clients have used other library services
before, and &.most 2/3 of these had used them within the past
three months ("regular users").

. The I&R service was learned about equally through human sources
(friends, neighbors, relatives, library staff, agency personnel)
and through the media. The one most frequently mentioned is
television; second is friend-neighbor-relative.

. In about 1/3 of the cases, the client had asked his/her query
elsewhere.

. The 20-35 age group predominates among the clients.

. Over half the clients have at least some college education.

. About 44% of the clients reported a family income of under
$14,000. This is likely a function of the income level of
the Memphis region which, in 1970, was 70% of the national
per capita income.

. The great majority of clients are female.

. Telephone calls account for 98% of all queries. This may be
attributable to the fact :hilt the LINC desk is purposely
sequestered in a corner of the second floor, in order to make
it primarily a phone-in service.

. In the great majority of cases "simple information-giving"
was provided. Rarely did the staff contact a resource on
a specific client's behalf.

. As might be expected, the LINC file was used in responding
to almost all the queries.

Close to 500 cross-tabulations were performed on the data for each library.
Several of them seem meaningful in the Memphis situation:

. There is a tendency for people who have used LINC before to
have more years of formal education.
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(J Agency call (answer only questions 9-12)

No response (answer no questions)

1.

PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROJECT

We're trying to improve our service. Would
you help us by answering a few questions?
We won't record your name and it should take
only one minute.

Have you used tne library's information
service before -- the one you're using
now? -71 3(c 3

J Yes (3/3 No ( ] Don't know

2. Nave you used any other service of
this library system? =

r7,1 Yes (;y1 No (/ 1 Don't know

IF YES: '- :.173

1(4.,1 Wee it within past 3
months?

()A Was it with en past year?
(,c] Was it longer silo? (Or

don't remember)

3. Nov did you
information

learn of the library's
service?

VI Friend, neighbor.
larary staff

(04] Referred by agency
(, ;21 Radio

LA Television
(,j Newspaper

L.U1 Other

relative 2;,,c

c-:

;,-/
c:/

4. Have you asked your question in any
other places before coming to the
library? (You don't have to name
them.)

T No

5. I'll read same age groups. Just stop
on when you hear yours. (Interviewer:
Omit obviously wrong groups when possible.]

a( '1 13-19
bLy-Z1 20-35

c(,,J 36-45
dLf1 46-64
s( ] 65 or over
( 1 Declined to state

6. I'll read some groups based on
years of education completed. Just
tell on when you hear yours.

/1=
11[E] College gradurts
b(5e] Some college
cl,31 High se'. gradua:a
d( ,1 Some .40 school
e( 8th grads or less

( /3 Declined to &tate

Exhibit IV-Eye. Survey results,
Memphis.
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Branch
Data
Time

7. In vhica of these groups
did your total family incone,
from all sources, fall last
year -- before taxes, that is?
I'll read the groups.

&UAW to $d,000
b(_j] $8,000 to $14,000
c( $14,000 to $20.000
drij $20,000 to $26,000
e( ,] Above $26,000

(/0:1 Declined to state/don't know

That's all the questions. Thank
you very such for your help.

INTERVIEWER To FILL OUT REMAINDER:

8. of patron -71- 5 3

L221 Holm (7)4 Female

9. Mode of inquiry -71

(!1] Telephone (_Z Visit :

10. Topic of question (check all
that apply) -,i :

Money setters
Consumer issues
Nousindhshld. saint.
Health
Job-related issues
Transportation
Educe:ion

Neighborhood issues
Recreation, sports
Far4 ly relations

Criss, . _xfsty
Legal ratters
Child cars
Other

11. Disposition of question (All that apply)

(.:1 Information was given
(-'Cl: Information was given

after interview to probe
underlying need

( 41 Librarian contacted a
resource on patron's
behalf

( -1 Other (Specify)

12. Was question answered (or
referral made) from a resource
file created by the library?

('-] Yes ( _1 No



Day of the Week: n..410

Sun 0 Thurs 14

Mon 21 Fri 0

Tues 32 Sat 5

Wed 28

Typology of Education and Income: n..315

Low educ, low income 17

Low educ, hi income 4

Hi educ, low income 32

Hi educ, hi income 47

Exhibit IV-Eye. Survey results, Memphis (cont.).
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. Older clients have used the library less recently than
the younger clients.

. Older clients -- especially seniors -- more than other age
groups tend to learn oi LINC from an agency.

. As well, those with lower family incomes are more likely
to learn of LINC frem an agency.

. If the client asked his/her query elsewhere before coming
to LINC, LINC staff are less likely to contact an outside
resource on his/her behalf.

. Generally, query topics did not correlate with other variables.
However, there were some exceptions:

.. If the query related to money matters,
the staff were more likely to engage in
"complex information-giving" or contact
an outside resource on behalf of the client.

.. Household-related queries are more likely to
bk--. posed by older than by younger clients.

.. Health and family-related topics are more
likely than others to result in complex
information-giving.

.. People asking legal queries tend to learn
about LINC more frequently from: television
than askers of other query topics.

. LINC f.aff tend to engage in complex information-giving with
less educated rather than more educated clients.

. With the older client -- especially those 65 and over -- staff
are more likely to contact a resource on his/her behalf.

The composite "typology" of education and income described in the Methodology
chapter was cross-tabulated with numerous variables. The findings speak to
the relationship of LINC to its market: Is LINC attracting what could be
ccnsidered a stanaard library clientele? Or is it drawing from a new segment
of the population? We shall characterize that "standard library clientele" --
based on numerous studies performed since the late 1940's -- as more IS ely
to have completed some higher education and more likely to fall into the
higher income brackets than are the non-users of public libraries. The data
from Memphis indicate that "standard library clients" are more likely to be
users of LINC. There is a tendency for those with higher education and higher
family income to have used LINC before and the same holds true of their use
of library services in general.

REFERENCE ACTIVITY COITARED WITH I&R

In fiscal year 1978-79 LINC queries received either at the main library or
at the branches amounted to 22,085; in 1979-80, 30,700. Reference queries
re,.-;ved t4roughout the system amounted to 283,167 for the same period.
Obviously, in teals of volume, traditional reference activity outstrips LINC.
Yet virtually everyone interviewed -- both LINC staff and non-LINC staff --
assessed LINC as a significant feature in the library's service program in
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terms of philosophy and volume.

Since the beginning of LINC, there has been about a 40% increase in
an reference queries received by the various departments and branches
ow MSCPLIC, according to management. They and the staff in the various
departments readily acknowledge the role of LINC in establishing the
library as a popular information-giving place.

STAFF ASSESSMENT

The staff report few deficiencies in IEIR at Memphis. The service is
well used by the public, accepted by human service agencies in the
region, funded adequately for the kind of service being provided, and
incorporated reasonably well into the program of library services.
Some branch staff are concerned that the service will be spread to the
branches where, they felt, the volume of UR queries will not justify
maintaining either the LINC file or LA skills. Some LINC staff are
concerned that, despite precautions mentioned above, burn-out will occur.
They are also continuously concerned about maintaining currency of the
LINC file; even slight disruptions in staffing can undo the schedule for
updating entries. LINC staff, other service staff and top managers alike
would prefer to see closer integration of LINC with reference services --
perhaps by making LIAC part of the Sciences Department. A goal of the
managers that could hardly be considered a deficiency at the moment is
automation. Staff are considering MARC-type format for IEIR computeri-
zation. Appropriate software may be commercially available fcr ISR
through Bibliographic Retrieval Services in 1981.

LINC can be compared with Detroit Public Library's TIP service. Memphis
by its very nature did not present the problems evident in Detroit. For
instance, Vetroit's sheer size -- both of the city and the library system --
required a longer time to win over the human services community and the
library staff than was provided for in the development schedule. TIP
was designed much as LINC: an autonomous unit added to an existing or-
ganization. TIP, however, was added to a considerably larger organization
than was LINC, and the effort required to overcome territorial barriers
in TIP would necessarily have been greater. It seems such barriers have
been more successfully overcome in LINC, partly because of the smaller
scale of Memphis and partly because of more deliberate attention to inte-
grating LINC with other library activities. In a more abstract vein,
certain difficulties at TIP could perhaps be traced to the fact that TIP
was introduced in part as a catalyst to solve branch and general library
problems (decreasing funds and diminished use of traditional library services.)
It appears that at Memphis a healthier environment for UR prevailed: top
management had long advocated the importance of information-giving as a
library service; the staff were relatively receptive to the idea of I &R
before it was introduced; some staff had backgrounds in the human service
sector; the library was not facing serious _financial recision. All of these
factors seemed to have contributed to viewing LINC for its value as a service,
rather than for its value in bailing out a sinking institution.
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CHAPTER V

COLORADO SPRINGS

A. THE SITE

THE CITY AND COUNTY

Colorado Springs lies at the foot of Pikes Peak, in El Paso County.

In 1978 it was estimated that the population totalled 322,000 people.

About 2/3 of them live inside the city limits. The eastern part of

the County is largely rural.

In 1970 minorities constituted 14.1% of the population: 9% Spanish and

5% black. The median age in the County was 23.5 years (compared with

23.1 years for the nation). Twelve percent of the population was over

age 55. The median number of school years completel by El Paso County

residents was 12.6 (compared to 12.1 nationally). The median family

income for 5olorado Springs in 1970 was $9,090 (compared co $9,596 for

the U.S.).

The area has four military institutions, including the U.S. Air Forc^

Academy. In 1974, government accounted for 49% of "industry earnings."

In 1970, approximately 56% of the total labor force was employed 1.5 white

collar positions, compared to 53% in Colorado and 48% in the U.S.

THE LIBRARY

Library services for Colorado Springs residents have been
available in limited form since the late 1800's, when the
Colorado Springs Social Union developed a small literature
collection with funds raised through donations and socials.

The City of Colorado Springs began financial support of
library services in 1903, and in 1905 aedicated a new library,

known as the Colorado Springs Public Library.

On January 1, 1964, the Pikes Peak Library District came

into official existence. Under Colorado State Library Law
provisions, the 5-member Board is selected by a committee
appointed jointly by Colorado Springs City Council and the

Board of County Commissioners.

In 1968, the El Pomar Foundation donated a new Main Library

facility (Penrose Public Library) to the community. The

old Colorado Springs Library (located behind Penrose Library)

was remodeled and reopened as Palmer Wing in 1969.

The District now maintains nine branches in the county (in-

cluding a small branch at the El Paso County Jail), and
operates two bookmobiles and a children's multi-media van

throughout the county.

The Library District serves all of El Paso County, excluding the uni .orporated

area of Security/Widefield and the municipality of Manitou Springs. The

service population of the District was 289,300 as of 1917. The operating

budget was $2,219,172 in fiscal year 1900:
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B. ORIGINS

In Fall 1977 the Junior League, in cooperation with the Pikes Peak
Regional Library System (PPRLS), began to collect information on
free or inexpensive services in the Pikes Peak area. The library
provided office space, telephones and a half-time reference librarian
to assist the Junior League volunteers. An old library file of community
resources was updated and used as the basis for the new file. Approximately
one year was spent in file development, and service to the public began in
1978 under the name of CALL, "Citizen's Action Line Limitless." It was
operated four hours a day by the Junior League. They continued to staff
and manage the project until March 1979.

Also in 1977 community leaders and concerned citizens published "Citizen's
Goals for the Colorado Springs Community." This document emphasized the
need for a centrally located public information service for the Pikes Peak
area that could put citizens in touch with social services, governmental,
cultural and recreational information. Given the central location, widely
dispersed branches and long hours of availability of the library, the library's
managers felt that the Penrose Library could become the required public in-
formation source. In 1978 the Library organized the Community Interaction
Team (CIT), headed by two librarians and three CETA workers. The team began
to accumulate community information for library files by visiting social
service organizations, government asencies, clubs, and educational and
recreational organizations. Late in 1979 a millagc increase brought the
library the funds to consolidate the work of the Junior League's CALL and
till library's CIT, and to bring the resulting single service under the um-
brella of regular library funding. The Information Services Desk (ISD) was
established at Penrose Library to serve as the center of operation for community
information.

During the time of the CALL and CIT programs, the library was also developing
its own software for on-line access to an inventory of all materials, client
registration data, circulation records and acquisition files. The resource

files of CALL and CIT were incorporated into the computer, with on-line access,
and were regrouped into four files. A fifth was added in 1980. As currently
defined, they are:

. CALL Citizen's Action Line Limitless -- human services and

government resources
. C iRSES -- adult education and recreation opportunities
. CLUB -- a roster of clubs and local organizations in the area
. CALENDAR -- a listing of educational, cultural and recreational
events inside and outside the library

. DAYCARE -- a listing of day care centers and homes
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C. I&R SERVICE CONCEPT

The service goals for the Junior League's CALL project were the following:

. to develop a complete and current file of existing
agencies and their services

. to interpret a patron's situation and to preseut
optional resources that might respond to it

. to follow up services to insure that the patron's
needs have been met.

The current goal for the Information Services Division is as follows:

"Information Services is designed as a point for
delivering information about the library and the
community. The purpose is to provide quick and
efficient access to resources with the help of

n 5the computer and selected sets of printed materials.

As stateu, the goal currently guiding the activities of the ISD encompasses
the goals of the superseded CALL project. ISD includee the I&R function,
of course. Yet it also includes the task of informing people about the
resources and services within the Library -- a function that is ordinarily,
and by the definitions of this study, not considered to be I&R. One of the
goals in the Library's long-range plan is to provide services to target
groups such as senior citizens, young adults and the handicapped and dis-
advantaged. The staff in the Information Services Division felt that these
particular sub-groups of the population do use the I&R service. Also, the
number of requests for free services such as food and clothing leads them
to believe that people who are economically disadvantaged use I&R.

The staff who work in the Information Services Division (ISD) are divided
into three teams th-t handle the (1) CALL and CLUB files, (2) the community
events calendar and local business information, and (3) educational and
career information, including COURSES. However, all staff members work on
the Information Service desk in addition to performing team duties. A fourth
team is responsible for designing new informational data bases and training
for col-outer-assisted searching.

Simple and complex information are provided as a standard service. The
staff do some referrals, but rarely -- about 3% of the time, judging by the
data from the transaction survey. One staff member stated tbit now that CALL
is "just another reference file" the original service objectives of referral
and follow-up are not being done. This change in service objectives seems
to be due mostly to lack of staff time.

Advice about outside resources is not provided at all; advise about strategy
is not provided as a standard service, but is done by some staff. Although
follow-up is not provided as a standard service, several staff said they
suggest to the client that he/she call back if the resources they have been
directed to were inadequate. Advocacy seems not to occur at all, although
a few -taff members said that it was the domain of the CALL team to provide
th' rvice, albeit in a low-keyed manner.

Feedback is not provided; nor are counselling, transportation or escort.
However, appropriate information or referrals will be given to people who seem
to need these last three services. One staff member summed up ISD's Objectives:
"the main intent is to provide informational services, not others."
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The main library is open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Thursday,

and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Friday and Saturday. Clients access the resource

files by telephone or in-person.
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D. THE RESOURCE FILE

When the Junior League began the CALL Office in 19",-, the file was on
5x6 index cards. by the time the Information Services Division was estab-
lished in 1979, the file was on-line. All nine branches (excluding the
jail) have CRT terminals for on-line access. Six terminals are located
in tht Penrose Library, the main library of the District, three of which
arr, in ISD ana two in Reference. Also, print-outs of the CALL and CLUB
files are available in ISD and Reference in the rain library. At ISD
taere is also a public terminal which can access only information about
library holdings. In order to access any community files on-line, the
public needs an intermediary -- a staff member knowledgeable about pass-
words ana keywords. In fact, this staff member actually delivers in-person
I&R-type service to the patron. however, print-outs of the CALL and CLUB
file are available for patron use without an intermediary, and the COURSES
file is available to home computer users.

All the community information files -- CALL, COURSES, CLUB, CALENDAR and
DAYCARE -- are separate files. They have unique kinds of information, unique
access terms, and unique structures (arrangements, keywords, cross references.)
While the separation often permits faster access to an item within a given
file, it also requires that staff be familiar with the distinct information
ia, access to, and structures of each file in order to use the whole set of
them well. The Information Services Manual contains instructions on how to
access each file, as well as a list of all keywords and cross-references.

Initially, the CALL file contained about 300 entries; now the entries number
661, The CLUB file originally contained about 200 clubs; presently, it
contains 532. COURSES has 2131 records, ana CALENDAR has an average of
214 entries at any one time. The number of both educational courses and
community events can vary. The above figures are current as of October 1,
1940.

The CALL file can be accessed by agency names, 176 keywords and 154 cross-
references. Keyword access yields the name of the resource, a brief des-
cription, and the telephone number. See Exhibit V-A. A list of valid key-
words can also be called up.

Access by agency name yields the following information:

. Name, address and phone number of resource

. Description of services or activities

. Name and title of person to contact

. Name and title of person in charge

. Type of service (feueral, state, local, private)

. Sources of financial support
. Hours of service
. Eligibility requirements
. Service capability/availability of services
. Goal or purpose of resource agency
. nethods of obtaining service
. Speakers available
. Subject headings
. Terms of office and frequency of rotation of officers
. Use of volunteer staff
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Program: CALL READ

INDEXED AREA LISTING

A List by agency V List valid keywords
K List by keyword X Exit from prog,am

? K
First keyword? INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
Keyword or 'GO'? GO

INFORMATION AND REFERRAL there are 40 agencies

1 TRAVELERS AID-AIRPORT OFFICE 398-3873
INFORMATION AND DIRECTION TO TRAVELERS. PROTECTIVE TRAVEL

2 ABORTION INFORMATION AND REFERRAL 597-8898
EMPHASIZES RIGHT TO CHOICE. PREGNANCY TESTING; URINE $10,

3 CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES 303-636-2345
REFERRAL SERVICE, COUNSEL, AND ADVOCATE FOR THE POOR.

4 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, COLORADO SPRINGS 635-1551
INFORMATION CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CONCERNING TOURISM, LEGISLATIVE

5 SILVER KEY SENIOR SERVICES 632-1521
TO PROVIDE IN-HOME SERVICES TO THE ELDERLY WHICH WILL PROVIDE

6 CALL 471-CALL
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL ON FREE OR INEXPENSIVE SERVICES.

EXHIBIT V- A. Partial listing from CALL File, on keyword "Information
and Referral" Colorado Springs.

7
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This is the fullest information about the resource contained in the file.
See Exhibit V-B for an example. In addition, collection of agency
publications (pamphlets, is maintained separately. A print-out of
all or a part of the CALL file is available to the public, on demand. The
first ten pages are free; the charge is $.10 for each additional page. A
full print-out of the CALL or CLUB file is $25.00.

The keyword list for the CALL file is controlled and is user-oriented
to the extent that its creators sought to use popular terminology. Although
inclusion and exclusion of keywords are arbitrary, they have been predicated
mostly on popular use.

New resources for the CALL file '.ome to the attention of the CALL team via
newspapers, phone calls and community meetings. A questionnaire is sent
to the resource in order to gather information for the file. See Exhibit
V-C. Telephone updating is done once a year or as the need arises. The
CALL team, including a librarian, library technician and clerical worker is
responsible for maintaining the currency and comprehensiveness of the file.
A print-out of the complete CALL file is available at no charge to other
libraries and agencies that have helped in updating the file. Also, the tape
of the CALL file is available to any agency with facilities to print its own
copy.

fhe resources in the COURSES file are courses and recreational programs for
adults in the Pikes Peak area. Resources can be accessed by name of course,
by 84 keywords contained in the files of the courses, or by 284 cross-references.
See Exhibit V-D. Keyword access provides the name of the course, dates and
times, cost, instructor, telephone number, location, and director/coordinator
of the institution that offers the course or program. See Exhibit V-E.

The CLUB file also can be accessed by name and keyword. Keyword access pro-
vides a club's name, brief description, and telephone. See Exhibit V-F.
Full information about the club can be had by entering the name of the club.
This information includes name, address, contact person, phone number, function(s),
date of election of ofTicerr, number of members, and keywords. See Exhibit 7-G.
The CLUB file contains 175 keywords with no cross-references. A print-out of
the LLU,, file is available at both the ISD and the reference desks at the main
library. The Community Events Calendar, CALENDAR, contains a chronological
listing of events in the community and in the library. See Exhibit V -ii for a

partial calendar. The information includes date, time, event, sponsoring
agency, address, cost, and telephone number. The types of events include
music, dance, and dramatic performances; lectures; and demonstrations. Exhibits
and displays are listed at the end of the calendar. This file can also be
accessed by type of event and sponsoring agency. The library prints and mails
250 copien of the calendar each month to community groups and individuals.
CALENDAR is supplemented by a Community Events bulletin board in the library.

With the cooperation of the Urban League the Library has recently established
a computerized index to daycare centers and homes. The file, DAYCARE, is indexed
by name and by the closest elementary school (in order to provide a geographic
framework for users of the file). See Exhibit V-Eye. In tne future the Library
hopes to index all pre-schools and all commercial daycare centers.
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CALL
PENROSE PUBLIC LIBRARY
471-CALL ALL LIBRARY HRS.
20 N. CASCADE, COLORADO SPRINGS, CO. 80901
Director: CINDY SLATER
Contact person: MAXINE
Eligibility:
ANYONE, ACCESS TO CALL AND CLUB FILES FOR REFERRALS.

29-Aug-80

Function and purpose:
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL ON FREE OR INEXPENSIVE SERVICES.
REFER TO APPROPRIATE AGENCY OR SERVICE TO MEET CALLER'S NEEDS
FOLLOW -UP ON REFERRALS, LIBRARY RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR INFO.,
COORDINATES INFORMATION GATHERING WITH OTHER I & R AGENCIES.
Application procedure: PHONE OR WALK-IN
Keywords of this agency:

INFORMATION AND REFERRAL DIRECTORIES
ETHNIC SERVICES CLUBS
LIBRARIES

EXHIBIT V-3. Listing from CALL File under keyword "CALL." Colorado Springs.
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1. NAi-a OF AGENCY CR SERVICE: (55 spaces)

2. PARENT AGENCY AND/CR ACRONY:'1: (64 spaces)

3. PHCNE: (34 spaces)

4. HOURS: (30 spaces)

5. ADDRESS: (64 spaces)

5a. DIRECTO?: 30 spaces)

6b. CONTACT :ERZON: (30 spaces)

7. ELIGIBILITY: (2 lines of 70 spaces each)

o. Ft.:::CT70:1 .;:.TD FJP.POSE: (Le- lines of 72 spaces each)

9. Al-P:70A= P:-.00:=7:aE: L50 spaces)

10. :.::EJECT HEAIJINGS: (10 lines of 27 spaces each)

41. :-S.272 -='"1: (5.2 sraces)

12. :INIST7RED 3Y: (30 spaces)

Person r...vin.;: al:cve info:

Person collectincr info:

EXHIBIT V-C. 471-CALL Questionnaire. Colorado Springs.
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KEYWORD VOCABULARY LISTING FOR COURSES

abuse, ch ld or wife see RELATIONSHIPS

accident investigation see (7IME

accounting see BUSINESS

accounting, personal see FINANCE

accupuncture see EASTERN ARTS

acting see THEATER

adjustments see REAL ESTATE

administration see MANAGEMENT

ADULT

adult education .7,ee BASIC EDUCATION

ADVANCED

advertising see BUSINESS

aerobic see FIT 'SS

AGED

aggressiveness see SELF IMPROVEMENT

air conditic_ar, design see ELECTRONICS

air conditioner, repair see SERVICING

airline see AVIATION

alcoholism see HEALTH

EXHIBIT V-D. Partial keyword vocabulary listing for COURSES. Colorado

Springs.
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Program: COURSES

P = Search by institution
K = Search by course keyword
X = Exit program
Command? K
Keyword? BUSINESS
Keyword? WOMEN
Keyword? GO

WS 24 WOMEN IN SALES Days:TUE
Course runs FROM 11/04 TO 11/04 Hours: 6:30 PM to 9:30 PM

Cost is $ 6 FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ENROLLMENT CALL 635-2043

Located at
NORTH COMMUNITI SCHOOL 635-2043

612 E YAMPA Colorado Springs, Colorado 50903

CM10
Director / Coordinator: GINGER BARNS

UC 4 MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT FOR WOMEN SERIES/ Days:THU
Course runs FROM 10/23 TO 11/20 Hours: 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM

Cost is $ 115 FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ENROLL,IENT CALL 593-3358

Located at
There are 3 co',:rses with this key
Press RETURN to continue?

UC 3 MANAGEMENT FOR WOMEN WORKSHOP Days:FRI
Course runs FROM 10/17 TO '0/17 Hours: 09:00 AM to a:30 PM

Cost is t 35 FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ENROLLMENT CALL 593 -3368

Located at
Keyword?

EXEIBIT V-E. T;c) listings in COURSES File under keywords "Women" and
"Business." Colorado Springs.
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r Program. CLUBS

C = Search for clubs by name
K = Search for clubs by keyword
V = Print valid keyword list
X = Exit the program (also END and EXIT)

? K
First keyword? WOMEN
Keyword or 'GO'? GO

WOMEN

1

2 BUSINESS WOMEN'S ASSN., PIKES PEAK
FURTHERING EDUCATION OF WOMEN IN BUSINESS

3 BUSINESS WOMEN'S ASSN., CHARTER CHAPTER
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION. PROVIDE SCHOLARSHIPS TO

4

5 CREDIT WOMEN (INTERNATIONAL), PIKES PEAK CHAPTER
KEEP MEMBERS UPDATED ON

6

There are 69 club

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN 632-4514 (AFTER 5PM)
WOMEN HELPINC WOMEN. SCHOLARSHIP EACH YEAR TO A WOMAN IN THE

COWBELLES, PIKES PEAK
PROMOTE BEEF

635-7086

634-7156/471-4910

(303) 683-2272

475-7700 EXT231

BUSINESS WOMEN'S ASSN., COLUMBINE CHAPTER 632-1701
HELP WOMEN IN BUSINESS ADVANCE THROUGH EDUCATION, INCREASED

( cr ,n,Pn-,X,HELP)? HELP
cr is Carriage Return and it advances to next page

n is a number, the one left of a club
Pn is P with a page immediately following ie P1 or P5
X is to return to 'First Keyword' (also END and EXIT)
( cr ,n,?n,7,HELP)? 3

EXHIBIT V-F. Partial resource 1.1.sting in the CLUB File under keyword
"Women." Colorado Springs.
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1. Club: 3USINESS WOMEN'S ASSN., CHARTER CHAPTER
2. Address: 1711 WEST PLATTE AVE
3. City, State: COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORAD')
4. Zip code: 80904
5. Contact Person:ROSE ANN NICHOLS
6. Phone number: 634-7156/471-4910
7. Function (s):

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION. PROVIDE SCHOLARSHIPS TO
RECEIPENTS VOTED ON BY OUR CHAPTER.

8. Meeting time and place:
3RD MON, VARIOUS LOCATIONS

9. Renew date: AUG 81
10. Members (no.): 40
11. Keywords:

WOMEN BUSINESS
S=LARSHIPS

( cr ,n,Pr.,X,HELP)?

F.:ZII6IT V-G. An entry in the CLU3 File. Colorado Springs.
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Program: CALENDAR
Search by which key SO (sponsoring organization),

ET (event type),
DT (date of event),

or X (exit program)? DT
Date (eg 25-DEC-30)? 15- NOV -80
15-Nov-80 00:00 AM 00:00 AM INTERNATIONAL POLKA CLUB

INTERNATIONAL POLKA CLUB PRESENTS "JOE GABLE". 2422 BUSCH
DANCE AVENUE. 633-0195. DRESS UP - NO BLUE JEANS.

Is this the record you wanted?
15-Nov-80 00:00 AM 00:00 AM FINE ARTS CENTER

NEW EXHIBITION, "SAINTS AND THEIR MEANINGS IN THE HISPANIC
DISPLAY SOUTHWEST". 30 W. DALE. 634-5581.

Is this the record you wanted?
15-Nov-80 00:00 AM 00:00 AM FINE ARTS CENTER

NEW EXHIBITION, "HIGHLIGHTS OF AUDUBON". 30 W. DALE.
DISPLAY 634-5581.

Is this the record you wanted? Y
Date (eg 25-DEC-80)? NONE
Search by which key SO (sponsoring organization),

ET (event type),
DT (date of event),

or X (exit program)? ET
Event Type? CONCERT
14-Nov-80 08:00 PM 00:00 AM THE Sr PHONY, COLORADO SPR

FEATURES JULIANA MARKOVA, FAMOUS PIANIST. PALMER
COr7ERT AUDITORIUM. $6.00 AND $8.00. CALL THE SYMPHONY OFFICE AT

631-4611.

Is this the record you wanted? Y

Exhibit V -H. Partial listing of CALENDAR File. Colorado Springs.



Program: DAY ("IRE

N - Search by Name of Center
E - Search by Closest Elementary
F - Search for Flagged data (enter 'LIST F' to Hs,: Flags)
S - Statistic printout ( for DCREAD only
X - Exit the Program

? N

Which center do you want? C

Director: TYSON BARBARA
Center: CALVARY PRESCHOOL

4210 TEMPLETON GAP
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80918

Telephone:599-7252 No TITLE XX
Closest elementary:
License expires: Accepts 223 children Has 33 vai,ancies

Ages 3 to 6
Open from 09:00 am to 12:00 am MON, TUE, WED, THU, FR:,

ACCEPT HANDICAPPED
Center has 0 complaints on f,le

Do you want the next file? N
Which center do you want? NONE

N - Search by Name of Center
E - Search by Closest Eleme.:tary
F - Search for Flagged data (enter 'L:S7 F' to list Flags
S - Statistic printout ( for DCREAD only
X - Exit the ?rogram

? X

Exhibit V-Eye. Example of search in DAY CARL File. Colorado Springs.
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There are also plans afoot to provide computerized access to information
on regional businesses. Information on regional and national businesses
as well as information on starting a business already exist in the Library's
vertical files.

ASSESSMENT OF THE FILE

The subject scope of the various files is considered by the staff to be very
good. According to one, it "covers everything I've had to encounter." The
currency of the files was rated very good to good, the main reservation being
that updating requires more time than is available. %Thile some of the staff
rated the depth of information as very good, a few stated that the information
was limited by the computer format and was not always clear.

Arrangement is not a relevant feature of on-line files, inasmuch as on-line
files permit multiple access.

The adequacy of access, or indexing, was rated variously by the staff. Some
judged it to be very good. Others felt that some of the keywords, especially
those for CALL, needed a great deal of work in order to provide accurate and
consistent access. The physical format of the file was rated very good by all
staff interviewed; several said they liked working with an on-line file better
than working t-ith a hard-copy file.
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E. I&R SERVICE DELIVERY

The consensus of the staff interviewed was that the majority of questions
asked at the Information Services Desk call for short answers delivered
quickly. The staff try to provide the patron with all applicable resources,
although sometimes recommendations will be made to help the patron narrow

the number of choices. To answer questions the staff may also use the Yellow
Pages, a local directory of social services in Pikes Peak, and information
published by local government. Questions requiring more than the usual time
to answer (2-3 minues) are referred by paraprofessional to professional staff.

The Library, along with several other I&R service providers, at one time formed
an I&R Coalition to discuss new services and those resources that need updating.
While the Coalition still exists, it no loner holds meetings. Within the
Library, there are meetings of the Information Services staff and meetings of
ISD and Reference staffs when needed. 13D desks and staff are located near
the main entrance to the library and are highly visible to entering clients.
The first impression conveyed is that of a series of airline reservation desks.
They have a look of a natural spot to go to to ask a question. As a result,

the ISD staff answer many queries for directions within the Library. Twenty

percent of all queries answered in January 1980 were of tnis kind.

An attendant effect of the "airline reserver 3n desk" vista that greets the
client could very well be some control over :the nature of queries elicited
from people who t ail. in. The "high volume" atmosphere may elicit mainly short-
answer queries; and the rather public and col,-.:sted aspect of the area may have

some chilling effect on the posing of complex personal queries in person. In

telephone mode, there may well be no impact of ISD's "vista."



F. EXTERNAL RELATIONS

The Community Interaction Team activity was a major effort to gather
community information and make it available to the public. CIT was instru-
mental in adva.,cing the Library as an "information place" and increasing

its visibility. As one result, the library now serves as the formal deposi-
tary for city and county documents.

There are several speciolized I&R providers in the region -- concentrating
on such topics or groups as mental health and senior citizens -- and several
crisis hotline services. The relationship of the Library to the other I&R
ager.ies seems to be a positive one. nonetheless, a few agencies feel that
ISD competes with or duplicates their efforts. These feelings are somewhat
ameliorated by the fact that the Library is not open 24 hours and does not
do counselling or in-depth consultation with the client.

Service agencies (non-I&R agencies) in the community seem to react positively
to the Library's I&R service. While some are surprised that the Library is
providing an I&R service, others feel that it is a natural role.
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G. ADMINISTRATION

In June 1979 the Public Services Department was created in the Library
to coordinate Information Services, Reference, Circulation and all the

branches. The head of Information Services is responsible to the Assistant
Director for Public Services, who reports in turn to the Director. See

Exhibit V-J., Information Services Division has a distinct staff consist-
ing of four librarians, two technicians (one is part-time) and five CETA

clerical workers. All of the librarians have reference experience. One

of the technicians has previous experience in social services that she
considers helpful in assisting clients with the CALL file.

The head of ISD and one library technician participated in training
sponsored by the Junior League ana carried out by a local I&R/hotline

service provider. In turn, the head of ISD has since provided training
for all new ISD staff. It involves a general orientation to the services
of the library and its personnel, use of the tools -- documents, resource
files -- in ISD, and three telephone training sessions. The latter sessions
focus mainly on empathy and courtesy to the patron. New employees also
have a session on terminal use with a person in the systems Office and
several "labs" during which they practice interviewing and the use of terminals.

COSTS

Originally the Junior League provided the wherewithal for file development

and I&R service delivery. This was cone with volunteers. At that time the
Library contributed one-half of a reference librarian's time, office space,

and a telephone line. With the establishment in 1979 of ISD, all financing

fell to the Library's regular budget. CETA workers have been used in many
library departments, and approximately one-th!rd of the staff in ISD are CETA

workers. The funding fo ISD is approximately $75,000 per annum. About

$45,000-$50,000 of this is used for I&R-related activities. These figures
do not include about $35,000 for CETA workers or charges 'or building, tele-

phone and computer use.

PULLICITY

The Junior League service, CALL, was announced to the public as "Citizen's

Action line limitless." The telephone number was "471-CALL." The name and

telephone number remain the same today, and the LSI', service 1.3 named simply

"CALL."

Initial publicity consisted of flyers and brochures in the library, television
and radio spots, bumper stickers and a listing in the telephone book. The

Junior League, assisted by the library's print shop, handled the finances anu

management of it. Ongoing publicity has included public service announcements
on the radio and newspaper and Lelevision features. Librarians from ISD also

speak to community groups about I&R. The head of ISD felt tha' the radio spots
are the most effective form of publicty; there is a noticeable increase in

calls after the spots are broadcast. There is virtually no publicity budget
for I&R; it is "free" except for staff time and negligible materials. An

estimate of staff time was not forthcoming.

'- 1+4
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r
Fiscal Public Collections Personnel Systems
Office Information Office Office Office

Non-Public Public Services Specialized Client
Services Services

I i I
I

East West Outreach INFORMATION Circulation Reference Group

a,aa area SERVICES Service

Lxhibit V-J. I&R IN THE ORGANIZATIONAL hIERARCHY, COLORADO SPRINGS
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ENNININ HAVE A QUESTION? -Th.

The Pikes Peak Library District's
Information Center answers over 5,000
calls and patrons' questions each
month. Some callers may only need to
be referred to another department or
agency, others may want to know the
library s hours, and many need some
information that's important concerning
their lives.

The Information Center, both an
information and referral service per-
fectly illustrates a new trend in library
servicesoffering information about
community activities, services and
resources.

Penrose librarians have built
enormous tiles about community ser-
vices, ranging from health, legal aid,
housing, transportation to recreation
and education. Using these resources,
stored in the library's computer, staff
members can help patrons with their
day-to-day questions and problems.

CALL US FOR
INFORMATION ON .. .

community organizations and
services calendar of community
events locating bookS you want

educational and recreational courses
colleges and careers recorded

consumer information day care
center referral energy conservation

information taxes

GET AN ANSWER ! --.1

Exhibit VK. Publicity Flyer. Colorado Springs.
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H. 1:iR IN ThE CONTEXT OF OThER SERVICES

There was strong feeling among the ISD staff that I&R is an appro-
priate job for a public library. Other staff members v.ho were inter-
viewed agreed. One said, "I can't think of any other agency as impartial
as a library is." Another staff member thought that, while I&R is appro-
priate in a library, at Colorado Sprirgs empaasis had been given to the
technology rather than to the service. however, this same person saw the
emphasis beginning to shift to the service, now that all branches were on-
line. Nonetheless, staff who were working at the Library when the CALL
?roject began stated that tne I&R service has cnanged since the beginning.
Now there is less probing for the client's underlying need and very little
follow-though. They attributed this change to scarcities of money and staff.

Several staff members -- from ISD and elsewhere -- were certain that the
professional staff, generally, were becoming more positive in t'ieir view
of I&R in the Library. Initially there had been some staff resentment about
money being spent in establishing ISD and the resource files. That resent-
ment appeared to have been due at least in part to all the changes going on
in the library -- new departments, reorganization, and new computer technology.

The Library's top management is committed to providing the public with the
information it requires, in whatever form it is available. The I&R service
has helped promote among the public the realization that the library handles
not only the information contained in documents, but also information from
other sources. The director feels that the "library is a perfect place to
do I&R..." Information Service and Reference have been two separate depart-
ments since the establishment in October 1979 of the Information Services
Division. At the time of interviewing for this study, it was clear that the
separation was creating problems in both uepartments in terms of defining
their separate responsibilities. For instance, some reference staff members
stated that ISD was getting the "glory' and Reference was overworkeu. Perhaps
reflected in the strained relationship was the definitional dilemma that has
faced this study since the beginning: reference and I&R overlap so much that
distinguishing one from the other with certainty may be impossible. It seemed
particularly important to the staff of the Reference Department that definitions
of mutually exclusive responsibilities and the roles of the two departments
be clearly established. The staff as a whole viewed I&R as connecting people
with resources outside the library and reference as using traditional library
resources. While some of the staff stated that they could understand the
division between Information Services and Reference, most felt that there was
and should be considerable overlap. The heads of both departments felt that,
while there should be some division in staff auties, a team approach to giving
all types of information would be less confusing to patrons.

Since the study team interviewed the staff in Colorado Springs, management has
begun assigning both ISD and reference staff to the three reference desks.
Moreover, ISD counters and terminals have been moved to thc: Reference side of
the building, thereby effecting a physical -- if not organizational -- merger if
the two departments. Reports innicate tout this has alleviated some of the
problems noted above.
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I. EVALUATION

ISD regularly collects statistics on the number of directional questions.
number of information questions that involve a search, and the number of
questions that cone in on the 471-CALL number. These types of questions
are tallied by pressing three different buttons on the terminals. The
statistics tally _meet present the many and varied statistics that are
gathered at ISD. See Exhibit X-L.

The main impact of I&R on the public seems to be the change it has wrought
on the image of the Library as a place for information. One librarian ex-
pressed the opinion that ISD is reaching different people and making them less
afraid of the Library in general; therefore the use of all services should
increase. Another librarian agreed and stated, "CALL put us on the map."

The top managers felt that many changes in the Library have impacted posi-
tively on the public's image and that I&R has been one of the most important
of those changes. The Library's community involvement, through CALL and CIT,
is considered to have been a contributing factor in getting a one-half mill
levy increase in November 1978.

TRANSACTION SURVEY

The ISD staff attempted to interview all Penrose Library clients who asked
I&R-type questions in March, April, anu May, as well as two days at the end
of February. Two hundred and eighty-seven completed interview forms were
collecteu; nine clients refused to be interviewed; and the staff did not have
the time to do twelve interviews. During this period the Reference staff was
also involved in interviewing all clients who asked I&R-type questions, but
completed interviews from Reference accounted for only 13% of all completed
forms. In talking with staff at the end of the survey period it was learned
tnat they were not successful in interviewing every I&R client, as the following
figures reveal: during the three months ISD tallied 4690 directional queries,
7124 search queries, and 2123 queries that came in on 471-CALL. There are
several interesting observations basted on the simple frequencies of the data:

. when considering all aays of the week in aggregate, the
highest frequency of I&R inquiries occurs between 10 and
noon, decreasing gradually until 9 p.m. The rank order
of busiest days of the week, starting with the busiest, are:
Monday, Thursday, Tuesday, Friday, Wednesday and Saturday.

. About one-half of the clients had used the I&R-type service
before. (The limitations of this questi(-1 were explained
earlier).

. 60% of the clients had used other library services, and 75%
of these has useu them within the last three months ('frequent
users").

. The service was learned of through sources other than those
listed (52L, "Other"). The telephone book was cited 24 times;
the Chamber of Commerce and walk-in were mentioned four times
each. The most frequently mentioned category was "friend,
neighbor, relative."

. About one-third of the clients had asked his/her question else-
where.

. The 20-35 age group predominate among the clients.
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STATISTICS NAMES FOR INFORMATION SERVICES

DATE FOR INPUT: jai /7f''

Page 1

30.10.30

1. QUESTIONS ANSWERED-DIRECTIONAL 4.771r
2. QUESTIONS ANSWERED-SEARCHjGG7
3. QUESTIONS ANSWERED-INFORMATION AND REFERRAL.S.C3

(ADD 2 ANI, 3 FOR TOTAL NUMBER OF SEARCH QUESTIONS).i0
4. NUMBER OF TOURS 2-/
5. NUMBER OF PROGRAMS-WORKSHOPS, COCIS, GIS, ETC. /
6. NUMBER OF OUTSIDE CONTACTS .J
7. PEOPLE ON TOURS
3. PEOPLE AT PROGRAMS Gra

3.21
9. PEOPLE CONTACTED OUTSIDE
10. LOCAL DATA BASE ACCESSES- -ADD 14, 20, 21, 26, AND 27 ,2Ar3

11. COURSES-NUMBER OF ITEMS ADDED .2 9-?
12. COURSES-NUMBER OF ITEMS UPDATED AW1,,
13. COURSES-NUMBER OF ITEMS DELETp..245
14. COURSES-KEYWORDS ACCESSED .Z
15. COURSES-AGENCIES' INPUT HOURS c/
16. COURSES-TOTAL NUMBER OF COURSES AT THE END OF EACH MONTH...S/7/

17. CLUBS-NUMBER OF CLUBS ADDED,' ,
18. CLUBS-NUMBER OF CLUBS UPDATEDa
19. CLUBS-NUMBER OF CLUBS DEL TED
20. CLUBS-NAMES ACCESSED 7.2y _,
21. CLUBS-KEYWORDS ACCESSED //I°
22. CL' 1S-TOTAL NUMBER OF CLUBS AT THE END CF EACH ,MONTH SfL
22A. CLUBS-PRINTOUTS SOLD 3

23. CALL-NUMBER OF AGENCIES ADDED/J.--
24. CALL-NUMBER OF AGENCIES UPDATED 7'fr`--'
25. CALL-NUMBER OF AGENCIES DE.'ETED
26. CALL-AGENCIES ACCESSED 7/4
27. CALL-KEYWORDS ACCESSED-32r
28. CALL-TOTAL NUMBER OF AGENCIES AT THE END OF EACH MONTH4:4;/
23A. CALL-PRINTOUTS SOLD 49

29. COCIS AND GIS PRINTOUTS /-5-
29A. PARTIAL CALL AND CLUB PRINTOUTS /79

30. COMMUNITY EVENTS CALENDARS MAILED ..2-3/
31. CALENDAR ITEMS ADDED 74
32. CALENDAR ITEMS UPDATED
33. CALENDAR ITEMS DELETED'
33A. CALENDAR-TOTAL NUMBER OF EVENTS AT THE END OF EACH MONTH /7J7
44. BUSINESS INFO ADDED/As--
45. CITY/STATE INFO ADDEDO

52. DAY CARE-AGENCIES ADDED
53. DAY CARE-AGENCIES DELETED
54. DAY CARE-AGENCIES MODIFIED
55. DAY CARE-TOTAL NUMBER OF AGENCIES(HOMES) AT THE END OF EACH MONTH

Exhibit 11-L Monthly Statistics for I&R. Colorado Springs.
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STATISTICS NAMES FOR INFORMATION SERVICES

56. NUMBER OF RESERVES TAKEN AT INFORMATION SERVICES

101. QUESTIONS ANSWERED 1-3 S397
102. EVENTS 4-6 &
103. PATRONS CONTACTED 7-9 93
105. LOCAL DATABASE ACCESSES-ADD 14, 20, 21, 25 AND 27 2/r3
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7 Agency call (answer only questions 9-12) '1

No response (ansder no questions)

1.

PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROJECT

We're trying to improve our service. Would
yOU help us by answering a few questions?
We won't record your name and it should take
only one minute.

Wave you used the library's information
service before -- the one you're using
now? --r\ 7

(5o1 Yes (49] No I Don't know

2. Have you used any other service of
this library system? -o = ;4(4 7

14,01 Yes (WI No (/ ] Don't know

IF YES: 15.4

17s]

(i ?]

I7]

Was it within past 3
months?
Was it within past year?
Was it longer ago? (Or
don't remember)

3. Bow did you learn of the library's
information service? sf\-

(211 Friend. neighbor, relative
(1-11 Library staff

lit] Referred by an agency
( I Radio
( 2] Television

1.21 Newspaper
Other

4. Have you asked your question in any
other places before coming to the
library? (You don't have to name
them.) --1\=

(3s1 Yes (;,,s1 No

5. I'll read some age groups. Just stop
se when you hear yours. (Interviewer:
Omit obviously wrong groups when possible.]

- 1

elf] 13-19
14:2] 20-35
el k:1 36-45

dl,71 46-64
e( 51 65 or over

( Declined to state

6. I'll read some groups based on
years of education completed. Just
tell me when you hear yours.

M\=
WC.] College graduate
b( c] Some college
c(.41 High school graduate
d( Some high school
e( ),] 8th grade or less

( 1.1 Declined to state

Exhibit V -H. Survey results, Colorado Springs.
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Branch
Date

Time

7. In which of these groups
did your total family Lucca*.
from all sources. fall last
year -- before taxes, that is?
I'll read the groups.

41: 7

a()-1 Up to $8,000
b(..151 $8,000 to $14,000

a-2/1814,000 to $20,000
d(/).] $20,000 to $26,000
e(13] Above $26.000

1 11 Oeclined to state/don't know

That's all the questions. Thank
you very much for your help.

INTERVIEWER TO FILL OUT REMAINDER:

8. Sex of patron -t'

Male CO] Female

9. Mode of inquiry -It =

(161 Telephone (131 visit .7

10. Topic of question (check all
that apply) ),/ 7

Money Litters
Consumer issues
Housinehshld. saint.
Health
Job-related issues
Transportation
Eduction
Neighborhood issues
Recreation, sports
Family relations
Crime 4 safety
Legal matters
Child care
Othur

11. Disposition of question (All that apply)

131
It 31

Information was given
Information was given
after interview to probe,
underlying mead

Librarian contacted a
resource on patron's
behalf

( 1 Other (Specify)

12. Was question answered (or
referral made) from a resource
file created by the 1....brary?

A ;.-r3
P441 Yes 1,A ac



Day of the Week: n=275

Sun 1 Thurs 20

Mon 25 Fri 16

Tues 18 Sat 8

Wed 12

Typology of Education and Income: n=246

Low educ, low income 10

Low educ, hi income 7

Hi educ, low income 40

Hi educ, hi income 43

E:thibit V-M. Survey results, Colorado Springs (cont.).
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. About two-thirds of the clients have at least some
college eaucation.

. 25% of those interviewee reportea a family income in
the $8,000 - $14,000 range; the meaian income falls
into the range of :114,000 - $20,000, commensurate with
the 1976 median income in El Paso County of $1.,900,
after allowing for inflation.

. The great majority of clients interviewed were female.

. 66% of all queries were by telephone.

. In the great majority of the cases, "simple information-
giving" was provided. The staff rarely contacted a re-
source on the patron's behalf.

. CALL, CLUB, COURSES ana CALEMAR were used less than half
the time in responeing to a patron's I&R query. (DAYCARE
did not exist at that time.) It is assumed that externally-
produced directories were used in most instances.

Of the 300 cross-tabulations that were performed, the following seemed meaningful
ingful for Colorado Springs:

. People who are regular and frequent library users are
more likely to choose the library as the first place
to ask their question.

. Although there are more females than males in the survey,
the males who use the service tend to be college graduates
more often than the women co.

. There is a teneency for the staff to use one of the resource
files more often for questions about housing/housenold main-
tenance ana neighborhooa issues than for other topics.

. Correlating the topics of the queries with other variables,
there is indication that males tend to ask job-related
questions and females tend to ask about consumer issues.

. Younger people tena, more than others, to have learned of
this service from a friend, relative, or neighbor. Those
clients with "some high school" also tent: to have learnea
from a friend, neighbor or relative more than those in other
education categories.

The composite typology of education and income showed several reiationsnips.
Those clients with lower education, no matter what their income, tend to ask
questions for which the staff turn to one of the four community information
files to answer. Also, these questions tenu to fall into the housing/house-
nold maintenance category.

STAFF ASSESS:ENT

The consensus among staff and managers was that the major problem in ISD is
the lack of permanent staff. (CETA workers change every September.) Having
a permanent staff would allow for deeper and longer-term training. The
lack of space ana privacy for the interview and training in the interview
were stated as obstacles to doing any true referral or advocacy. Both Reference
ana ISD staffs felt that a larger, permanent, professional staff in ISD would
allow for more integration of the two services ana a more even level of service
uelivery.



Some staff felt hindered in providing I&R by virtue of thr! separation of

the resource file into five sub-files. The head of LSD felt tnat if all
files were combined into one, full Loolean logic coula be used to access

it. ("AND" can be used now in each separate file.) However, a merger

would require that new capabilities be adoed to the Library's equipment --

namely, a "data-base manager" program. The uirector felt that it woula be

satisfactory to use separated computerized files until such software be-

comes available at an affordable cost.



LNDNOTLS

1. Community Planning and Research Council. The Pikes Peak Library in
the 1980's: A Plan For Development, Colorado Springs: Community
Planning and Research Council, 1979.

2. U.S. Department of Commerce, Lureau of t...e Census, United States
Census of Population: 1970, vol. 1, Characteristics of the Population.

3. Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments, Development Framework for the
Pikes Peak Region, 1977, Colorado Springs: Pikes Peak Area Council of
Governments, 1977.

4. The Pikes Peak :ibrary in the 1980's: A Plan For Development, Colorado
Springs: Community Planning and Research Council, 1979.

5. Penrose Public Library, %hat is Information Services?" Colorado Springs:
Penrose Public Library. 1980 (computer printout).
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CHAPTLR VI

DALLAS

A THE SITE

ThL CITY

The City of Dallas: an urban center in northeast Texas projected at 940,000
people in 1965 and surrounded by surburban communities in Dallas County that
may contain another 850,000 at that time; 1 a center laced with expressways
and dotted with empty lots and large construction projects; perhaps the greatest
economic strength of any city in the nation, in terms of per capita income,,,owner-
occupied housing, economic diversity, personal savings and employment rats;`
an economic base built on banking, insurance, electronics, transportation, marketing,
communications; an educational center for the region, with 12 institutions of higher
education located within 50 miles.

The population of Dallas seems not to be exceptional. It is expected th.t as the
population of the United States ages and increases slightly in educational level,
as families shrink, as more women enter the work force, as elementary and secondary
school populations fall off -- as these trends are realized in the country as a
whole, so too will they be the case in Dallas. The population of Hispanics anu
blacks -- recently estimated at about 49 of the city's population -- has been growing
slightly in proportion co other groups.

ThL LILRARY

The Dallas Public Library serves the population of the City of Dallas through a
central library and 18 branches. Construction of a new $40 million central bLilding
is currently underway and is expected to be ready for use in 1982. Traditionally,
the Library has been funded at a moderate level wuen compared with the libraries
of other major cities around the country. Due to Dallas' general fiscal strength,
however, it is possible that Dallas Public Library will retain its fiscal viability
in a period when the library budgets of otner major cities will be severely challenged.
The proposed operating budget for fiscal year 1981 is about Sd million.

The Library is a department of the municipal government directed by a professional
librarian and advised by a board of citizens appointed by the mayor and the City
Council.
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B. ORIGINS OF I&R

In the late 1960s staff of the Dallas Public Library (DPL) had begun the In-
ventory of Community Services, a small card file o groups concerned with
social issues. In 1971 DPL cooperated with the Chamber of Commerce and the
Goals for Dallas Office in compiling a Continuing Education Directory. In-
terest in local resources had grown enough among the library staff by 1972
to warrant formal attention, resulting in a Staff Committee Report. In brief,
the recommendations of the Report were that DPL should undertake a comprehensiie
I&R service operation that would serve directly, through 24-hour telephone or
walk-in contact, all the citizens of greater Dallas (the City and the surrounding
County). The Staff Committee were apparently influenced by certain publicized
efforts to address personal and social problems througl inforoation: the Bay
Area Reference Center (San Francisco Public Library), the Public Information
Center Project (Enoch Pratt Free Library), and the "Help" directory (Baltimore
County Public Library). At about the same time, interest in identifying the
community resources in Dallas was growing outside library circles and in 1972
the Greater Dallas Planning Council funded the development and publication of
a directory of community resources. The Council called on DPL to do the work,
and in 1973 the Directory of Urban Organizations in the Public Metroplex, a
classified and indexed directory of between 1500 and 1300 organizations, was
published. The first edition of a popularized version of the Directory -- Open
Dallas -- was published in August of 1974 under the aegis of DPL and the Greater
Dallas Chamber of Commerce.

The various experiences with developing directories did several things: they pro-
vided for Library staff considerable practice in building, maintaining and organizing
large files of community resources; they established the Library as a credible over-
seer of such files; and they eventually convinced the staff of DPL that data pro-
cessing equipment was necessary to handle a file the size and complexity of a com-
prehensive Dallas resource file. In 1974-76, with the cooperation of the Dallas
County Community College District, the existing files were put into computer for-
mat, using "A Programming Language" (APL). The file was named "APL/CAT," standing
for "A Programming Language/Community Access Tool." From the APL/CAT file Library
staff produce the editions of Open Dallas, provide custom-made lists of Dallas re-
sources on demand, print mailing labels on demand, publish specialized lists of re-
sources for broad distribution, and answer queries from clients through on-line and
microfiche access to the file. All of these activities are known as APL/CAT services.
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C. THE I&R SERVICE CONCEPT

The origins of I&R in the Dallas Public Library reveal much about how the
service is currently conceived and delivered. Looking back to the Staff Committee
Report of 1972, a certain schizophrenia is apparent. While the :report specifi-
cally recommends direct I&R services to all the citizens -- including 24-hour
service and regular follow-up -- the Report also says

It is recommended by the Committee that the
Dallas Public Library assume the responsibility
of establishing and maintaining a clearinghouse
for all information and/or referral agencies in
Greater Dallas. 4 (our emphasis)

Staff were uncertain whether to play the role of I&R file producer -- a support
role -- or the role of direct UR provider, or both. The orientation toward playing
a support role possibly grew Jut of the early involvement with producing directories.

In its earliest days APL/CAT was oriented toward professionals, business-people
civic leaders, social planners, and the general citizenry for their use in solving
the community's social problems and enriching the life of the community. Rather
than being viewed as a direct link between "everyman" and the various resources
of Dallas, APL/CAT was designed to link various formal and informal leaders among
the citizenry to those resources, and thereby to serve all the people indirectly.
While there was no intention that the file should be accessible exclusively to
the leaders, it was designed and promoted primarily with them in mind. Nor was
APL/CAT strongly oriented toward the disadvantaged population of Dallas. lo the
contrary, the file emphasized enrichment opportunities -- cultural, educational,
recreational -- that would supposedly appeal to the middle socio-economic levels.

The appearance of Open Dallas in 1974 altered this orientation somewhat in that
it was intended for use by the general citizenry. Yet even then the staff of the
Library saw themselves as file builders rather than I&R providers; and today the
staff are still ambivalent in viewing the Library as an I&R provider, as opposed
to a file builder and an answerer of reference queries.

A large reason for playing a primarily supportive role in 'FIR from the beginning --
and, in fact, in not labelling their I&R activities "I&R" -- has been the fact that
a successful I&R service was already in operation. The Gre: 2r Dallas Community
Council had been providing I&R related tc human services i years, and the admini-
stration of DPL decided to support the Council activity with a sound base of infor-
mation about community resources, ..-:they than compete with the Council in providing
I&R directly to the client. To this day, the staff of DPL tend to refer inquirers
who require human services to the Community Council.

Gradually, the use of APL/CAT by non-affliated people -- people representing their
own needs, not the needs of a group they are a part of -- has increased, staff say.
Improvements in the format of and access ro the file and publicity has helped to
attract the custom of the individual qua individual. Today, individual use far
outstrips organizational use. Even so, much of the promotion of APL/CAT is directed
toward community leaders, as is evidenced in the following published list of the
uses of APL/CAT:

For information and referral services to the piblic
For information on services currently available, that
can be used in planning for new or expanded services
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For up-to-date mailing labels for program announcements
and other mailings
For locating other organizations with similar objectives
or services so as to develop cooperative programs

For basic information to use in general planning and
coordination activities

To locate speakers, films, agencies offering consulting
services, or workshops on particular topics

To aid in meeting requirements for citizens and interest
group in "olvement in planning processes.

'he origins of APL/CAT are apparent in the mix of services offered today.

There are three Ida services that are performed regularly by DPL staff. These
three could be considered to constitute virtually the total I&R program of
Dallas Public Library: simple information - giving; complex information-giving;
and constructing a file of outside resources that the public can use. Among
the three, the last is he primary focus of Ida at DPL, and it Lakes on a
variety of forms:

- DPL maintains its own complete file of outside resources,
on-line, for on-demand inquiry

- DPL publishes subsets of this file, such as Open Dallas;
custom-made lists for non-profit organizations such as child
care facilities (corporations pay for such lists); standard
lists on topics of ongoing interest, such as service clubs,
women's groups or minority groups; and mailing labels.

Other I&R service components present either irregularly -- some staff do and
some staff don't -- or not at all. The secondary services of advocacy, counselling,
escort and transportation are not offered at all. Other services may be provided,
depending on the particular staff member's inclination: referral, in the sense
that it is used in this study, is rarely, if ever, done. Likewise, advising on
resources or on strategies of dealing with a situation, and follow-up. Formal
feedback to planners, politicians, social agents, etc. is provided to the extent
that listings, both standard and customized, are provided for their use in assess-
ing the resources available to Dallas residents. However, feedback on I&R intake
or on agencies' responses to clients' needs is not provided. The Library has
shared its resource file with other organizations, but other than this the staff
have not been active in assisting other agencies in building or maintaining their
files, or in bringing together the region's I&R providers.



D. THY RESOURCE FILE

Work on the actual APL/CAT file began in October 1972, under funding from
the Dallas Citizens' Council. The then Community Education Coordinator
has responsibility for its development. With her worked a full-time
professional librarian, an editorial specialist, and three to four part-
time paraprofessionals. The work of collecting the information for the
file and for the subsequent publication, the Directory of Urban Organizations
in the Dallas Metroplex, rook between three and four months. Actual publi-
cation required another two to three months. The Directory originally con-
tained between 1500 and 1300 entries. Currently there are approximately
6000 entries in the APL/CAT file.

In the Directory -- known affectionately as "The Big Orange Book" -- there
was an attempt to list each service program of each agency to a fine degree
of specificity; and entries were classed very broadly, with no keyword or
other indexing access. Since then, the file has changed in major ways. First,
while still computer-based it is accessed through a microfiche edition, which
permits more frequent updating and easier duplication of the file than a paper
directory. Second, the entries have become somewhat shorter, with less detail
about the services available from each resource. Third, access to the entries
has been augmented by a keyword index, which effectively expands the services
available to the user.

The APL/CAT file is available at the central library and at three branches
spaced evenly around the Dallas area. The public may gain access to the file
either by telephone, walking in or -- infrequently -- by mail. II. they walk
in, they have the choice of consulting the file directly, by using the micro-
fiche copy of the file, or indirectly, through a member of the staff. The
staff will ordinarily use the microfiche format. Staff at the central facility,
when requesting custom-made lists of resources, may use one of the two terminals
that are tied on-line to the data base.

Several agencies around the City subscribe to the microfiche form of the file
($330 per annum) and make it available to, or use it with, their respective
publics. In 1980 there were ten paid subscriptions, including four public
libraries outside the DPL system.

A major spinoff of the APL/CAT file is Open Dallas, a compendium of information
"most wanted by individual," selected from the totality of the APL/CAT file and
published in a popular format. It is available in all the branches of DPL, in
many agencies and organizations around the city, and is sold at the airport,
major bookstores and at community events. While it is not the fullest or most
current guide to the city's resources, it reaches the public through more direct
channels than does APL/CAT. Three thousand five-hundred copies of the last
edition have been sold.

The entries included in APL/CAT are the standard human service amcies, govern-
mental agencies and non-profit enterprises (such as thrift shops and Goodwill
Industries). In addition the file contains:

. Churches that provide emergency services to other than their
own congregation

. Clubs and associations that provide some sort of community
service
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. Hobby and vocational interest groups

. Hard-to-find services or goods available through
commercial establishments (for example, for-profit
child care serving an otherwise unserved area)

. Political and civic organizations.

At one time she file included current recreational and entertainment events.
Recently, however, new local publications have been providing adequate coverage
of such events, and APL;CAT has abandoned this category.
Excluded are:

. Groups with a prima:ily convivial or fraternal focus
rather than a topical or service orientation

. Resources which are already accessible through coordi-
nating groups or agelcies. Example: neighborhood garden
clubs available frula the Dallas Garden Center; chapters
of service clubs with a central office

. Profit-making groups except in the case of unique services.
Example: Pet Detective Agency of North Dallas and Park
Cities is included, but not all pet shops are. Exception

is also made in cases where exclusion of for-profit organi-
zations would distort an overviaw of the available resources,
as in the case of child care centers.

For each entry, the staff attempt to provide the following information:

. Name, address and phone number of the resource agency

. Service description

. Name and title of contact person and person in charge

. Whether federal, state, local or private service

. Source of financial support: local, state or federal

. Hours open

. Area served
. Eligibility requirements and how to obtain service
. Service capacity
Meetings

. speakers available

. Publications
. Keywords.

On-line, of course, the file is accessible by way of either the keywords
that are used to describe each entry, by way of the name of the resource, or
by way of broad class heading (such as "health"). However, on-line access is
available to the public only by calling or visiting the key I&R staff at the
central library. The major accesr. to APL/CAT is through the microfiche file.
Its main arrangement is a classed order employing a UAWSIS I (United Way of
America Services Identification System I) scheme that has been modified over
the years. Originally, the classed arrangement was chosen over other possibili-
ties because "we were just used to classifying everything in libraries." It

is retained because it offers a broad overview of the resources in the Dallas
area, by simply scanning the file.

The main arrangement of the microfiche file is augmented with a controlled
keyword index and an alphabetical index by agency name. A given resource may
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be indexed by as few as one keyword and as many as 40, aside from its name.
Information about a resource is collected over the telephone in most cases.
Where an agency is particularly complex and offers a large menu of programs
a personal visit may be deemed necessary. In cases where the resource staff
resist participation, the Library may send out a questionnair: to collect
the information.

Updates, too, are usually performed over the phone. Each resource is updated
at least once a year on a continuous basis, or more often if the need for a
change becomes apparent. A new microfiche edition is issued every Gix months.

As has been stated earlier, the file is used for direct I&R service to indivi-
duals. The overriding objective for the file, however -- even though it may
not account for as much as 50% of its use -- is to provide overviews of Dallas'
resources for the community's formal and informal leaders. What might be a
residual use of resource files in other libraries. at DPL is the major purpose
of being. What in other places is the main purpose for the file -- I&R to
the individual -- remain-, in spirit if not in actual count somewhat a residual
benefit in Dallas.

The file has been used for other reasons, too, on occasion: identifying appro-
priate agencies as candidates for DPL deposit collections; community develop-
ment work; sources of speakers and candidates for committees; and budgeting (identi-
fying the resources of the community).

In aggregate, staff reactions to the APL/CAT file in its microfiche format --
the most complete form available to the front-line staff -- is that the file is
adequate but in need of considerable improvement in order to be optimally
useful. In subject scope, there are a few lacunae -- for example, non-demoni-
national singles groups, Also, the rationale for inclusion and exciusion is not
clear to all staff. The currency of the file is generally seen as ;atisfactory;
however, the staff who rely on Open Dallas may find the outdatedness of this
published form of the file to be frustrating in their I&R work.

The classed arrangement of the file seems appropriate tc the people who have
organized and maintained the file. However, several working front-line staff
view it as an "unnatural" kind of organization. Use of the file is further frus-
trated by the fact that the surest way to access a known agency is through the
index and then, by using a numerical identifier, to the classified main file.
This requires a two-step process in order to access information about a known
agency; whereas a simple alphabetical arrangement of entries by agency name
would provide a familiar kind of one-step access. "One is inclined to use
only the information given in the index -- i.e., the phone number -- rather
than take that extra step." The physical format -- its being on microfiche --
is viewed with equanimity by many staff. On the other hand, several of the
reference and I&R staff see this particular format as "awkward" and "slow."
To a few people the major impediment is simply not having enough microfiche
readers ana fiche sets at the service points where they are needed. To the others
expressing a problem, the mechanical elements of the microfiche themselves slow
service.

Some staff would like more depth of information on certain resources, such as
more detail on staffing or on eligibility requirements; but there is general
satisfaction with the detail of entries.
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There is considerable dissatisfaction with the keyword indexing. On

the whole, it is seen by both administrative and front-line staff as
somewhat less than adequate, in that there need to be more cross-ref-
erences, additional control of the vocabulary, aria greater specificity
in some areas. Some staff also noted the need for more instruction in
the use of the keyword index, inasmuch as their professional training
had not included it. People instrumental in the development of APL/CAT
say that they had not anticipated the complexity of indexing human ser-
vices and community activities through a keyword system using "broader,"
"narrower," and "related" terms; and that this may be at the root of
some staff dissatisfaction.
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E. I&R SERVICE DELIVLRY

The staff who actually provide answers to clients' questions are more
likely to see their work as "reference work" rather than a combination
of "reference' and "I&R," even when they are doing some I&R. This must

be attributed to the fact that "I&R," per se, has a low profile in DPL:
that there has been little formal system-wide orientation toward I&R, that
the continuing emphasis of the APL/CAT activity is cn serving community
leaders, that the full APL/CAT fiche set is available only in four library
sites, and that the term "I&R" is not commonly used to describe I&R activities.

Despite the lack of prominence of I&R as a concept in DPL, I&R does occur,
albeit in a small proportion at the central library and fractionally at the

branches surveyed.

In providing I&R at DPL, as at other sites, the "official" resource file --

APL /CAT -- is not the only one used. Of course, Open Dallas is used at those

locations where the fiche set is not available. Surprisingly, however, Open

Dallas is used more frequently than the fiche set even at sites with the fiche

set. This could be due to any of the limitations in format noted above. A

variety of other "files" not produced by DPL are used to augment the fiche and

Open Dallas: the white and yellow pages of the phone directory; assorted state
and national directories; a newspaper clipping file; and a directory of health

services. It is estimated by the I&R providers who were intervieved that they

have usea anywhere from 10% to 25% of the entries in the APL/CAT fiche file.

1 1 'd
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F. EXTERNAL RELATIONS

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The involvement of the citizens of Dallas in the planning and operation
of DPL's I&R activities has been through formal community groups. The
Citizen's Council of Greater Dallas, the Greater Dallas Planning Council,
the Action Center (City of Dallas), and the Chamber of Commerce figured
most prominently.

AGENCIES

DPL has held membership in assorted I&R councils and committees, such as
the Coalition of Telephone Counselling Services; and the DPL I&R staff met
periodically with selected groups -- such as the school district or mental
health providers -- to discuss the resources that these groups have to offer.
The feeling among the staff is that relations between DPL and the resource
agencies are sound and that this is in part attributable to the fact that DPL
does not advertise its I&R service as "Ia." The resource agencies and the
non-Library I&R agencies in the region seem to be happy with DPL in the support
role of maintaining a file for the direct or indirect use of the agencies.
Some principal DPL staff argue strongly that the agencies would be displeased
if the Library appeared to be providing I&R service of any consequence.



G. ADMINISTRATION

The person who directly oversees the DPL's I&R operation is the Community
Information Librarian. Thi,g position relates to the hierarchy of library
administration as displayed in Exhibit VI-A.

City manager

Library Director

Associate Director, Public Services

Chief of Central Library

Assist....-* to Chief

Head of General Reference Division

CO:2IUNITY INFORMATION LIBRARIAN

Exhibit VI-A. Organizational Level of the Community Information Librarian,

Dallas Public Library, 19S0.

1
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The primary responsibilities of the Community Information Librarian are
to collect information for APL/CAT, maintain the on-line file of APL/CAT
data (including its indexes), prepare and distribute new editions of the
microfiche, provide information for editions of Open Dallas and publicize
APL/CAT services. She holds a staff relationship to the personnel who
provide information services at DPL. The "I&R personnel" are actually
the regular reference staff at the various service points throughout the
system. Th.: division of responsibility at the moment is quite clear. The

Community Information Librarian, along with two volunteers, is responsible
for work behind the scenes -- everything related to the construction, main-
tenance and distribution of the resource file. The reference staff are re-
sponsible for dispensing I&R service. An important exception to this
division, however, is the fact that the Community Information Librarian

will attempt to answer an I&R query that a member of the reference staff
has been unable to answer and is responsible for all custom-made directories
of resources. There is now forming a plan for the reference staff to become
involved in the work of data collection and file maintenance, in order to in-
volve them more in the total work of I&R and thus, it is hoped, heighten their
awareness of the resource file and the I&R needs of people. The Community

Information Librarian and the volunteers working with her have no formal train-
ing in I&R or in the human services field. Generally, the same is true of the

reference staff who are providing I&R. The training and experiential orienta-
tion of those involved with I&R could be equated with "standard Librarianship."
The I&R service of Dallas Public Library has ground out of that background,
with a boost from some in-service I&R training. The training has been limited
to occasional presentations of APL/CAT at staff meetings and short training
sessions with small groups of staff who requested it. There has been no system-
wide effort to train the total staff to use APL/CAT. However, the Community
Information Librarian has recently been moved from an administrative outpost
to the reference area of the central library. Here it is expected that train-
ing opportunities will increase. As well, there is some pressure from certain
branch staff for substantial training in the use of APL/CAT and Open Dallas and
in I&R work in general. It is clear that all staff in any way connected with
I&R -- including administrative staff -- feel a serious lack of training in pro-
viding APL/CAT services.

COSTS

The Greater Dallas Planning Council granted to DPL $12,000 in 1972 to produce
the "Orange Book." This launched the construction of the resource file that
eventually became APL/CAT. The grant was expended on supplies, printing, com-
puter time and some staff time. The total ongoing costs for DPL's I&R service
are difficult to account, as is the case at most other sites. The personnel
costs are absorbed in the budget -- the only paid staff member assigned wholly
to I&R being the Community Information Librarian. Over the past three years
DPL has received from the North Central Texas Council of Governments between
$25,000 and $30,000 to expand and maintain the resource file. In addition,

subscriptions' to the microfiche have yielded about $3,000 per year, and the
sales of mailing labels and specialized lists of resources has yielded between
$3,000 and $3,500 per year. These revenues have defrayed the direct costs of
APL/CAT in the past few years except for personnel and an additional $5,000 spent
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out of pocket to cover a computing bill in the last fiscal year. The

personnel resources used in providing service are not included in this
very rough accounting of APL/CAT.

The APL/CAT operation is clearly not self-supporting, even though at the
outset this was hoped for. Now it is not foreseen that the revenues from
APL/CAT will ever wholly sustain it. We may estimate very roughly from the
information above that the annual cost of APL/CAT support (that is, excluding
the staff costs of directly serving the client) may be in the range of $60,000
to $65,000. This does not include space, utilities and other institutional
services resources.

PUBLICITY

The initial publicity of the APL/CAT service was characterized by interviewees
as "not a media blitz." In fact, it appears that there was no actual announce-
ment of the birth of APL/CAT. The publicity simply called the public's attention
to APL/CAT's existence. Inside the library the standard media were employed to
bring public attention to the new service: posters and signs, bookmarks, bro-
chures. Outside the library, newspapers carried occasional question-and-answer
columns and articles featuring APL/CAT, radio stations broadcast some public
service announcements, and there were a few short features and talk-show
appearances on local television. An important feature of the publicity cam-
paign -- important, given the nature of APL/CAT, was a direct mailing to cor-
porations with employee assistance programs and to motels and hotels that catered
to professional organizations. During the early period, the total publicity
effort was waged by the Public Relations Department of DPL with their regular
staff. Some of the money granted originally by the Greater Dallas Planning
Council was expended on initial publicity; but it is not known at the present
time how much that expenditure was.

Since the initial publicity, APL/CAT has continued to be promoted in funda-
mentally the same ways, and publicity has been largely the responsibility of the
North Central Texas Council of Governments. There is no specific budget for pub-
licity, as such. Staff claimed that the newspaper has provided the most effective
channel of promotizni, in terms of eliciting the greatest number of queries from
the general public. Direct mailing to corporations has yielded respectable re-
sponse from businesses.
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H. I&R IN THE CONTEXT OF THE TOTAL LIBRARY

Of the seven national sites, Dallas Public Library's "I&R" is the least
integrated with other library services. The staff who provide the I&R
service and who manage the APL/CAT file are generally distinct from the
regular reference staff. The APL/CAT fiche file, while available to the
general reference staff and the staff in the Business and Technology Section
is not available in other subject departments there. The full APL/CAT fiche
file is housed only in the Central Library and three of the seventeen branches.
Staff iu the various branches are by and large untrained in the use of APL/CAT
and unoriented to I&R service. Symptomatic of this is that in the branches
there seems to be no commonly held idea of what I&R is, whereas the staff who
are intimately connected with I&R seem to share a common idea of I&R. As a
service idea and a service activity, I&R is a misty concept to most of the
professional staff we talked with.

The associate Director of DPL draws a distinction between an "urban infor-
mation center" and "information and referral" and says that DPL is leaning
toward the urban information center concept: "the collecting and organizing
of information in many forms and the subsequent matching of the client with
materials and information." DPL's newspaper index, computerized bibliographic
data bases and traditional library materials are also part of the "urban in-
formation center" concept. Some of this concept overlaps with the idea of I&R.
However, it excludes -- and this, he says should be excluded from the mission
of a public library -- making actual referrals to outside resources, trans-
porting or escorting people, or making qualitative judgments about the available
services. To a large extent such a distinction echoes the popular professional
sentiment against librarians' assuming the role of "social workers" -- meaning,
perhaps, the role of probing to identify a client's underlying needs -- that
was apparent among several of the staff and the Director.
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I. EVALUATION

No data are continuously collected about I&R service or the use of the
APL/CAT file and its spinoff, Open Dallas. Since September 1979 the
staff have done some "informal sampling" of tie

. number of I&R queries, as distinct from other queries

. the topics of the I&R queries

. the search strategy used by the staff in answering I&R
queries: whether they used the APL/CAT alphabetical
listing or keyword index, or used Open Dallas in answering
the queries.

TRANSACTION SURVEY

Data on I&R transactions were collected at Dallas Public Library from February
20 through June 24, 1980. The staff at the central library and the three branches
designated as full APL/CAT branches -- Lancaster-Kiest, Skyline and Walnut Hill --
were instructed to collect data on every I&R transaction, excluding any request
by title for a directory. During the survey period, 397 I&R transactions were
reported. Data were collected on 394 of these. The four surveying units counted
the following I&R totals:

I&R queries

Central 377

Lancaster-Kiest 2

Skyline 11

Walnut Hill 7

Total 397

Exhibit VI-B. I&R Queries, Dallas

In addition, during this period there were 34 requests for custom printouts
from the APL/CAT data base.

Comparing reference statistics -- excluding directional queries to the e-ent
possible -- with I&R statistics during the period of the survey, the volume of
I&R is about 1/70th the volume of reference activity. See Exhibit VI-C.

I&R Reference I&R as %
Queries Queries of Reference

Central and the 3 branches 397 30701 1.3%

Lancaster-Kiest 2 447 .4

Skyline 11 626 1.7
Walnut 7 1120 .6

Exhibit VI C. I&R and Reference Activity Compared. Dallas.

The frequencies for the Dallas survey are displayed in Exhibit VI-D. Among the
major observations that can be made are the following:

. About half of the I&R clients have used the I&R serice before

. Almost 3/4 of the I&R clients have used other library services
before, and over half of Cese could be considered frequent
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users of the library's services.
. The most often cited source for learning of the I&R service
is "other," including the phone book and "have always known
about it" as the most commonly mentioned sources. "Other"
is followed by "friend, neighbor, relative," "referred by
an agency," and "newspaper."

. The educational level of I&R clients tends to be slightly
higher than at other sites. Over 3/4 of them claim at least
some college eduation.

. Likewise, the family income appears to be marginally higher
than in other sites.

. Inquiries by phone account for 93% of all I&R inquiries.
. Out of 382 transactions, library staff contacted a resource
on behalf of a given client in only one case.

. Nearly 90% of all I&R queries are answered from the library's
resource file -- APL/CAT or Open Dallas.

. People posing job-related queries, more than other people,
tend to have learned of the service from a friend.

. Younger people, as we might expect, ask proportionately more
education-related queries.

. For recreation and sports queries, compared with other types
of queries, the staff are more likely to use the library-
created resource files.

. People who pose family relations queries are more likely to
to have learned about the service from an agency; they are
more likely to have posed their query elsewhere.

Of the many crosstabulations of transaction data, using the simple variables
and the education-income typology, the following appear to have the most meaning
in explaining patterns of client use and staff performance;

. An inquiry about recreation and sports is less likely to
to come from an agency than from a private citizen.

. The response to an agency call is more likely to be something
other than simple information-giving -- something such as complex
inofrmation-giving or referral.

. There is a tendency for those clients in the income categories
of $14,000 and up to have used the I&R service before. This
finding is supported not only by the cross-tabulations of the
simple variables, but also by the Typology. Interestingly,
high education levels appear not to be associated with prior
use of I&R.

. The frequency of use of the library's services is hithest among
the youngest age group and drops steadily to the .

in the oldest age group.

. Those in lower income groups are slightly more likely to have
learned of the I&R service from an agency.

. The staff are slightly more likely to use the liura,-;-created
file if a client's query had been asked elsewhere first.

. Expectedly, men tend to present more recreation and sports queries;
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.JI Agency call (answer only questions 9-12)

No response (answer no questions)

1.

PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROJECT

We're trying to improve our service. Would
you help us by answering a few questions?
We won't record your name and it should take
only one minute.

have you used tae library's information
service before -- tne one you're using
now? -1. = 411

Yes [4 I No [ -] Don't know

2. Have you used any other service of
this library system?

(7,1 Yes P,51 No ( / 1 Don't know

IF YES: -11. .2.1

(5 71 Was it within past 3
menthe?

r,.231 Was it within past year?

(111 Was it longer ego? (Or
don' t remember)

3. How did you learn of the library's
information service?

[:-] Friend. neighbor.
t] Library staff

(131 RafGrred by an agency
1,1 Ratio
[ 31 Television
(,)j Newspaper

E.:J Other

relative 1

4. Have you asked your question in any
other places before coming to the
library? (You don't have to name
them.)

L-1 Yes (, I No

C

. 4

5. I'll read some age groups. Just stop
ma when you hear yours. (Interviewer:

Omit obviously wrong groups when possible.]
-li,

e( 1 13-19
b(-.51 20-35

c[..) 36-45
a[ 51 46-64
e ( -1 65 or over

( :1 Declined to state

6. I'll read some groups based on
years of education completed. Just
tell me when you hear yours.

IC

a(4-1 College graduate
b(.:1 Some college
c(',I High school graduate
d[ Some high school
e( 11 8th grade or less

j Declined to state

Exhibit VI-D. Survey results,
Dallas.
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Branch
Date
Time

7. In which of these groups
did your total family income.
from all sources. fall last
year -- before taxes. that is?
I'll read the groups. ;

a( i1 Up to $8,000

11,(;c1 $8.000 to $14.000

$14.000 to $20,000
j 820.000 to $26.000

e( al Above $26.000
( 71 Declined to state/don't =Ow

That's all the questions. Thank
you very much for your help.

INTERVIEWER TO FILL OUT REMAINDER:

8. Sex of patron --,-

(21 Male [7 Female

9. Mode of inquiry "

Telephone [ 71 Visit

10. Topic of question (check all
that apply) o ,t

--,

Money matter.
Consumer issues
Noosioehshld. maint.

Health
Job - related issues

Transportation
Education
Neighborhood issues
Recreation. sports
Family relations
Crime 6 safety
Legal matters
Child care
Other

11. Disposition of question (All that apply)

("1 Information was given
rf] Information was given

after interview to probe,
underlying need

1] Librarian contacted a
resource on patron's
behalf

( 1 Other (Specify)

12. Was question answered (or
referral made) from a resource
file created by the library?

[ Yes [-] No



Day of the Week:

Sun 1 Thurs 20

Mon 19 Fri 11

Tues 21 Sat 4

Wed 24

Typology of Education and Income:

Low educ, low income 3

Low educ, hi income 3

Hi educ, low income 28

Hi educ, ni income 66

Exhibit VI-D. Survey results, Dallas (cont.)



women, morc family relation queries.
. Clients who visit the library in person -- as opposed to
telephoning -- are slightly more likely to receive complex
information-giving in response to their queries.



J. STAFF ASSESSMENT

Considering the data of use, the impact of APL /CAT on the service program
of the Dalias Public Library is "insignificant." Considering the opinion
of many staff, I&R is not generally being provided -- "some staff do and
some staff don't," according to personal inclinations. It is also believed
that a certain amount of simple information-giving relae d to outside resources
is widely provided, but that probing to identify the client's underlying need,
helping the client devise strategies for receiving a needed service, working
with the client to identify the best resource(s) for his/her need, and actual
referral fall outside the professional requirements of the job. They are
optional. The prevailing opinion however is that APL/CAT has had a beneficial
effect on service in general at DPL, in that it has provided a unique tool for
standard reference service and has opened the staff's eyes to a wide range of
alternative responses to clients' queries. The staff also generally believe
that APL/CAT revresents a largely unrealized potential, that its full impact
lies in the future in the implementation of a full service.

There is slight inclination that some staff may be hostile to the idea of I&R
and see reference, not I&R, as their rightful responzilility. The dominant
attitude toward the idea of I&R Wh positive, as far as we could ascertain
from the interviewees' remarks abou: their own feelings and their assessments
of their professional colleagues' feelings.

The upper levels of administration have supported the idea of APL/CAT since
the beginning. Yet it is clear that it is not among the top priorities for
DPL growth. They view APL/CAT as a tool that the library supplies for the
community and for its reference staff and not as a major direct service program
of the library. There is unmistakeable ambivalence on the part of the top
managers about the idea of "I&R." In the collective view from the top, I&R
seems to be regarded as somewhere between a reasonable thing and an inappro-
priate thing for DPL to be doing. This view is reflected throughout the lower
ranks.

The future holds many options for APL:JAT and the I&R venture at DPL. In a
maintenance mode, there is a strong felt need for orientation to APL/CAT and I&R
for all of the staff, and training in the Ise of the file for those who are ex-
pected to use it. (This orientation and training were ab.lut to begin as we lett
Dallas.) There was voiced a need for a statement of DPL's position on I&R;
some staff are confused as to what is expected of them. Also, several people
indicated the need for an on-line file accessible to all of the service staff, if
possible. Finally, there were several references to the need for improvements
in the subject access to researce entries au,d improved currency of the entries.

All of these changes are feasible, with the possible exception of providing multiple
remote terminals for the service staff. It would not be surprising if some of the
changes were to be accomil_shed. At the moment, there seem to be no co'crete plans
for grander changes. Preoccupation with the new central building and the monumenta-
changes which it will necessitate has likely diverted attentioa from this rela-
tively minor activity. Until the new building is occupied, we would not expect to
see major changes in APL/CAT or the DPL approach to I&R; and, if sentiments remain
essentially what they appeared to be at the termination of this study, we would not
expect substantial change in the Dallas approach thereafter.
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CHAPTER VII

A21HERST

A. THE SITE1

THE AMHERST REGION

Hampshire and Franklin Counties, :lassachusetts, together constitute
nearly 1,300 square miles and have a combined population of about
153,000. While the ambience of Hampshire County is not stereo-
typically "rural" (there are four well-known colleges and a major
university locat,:d in it), the major characteristic of both counties
is contrast. I' Hampshire County there are twenty-one towns, which
range in population from 300 or so in Middlefield to Amherst, with
22,000 to 25,000 permanent residents to the city of Northampton's
30,000. Franklin County has the third lowest population density in
Massachusetts; its largest town has about 15,000 people.

The population of the Town of Amherst is well educated (only 177;
of adults over 25 lack a high school diploma), and the whole community
is heavily oriented coward the five acaaemic institutions in the region.
These are the University of Massachusetts, Amherst College, and Hampshire
College, all in Amherst, Smith College in Northampton, and Holyoke
College in South Hadley. The 1970 Federal Census, which counted students
who claimed Amherst as their principal residence, listed the town popu-
lation as 26,331. The 1975 State Census, which is the basis for State
Aid, excluded students and listed the population as 22,267. Both figures
are widely regardea as underestimates. Amherst's single largest employer
is the University of Massachusetts, which has approximately 20,000 graduate
and unaergraduate students.

Amherst's self-image is probably "progressive": it traditionally supports
liberal state and national political candidates, it was strongly opposed to
the war in Vietnam, and today majority opinion seems to be against nuclear
power. But there is an active and vlcal taxpayer's association which supports
tax cap legislation, and rent control has been defeated several times.
Probably the most accurate political description of Amherst would be "active":
it is a community which thoroughly enjoys a good argument on almost anything.

ThE LIBRARY

The Jones Library, Inc., the Town Library of Amherst, is a dual corporate
entity: it is a private, nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation with an endow-
ment and other assets, and it is the Library Services Department of the Town
of Amherst. It is governed by six publicly-elected Trustees who serve both
the Corporation and the Town Library. The Town itself is governed by a Board
of five Selectmen who appoint a professional Town Manager, and a representative
Town Meeting elected by precincts, which normally meets at least twice annually.



The Library budget, which in FY 1980 amounted to about $306,000, includes

both endowment income (about 30Z), Town of Amherst tax support, and a small

payment under the Massachusetts State Aid to Free Public Libraries program.

The Library participates in the Western Regional Public Library System, a

loose cooperative, and grants free borrower cards to any resident of Massa-

chusetss. The Library has two small branches.

The Jones Library (as well as Amherst itself) serves as an unofficial

regional center for the smaller communities which surround it. Yet Amherst

is not compensated -- nor can it be, legally -- for the library or other

services it provides to the surrounding population. This fact helps ex-

plain why the Library's information and referral project, which serves a

county-wide constituency, has never been fully integrated into the Jones

Library/Town of Amherst organizational structure.
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B. ORIGINS

In '.972 the adult services lz.brarian organized a women's -.ro"n to put

together a directory of services for women available to Amherst resiaents.

As it turned out, there was a high demana for the directory. At that time

four of the six full-time professionals were new to the Librar and probably

brough with them an orientation toward outreach services and Ia. The adult

services librarian, one of the four, was certainly inclined toward I&R and

an expanded directory, and she served as a focus for the I&R impetus that

was gathering. Part of the inspiration for I&R work was also probably drawn

from the fact that Amherst had doubled in size in the '60s and had experienced

the concomitant proliferation of services and apparent alienation among some

of the populace that larger conurbations often experienced. :ioreover, the

Library was then seeking a way of becoming more vital to its citizenry;

and there appeared to be sufficient money available to the Jones Library

ro permit the establishment of a new service without displacing existing ones.

In early 1975, upon receipt of the first funds from tae LSCA grant, the

building of the resource file began. The preparation of the -omen's Guide

paved the way, of course; but the DIS file-building effort was fundamentally

tae Library's. In July 1975, on tae day two new phone lines :vere installeu

and six months after the beginning file-building, the I&R service opened for

ousiness.
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C. I&R SERVICE CONCEPT

I&R at the Jones Library is called "Direct Information Service' (DIS).

From the outset, DIS has been intended to serve all kinds of people in
the two-county area. This approach prevails in practice, even while the
staff watch with care the local I&R activities that focus on special groups,
such as senior citizens and children. State funding for I&R for these two
target groups is given to local Amherst organizations; the library supports
those organizations' I&R activities, trying not to duplicate and at the same
time being certain that those client groups are adequately served. Necessarily,
since many of the human services that are listed in the DIS file are oriented
toward people in need (poor, elderly, handicapped, or otherwise disadvantaged),
there is a certain de facto emphasis on such parts of the population. Even
with this kind of emphasis. there is some feeling by the staff that one or
more subgroups may be inadequately served (for example, the Hispanic people).
The original objectives of the I&R activity were to:

- provide telephone I&R related to human services
available to residents of Hampshire and Franklin
counties, using a computer-based inventory

assist human service providers by analyzing intake
information in order to identify human service gaps

- help local libraries in the two counties to become
local I&R centers

Simple information-giving, complex information-giving and referral are all
provided as standard services by DIS. However, the predominance of activity
is the two types of information-giving. Referral accounts for a very small
percentage of DIS activity -- less than 2% of all DIS queries during the period
of our study.

A major activity of the DIS staff is the maintenance of a resource file.
Making this file available to the public, directly, is considered to be a
major public service. Although few clients approach the office to use the
DIS working files, it can be assumed that the published resource directory,
All the Help You Can Get, provides direct access to the resource file for
substantial numbers of the client group -- both professionals and lay citizens,
It must be understood, however, that All the Help You Can Get does not list all
the resources in the DIS working file, and that it is out of date to some extent
even as it goes to press, 2

An important part of DIS's service package is the production of resource guides
on specific topics or related to specific target groups -- for example, child
care, therapists, physicians, dentists, summer camps, toll-free numbers and
services for seniors. These guides are developed in response to a substantial
number of inquiries by the public or, in the case of the guide for seniors, under
a contract with a state agcncy. These specialized guides, too, can be seen as
providing direct access to a resource file. They are updated more frequently
that All the Help You Can Get.



Follow-up consists of inviting the client to call back if he/she does
not receive satisfaction at the hands of a referred-to agency; such
invitations are proferred probably less than 20% of the time, and actual
follow-up may occur less than 5% of the time.

Advice about strategy or developing a course of problem-solving action
and advice about particular agencies seem not to be regular service
activities, but may be provided by some staff some of the time.

Advocacy is aot part of the regular service pattern in DIS, even though
certain staff undertake a mild sort of advocacy occasionally. Feedback,

on the other hand, is a formal, regular service of DIS that has been pro-
grammed into their activities from the very outset. Data collected in
the course of providing I&R are used in reporting community needs to the
Hampshire County Commissioners and the Human Service Coordinator of Hamp-
shire County. Counselling is rarely done, and then only by certain staff.
Transportation and escort services are not provided. In response to the
critical nature of energy supplies in the north, Hampshire County provides
an emergency fuel hotline for the County, called "heatline." DIS's WATS
line is the number to which people are referred, thus making DIS the initial
contact and filter for Heatline. heatline service grew out of requests to
the Library by a variety of service agencies, and it corroborates to some
extent the staff's claim that DIS is seen by other agencies as the "hub of
the human services system" for Hampshire County.

In a formal sense, most of these services are new since the institution of
DIS. Nonetheless, certain passive information-giving activity along the lines
of DIS did happem prior to DIS's introduction: there was a rolodex file of
selected resources kept at the reference desk that clients could use on their

own.

In addition to providing I&R services directly to the client group, DIS
staff support other organizations in their I &R activities. Wheu requested,
they train community librarians in the two counties to serve as local I&R
workers. They also provide a variety of support services for non-library
agencies including: distributing the published directory, helping set up
their own resource files and collecting data for it, conducting training
sessions on community information for such agencies as CETA and the State
Department of Mental Health, convening meetings of I&R workers in the region.
working with other agencies to seek funding for I&R.and helping establish the
Massachusetts Association for Information and Referral Services.

ACCESS TO I&R SERVICE

DIS service is available to the clients in both counties in five modes':

- Phoning the DIS operations staff at the Jones Library
- Walking into the DIS office at the Jones Library. The

DIS support and service activities are housed in their
own rooms in a part of the library's basement 0,:ite apart
from other services.
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- Using the published directory of human services

(All the Help.You Can Get, Jones Library, 1980).
This directory is available to agencies and the
public for $10.00

- Writing directly to DIS
- Directly contacting a resource that has on hand a

copy of All the Help You Can Get. The DIS makes

available to any person or organization a part or
all of its file, on request, in the form of photo-
copied "facility sheets." The requesting person or

organization pays for copying.

The DIS has three phone lines -- two local and one incoming WATS (toll-free).
These are independent of the library's own phone lines. Clients and staff

can make use of three-way phone hook-up, which enables DIS staff, a client

and agency staff to conduct a three-way conversation utilizing the WATS
line without arranging it through a telephone operator. (This facility

seems to be used less than 1% of the time.) Clients outside the local
Amherst calling area can make use of the toll-free number and the incoming

WATS capacity of DIS.

While community librarians in the two- county area may have been trained by

DIS staff to serve as I&R centers, the only "resource files" to which those
librarians have access are All the Help You Can Get and whatever files may

have been constructed locally.

DIS offices are open Monday through Friday from 9 to 5, and on Thursdays

until 9 p.m. When the DIS offices are closed, the regular library reference
staff will attempt to provide answers to I&R queries. In this effort they

use published I&R directories since they do not have easy access to DIS's

working files.
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D. I&R RESOURCE FILE

DEVELOPMENT

The development of the DIS resource file began with the initial grant,
in 1975. The staff involved consisted of a half-time human services
specialist, a full-time professional librarian with computer expertise
who was hired for the project as community information coordinator, 10%
of a professional librarian's time and about 40 hours per week of college
student assistance. Some local agencies, such as the Council of Social
Agencies and the Amherst Board of Health, helped in building the file
by sharing their own files. As well, the Board of Health lent one of
their CETA staff to help in file development; and the staff of the Amherst
Community Resource Center (a mental health facility then housed in the
library) assisted also. With this level of support, the initial file
building took about 6 months. There were approximately 75 entries in the
file on opening day.

FORMAT

Originally it was intended that the resource file would be computer-based
and accessible on-line by DIS staff. Because of funding exigencies, the
on-line dream was never realized. However, the format of the file was
designed for computer. A system of batch processing was arranged at the
University of Massachusetts Computing Center, using consultant-designed
programs. The computer language COBOL was used to establish programs for
information storage and retrieval and for indexing the resource file. SPSS
and Fortran were used to develop programs for providing detailed analyses
of client queries. For these analyses, clients' service needs were re-
corded according to the taxonomy of the United Way of America Services
Identification System (UWASIS).

The statistical programs were flexible and could provide analysis beyond
the level currently required by the project. However, the COBOL programs
were not flexible enough to tolerate the frequent changes in the file. After
two years of computer-based operation, the resource file became a manual entity.
The statistical programs (in SPSS and Fortran) have been retained.

The resource file is in reality three interlocking files:

. A "facility sheet" on each resource, containing
the library's standard description of that resource.
The typed sheets are maintained in a loose-leaf binder
and are organized by broad service headings such as
"health" and 'coping." See Exhi1,it VII-A for a sample
facility sheet.

. A bark-up filo which contains pamphlets, annual reports,
publications and ephemera on each resource
"Subject" files. These are separate specialized files
of educational information on such topics as housing
subsidies, rooming houses and throat cultures; and lists
of generic service providers such as Salvation Army service
units, nursing homes and boards of health.
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Record 4: 3380

Vernon St. School
Vernon Street
Northampton, MA 01060

584-7972
AKA: Office for Children

DISUCT

Data 13a:o Inventory

Date: /1 Page 4:

HAMPSHIRE COUNCIL FOR CHILDREN
15 76

Overview: This child advocacy organization is comprised of volunteers concerned

about children's issues; the dtizen elected Board of Directors prioritizes three

to five issues for which the board and council membership advocate. Staff is

available for technical assistance and training.

Office Hours/Days: Monday-Friday 9-5

Seasons Closed: none

Administering Agency: Office for Children

Administrator: Tracey Noble, Community Representative

Special Contact Info: Board President

Location Description: West on Elm Street last left before Northampton h;yri

School. They located on the second floor of an old brick grammar school.

Staff: community representative and part-time secretary

Fees: none

Eligibility: not applicable

Transportation: Near PVTA Northampton/Williamsburg; agency provided for

meeting attendence

Access for Handicapped: Can be arranged.

Languages Spoken: English only

Area Served: Hampshire County

Procedures for Obtaining Services: Call.

Services: 1. Community Education: Volunteers develop and facilitate

community awareness campaigns around various children's issues.

2. Needs Assessment: Volunteers determine availability and gape

in local children's services.

3. Program Development: Based on identified needs, volunteers and

staff initiate the development of needed programs.

4. Political Advocacy: Anvocate and bring political pressure to bear

on state bureaucracy fu.4 legislature around childrene ioaues.

Exhibit VII-A. Example of "Facility Sheet." Amherst.
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Affiliations: Office for Children

Memberships: Mass. Statewide Advisory Council for Children

Licenses: none

Fundino: Massachusetts state legislature through Office for Children.

Voldnteers: Definitely; advocates, who do needs assessment, develop support
researcn, lobby, information collecting, develop traning.



These files are accessed by several indexes:

. a rolodex file of the names of resource organi-
zations, in alphabetical order, containing brief
information: name, address, phone, contact person,
index terms, and -- most important -- file number
of the resource (in order to provide access to the
facility sheets which are in numerical order). The

rolodex file contains cross-references.
. a subject index on 3x5 cards, containing resource
names and file numbers. The subject headings were
developed in-house after reviewing a number of in-
dexing schemes and service taxonomies, including
UWASIS. The index includes references to UWASIS code
numbers on the 3x5 subject cards.

. various more specialized indexes: an index to resource
persons listed in other files, including therapists,
physicians and attorneys; location index; areas served
index; eligibility index; ,:id service modifiers.

. edge-notched card file on dentists, lawyers, doctors,
therapists and churches offering emergency help. The

descriptors are customized for each profession or
group; each one is described (indexea) by the
services offered, the main client groups served
and geographic location. For an example of the
index terms for a profession, see Exhibit VII-B.

RESOURCE FILE. CONTENT

As it was originally conceived, the file was to include formally-organized
services ave.lable to the citizens of the two counties. Soon after beginning
service, it oecame apparent that many needs of the citizenry' could be accommo-
dated through individuals, informal groups and formal organizations uhose helping
services were not widely known. It was deemed essential to list such 'alter -
native' resources in order to respond to the whole range of human needs.
Therefore, in addition to formally recognized human service agencies and
governmental agencies, the file has grown to include churches that provide
secular emergency services; clubs and associations: non-profit organizations
such as thrift shops and Salvation Army stores; for-profit organizations that
provide rare or hard-to-find services such as second-hand clothing or chimney-
sweeping; political organizations; helping groups such as Alcoholics Anonymcu
or a'..tism discussion groups: and individual experts such as therapy specialists.

The resource file contains orimarily resources availacle within the two-count
region. Some state-wide and national resources are listea as well (The reso
file does not comprise the only data base from wnich answers are provided, h
ever).

urce
w-

The file currentiv contains 1600 resources, 'oy actual count. Men applicable.
the follwing information is I, :luded about each resource in the main file, the
"facility sheet."

. Name of resource

. Address and phone number of central and agency branch

. Description of service or activities
es
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Exhibit VII-B. Description for lawyers File, Amherst.
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. Name and title of person to contact

. Name and title of person in charge

. Type of service (federal, state, iocal, private)

. Source of financial support

. Hours of service

. Geographic area served

. Eligibility requirements

. Qualifications of the staff

. Physical accessibility (ramps, parking, transportation)

. Service capacity/availability of services

. Meetings of or sponsored by the resource

. Goal or purpose
. Methods of obtaining service
. Speakers and publications available
. Subject headings and 'see also" references

In addition, the back-up file often contains descriptions of the organization

itself and its history.

MAINTENANCE

The same DIS staff who provide direct and indirect I&R service also do

all the support work for I&R. Part of the work is the job of updating

and enlarging the file. As explained above, the file has been enlarged
from a list of formal service agencies to a list of many kinds of resources

that are needed to respond to human needs. At the moment, there is no plan

for major expansion of the file.

Updating existing resource entries is done on a regular basis about once

a year for the average entry. Entries that are used more frequently are

updated about four times a year. Such updatings are done systematically.

That is, DIS staff contacts the resource by phone and verifies and corrects
the information on the cAsting "facility sheet.' Updal ng also

occurs ad hoc. In the process of contacting resources i order to provide

I&R service, it comes to the attention of DIS staff that various data elements --
phone numbers, officers, services, etc. -- are no longer correct, and correction

of the entry occurs on the spot.

RESIDUAL USE OF TUE I &R FILE

In some libraries the resource file is used for purposes other than I&R

per se. In the case of Amherst, the DIS staff and library staff have used

the file

. as an aid in training °Ova. I&R workers

. for job hunting
. to help students doing research projects identify resources

. as a source of agencies that can supply films

In all of these cases, it could be argued that the file was indeed used for

I&R purposes. Nonetheless, these uses are not the ones for which the file was
designed; the file entries do not contain explicit information cn the avai1_-
bility of jobs, information for student research projects, or information

about films.



ASSESSMENT OF THE FILE

The people working with the file consider it to be generally very good
in terms of its arrangement, subject scope, currency and the depth of
information available on resource entry. Indexing and format of the file
are seen to he problem areas. The original programming for the computer
provided excellent access to the various specific services provided by
the resources. However, when the use of programs for information storage
and retrieval were discontinued, it became difficult to maintain the indexing
system manually. The multiplicity of inaexes that are used to access the
resource file makes changes in the files and indexes cumbersome, requiring
simultaneous changes in several indexes with sevtral subject heading schemes.
Moreover, the looseleaf format of the "facility sheets" is seen as "clumsy",
with pages falling out and getting lost more frequently than should be the
case.
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F. EXTERNAL RELATIONS

THE PUI)LIC

During the period of the initial grant, February December 1975, under
LSCA Title III, "Interlibrary Cooperation," there was an advisory committee
of citizens, to meet conditions of that LSCA Title. The second grant
was awarded under Title I, "Services to the Disadvantaged," etc. Since
an advisory group was not required, it was discontinued, and at the moment
there is no formal mechanism for communicating with the 1k'; citizenry.
At the administrative level of Jones Library it is felt that the existing
public process (%! securing funding provides sufficient communication with
citizens. At the level of DIS operations, however, there is some sentiment
fcr reinstating an advisory group in order to improve input to DIS and to
enhance publicity of the service. Also, Unized Way of America is exerting
some pressure on DIS to reinstate an advisory group.

OTHER AGENCIES

There is a fairly strong, though informal, network of I&R services in
western Massachusetts. This provides an important link for DIS, since
it opens access to knowledge about resources outside the target area; and
inasmuch as DIS receives calls from distant places because of its toll-free
number, knowing about distant resources is critical to serving those callers.

DIS and Jones Library staff feel that DIS provides a unique service to the
region, and is known and valued for this by some of the human service agencies.
While there are other I&R services availaLle, DIS is the only oue that is
generic -- that is, relatively unlimited in topic scone or target group.
To this extent, there is little if any conflict with existing I&R services.
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G. ADMINISTRATION

ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

Because DIS is operated expressly to serve the resider ; of Hampshire
and Franklin Counties, and because the Jones Library officially serves
only the residents of Amherst, it was necessary to establish DIS as an
independent special project of the Jones Library, with distinct funding
sources and budget. The organization chart below (Exhibit VII-C)
illustrates the relationship between the regular Jones Library operations
(severely abbreviated in the figure) and DIS.

The person who directly oversees DIS is the Community Information Coordi-
nator. She answers direcly to the Director of the Jones Library, as do
the other professionals in the system. The Library has two small branches,
and while the published DIS directories are available there, the branches
are not considered I&R outlets; nor, in fact, has there been demand at
the branches for I&R service. The I&R staff have introduced some library
staff in the two counties to I&R service and the use of published I&R
directories; yet these small libraries are not considered bona fide I &R
outlets -- primarily because the volume of I&R demand is very low and the
full DIS working file is not available at those sites.

While the I&R service is used both by the public directly and by service
agents on behalf of the public, the impression of many of the staff is
that the public's view of the library has not changed in a substantial
way since the institution of I&R service. If this is the case, it may
be attributable to two things: First, the gross volume of I&R queries
handled is relatively insignificant when compared with the volume of books
circulated or reference queries answered at the Jones Library. That is, it
may be that DIS is not touching enough of the public directly in order to
change the general image of the Library from a materials-dispensing place
to a question-answering place.

Second, and perhaps most important, the fact that DS is physically and
organizationally distinct from other parts of the Jones Library may permit
citizens and resource agents to view it as an independent or quasi-independent
activity. It is conceivable that the public accept the presence of an innova-
tive adjunct to the major organization (the Library) without seeing any funda-
mental change in the major organization itself. In fact, this impression of
the public's view of the Library and DIS -- gathered from the staff's expressions
and corroborated by the study team's observations -- .,uggests the nature of
change that I&R has brought to the Jones Library: An innovative service has
been appended to the Library proper, with little impact on the services or the
view generally held by the staff of the Library proper.

STAFFING

Among them, the DIS staff provide direct I &R service and support services
to external agencies (training and distribution of the resources file), and
they produce and maintain the working files, publicize DIS and handle ordinary
administrative duties. The DIS staff consists of a full-time Community Infor-
mation Coordinator, witn a college degree in folklore and two years of experience
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Exhibit VII-C. Organization Chart of the Direct Information Service,
Amherst.
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in I&R; two part-time associates with bachelor's degrees in art and
mathematics; three part-time work-study students from nearby colleges;
one or two part -tine volunteers; and one full-time CETA employee. Below
the library director, the adult services librarian, who works for a few
hours a week on the resource file, is the only formally trained librarian
on the DIS staff. In addition to the Coordinator, one associate has had
some exposure to human service work before coming to DIS.

Staff for DIS have been hired with attention to the specific skills re-
quired at the moment by the department. Originally there was a need for
expertise in information systems, and at that time a professionally trained
librarian was hired. Recently, however, the skills required related pre-
dominantly to interpersonal skills, communication, management and search
skills. All new staff are required to exhibit skill in organizing; ability
to communicate orally, in writing and by telephone; knowledge of the community;
knowledge of local services; and a capacity for creative thinking. In addition,
each staff position has specialized requirements such as expertise in data
processing, supervision, training and publication.

The DIS staff have made presentations to the general library reference staff,
at which the concepts ..ald operations of DIS and the local human service system
were presented. They have also introduced some staff to I&R so that the
library staff would be able to provide at least modest I&R service during
hours when DIS is closed.

The training of new DIS staff involves spending several hours in introduction
to the files, the DIS service concepts and the library/DIS configuration.
Following that, the staff member begins actual work and on-the-job training.
All staff are housed in a relatively small space; and this fact provides con-
siderable sharing and informal "supervision" as new employees try their hands
at either direct I&R service or the various back-up activities.

COSTS

Start-Up Costs

The major preparation for DIS occurred between February and June 1975. The
total costs for start-up activities during this period was $7,447. Of this,
$4,226 from Library Services and Construction Act Title III funds was spent
on personnel, travel, supplies and telephone -- all acquired specifically for
the new project; and in-kind expenses amounting to $3,221 were incurred by the
Jones Library itself for project supervision and administrative overhead (space
and utilities). To round out the picture of start-up costs, it is necessary
to add the costs of computer programming -- $4,100 -- even though that did not
occur until late 1975 and early 1976. This brings start-up costs to $11,547.
In evaluating this "total" it must be remembered that file development for I&R
in Amherst, as in most other sites, began from a pre-existing base. In this
case it was primarily the Women Resource Guide, the library's existing files,
and the files and experience of the library-housed Amherst Community Resource
Center. As well, donations of the time of a CETA person from the Board of Health
and staff of the Amherst Community Resource Center were resources used in start-up.



Therefore the 'total' of 511,347 is a misleadingly low es*.imate of

tae actual cost of preparing for I&R service.

On-goina_Costs

From July 1979 June 1980 (fiscal year 1500 the DIS was supporteu by

revenues from the following sources:

hampshire County Commissioners $20,000

hampshire Community Lnitea Way 2,200

Sales of uirectories (projecteu) 3,000

Sib -TOTAL $27,200

In-kinu support(dpproximate) 11,000

TOTAL $3d,200

The projecteu expenuitures of Total Revenues in FY 1980 (not including
in -king support from tne Jones Library) breaks out in the following way:

Personnel (Regular) $23,600

Work study personnel 2,900

Taxes (FICA) 1,400

benefits (health) 900

Telephone 3,000

Travel 100

Supplies 500

Printing d0J

Computing 700

TOTAL $33,7U0

Clearly, a ueficit of approximately $d,,)0 was anticipated for the

fiscal year. Much of it would be offset by cnanges in personnel taat
woulu reduce temporarily the personnel costs.

PUbLICITI:

Publicity for DIS has always stoou alone. :;o other library services have

been included in DIS publicity, and vice versa. Initially, DIS was puLli-

cizeu through signs anu pamphlets uistributeu distributed througn libraries

in tae target area, tnrough newspaper features anu paid aavertisements, and
tarough posters uisplayea throughout tne target area. Tne approximate cost

of initial publicity was $130.

After service was actually begun, auuitional strategies of publicizing DIS

were evloyea: posters -- printed at a cost of about $200 -- in publi

buses anu in other places in the target 0" d; DIS was listed in the tel_-

phone book; and radio spots ':_re iniciateu.

Additionally, DIS has been publicized througn the Library's annual reports,
speeches by Library's staff to community groups, Jational Library Week events,

anu brocnures uescribing the Library's services.
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One of the most effective means of publicity is the telephone book and,

concomitantly, the local telephone operators, who frequently give the

DIS numbers to callers who do not know where to turn. The other most

effective publicity channels appear to be radio spots, display ads and

feature stories in newspapers. Sustained radio and newspaper publicity

seem to assure a reasonably high level of intake. Moreover, the solid

working relationship between the Library and the hampshire County human

Services Department, the melcome Wagon and certain state agencies has led

to additional promoting of DIS services.
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H. I&R IN THE CONTEXT OF OTUR LIBRARY SLRVICLS

As might be expected, the DIS staff are enthusiastic about DIS. Even

those with non-library background tend to see the library as an appro-
priate organization to be offering a generic I&R service. The Jones

Library staff, too, are generally supportive of DIS activities; many of
the staff would favor eliminating a traaitional library service -- such
as program events or interlibrary loan in lieu of eliminating I&R,
primarily because such activities are seen to be either oriented toward
an elite clientele, to be used less by the citizenry or to have a lower

social value. It appears that the newer staff of the Jones Library are
more supportive of I&R taan are some staff who have been there longer.

The administration of the Library seems to hold generally and DIS

specifically in high regard. While it is not the highest priority among
the Library's service activities, it is viewed as an important service
that mould be given the wherewitiiall to continue. It may be a testimony

to the administration's support for DIS that the search for additional
money, year after year, has consumed consiuerable staff resources in

proposal-writing and funding hearings. At the same time, there is no
indication that DIS -- or another form of I&R service -- has displaced
or will displace any of the established library services. This may be

due in large measure to the fact that LIS serves a two-county region,
whereas the Jones Library serves, and is funded fully by, the town of
Amherst, and therefore the option to uisplace a locally funded service
witn a regionally fundeu service may not exist.

i)LGRLL or INTEGRATION

The DIS office, where all I&R work is carried out, is in the basement of
the charming but crowded Jones Library, separated physically from the other
working parts of the library by a rather complicated floor plan wnica
el:fectively removes :TS from otaer library activities. DIS is also uistinct

professionally, in that none of the staff have formal library training.
It is segregated politically to the extent that it is a regional service
with regional funding that is very uncertain from year to year, whereas the
library is funded locally at a rather constant dependable level.

There may also be some social aistinction between DIS and the rest of the

Library staff, as well. Given the uemands of the I&R job -- often working
with people of restricted means and communicating at length and in some depth
with people in need -- the people attracted to DIS positions are inclined to
be strongly orienteu toward people at the lower enu of the socio-economic
spectrum and toward people with personal, as opposed to academic, problems.

Several of tne interviewees felt that such charcteristics may differentiate
DIS from most other Library staff.

DIS, then, is a segregated activity within the Library. Although other pasts

of the organization are pa;.sically segregated as much as DIS, the additional
segregation of DIS along Lae lines of staff backgrounds and service orientations,
political and organizational relationsaips and funding emphasizes the separate-

ness of LAS compareu with other uepartmeats. This separateness, coupled with

the magnitude of the I&R service innovation, could understandably ieau to a
situation of consiuerable resistence ay tae staff of the trauitional uepart-

iaents of the Library.
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however, despite these potential sources of conflict between DIS and
other parts of the Library, there seems to nave been no warfare over
DIS. While limited staff resistance was reported, there seems to have
been general acceptance of the new department as well as frequent instances
of cooperation. This may be attributable to the director's reasonably
strong support of DIS from the beginning, and the predisposition of the
newest professional staff of the Library (non-DIS) toward outreach and I&R
services. Yet there is a certain amount of dissatisfaction among staff
as to the way the established library services relate to DIS. For example,
among non-DIS staff, there is considerable sentiment at all levels for in-
tegrating I&R and reference activities. Said one, "DIS is a foster child
in a loving home."
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I. LVALLATIOd

DATA COLLECTED Od I&R

Tae DIS staff regularly collect statistics on IC,:

. dumber of queries

. Topic of queries
. :loue of inquiry (walk-in, phone, letter)
. Sex of user
. dumber of referrals
. dumber of follow-ups
. Time spent on each query
. Agencies directing clients to DIS
. Agencies to which DIS uirects clients

TRAI4SACTIOd SURVEY

Interviews with DIS clients were conuucteu from January through June 1960.
Although it was the intention to interview every client until 400 inter-
views had been completed, it turned out that the interviewing was erratic.
It cannot be assumed that the staff imposeu no selection bias on the survey;
therefore, these data will have to be taken as tentatively indicative of
transactions over the first six months of 19b0. Exhibit VII-D displays the

survey instrument with the frequencies of responses to questions. A number

of the frequencies are of interest:

. Of all the seven sites, Amherst claims the greates
percentage of first-time IC,R users. About 2/3 of

the I&R users saiu :-.ney had never useu tne service

before.
. Yet Amherst matcneu Ealtimore County in tue proportion
of I&R users aho had used other library services
before;

. A remarkable 39% of the I&R users have been directed
by another agency to tae library's DIS, suggesting
considerable rapport between the library and other
agencies in the community.

. Consistent with the above finding, over half tae
clients have asked their queries at other places before
approaching the library.

. 64% of the clients come from families wits a total
income of $14,000 or less.

. About .3/4 of tne clients are between the ages of 20

and 35.
. health queries constitute 36% of the topics inquired
about in DIS -- the largest single topic reported by
any of the site libraries.

. The DIS files were used to answer 97% of the queries.
Exhibit VII-E is a bar graph produced by the LIS staff
presenting the relative pr-?ortions of topics inquired

about uuring taree fiscal years. Note that the taxonomy

used here is not tne sa ne was employeu for the current

study.
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L Agency call (answer only questions 9-12)

No response (answer no questions)

1.

PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROJECT

We're trying to improve our service. Would
you help us by answering a few questions?
We won't record your name and it should take
only one minute.

Have you used the library's information
service before -- the one you're using
now? -11

1 Yes LA.] No ( ?] Don't know

2. Have you used any other service of
this library systas? 'LI

3.

[2.,! Yes (II] No ( q] Don't know

IF YES: Y t r -2 3q

(7,-;] Was it within past 3
months?

(11] Was it within past year?
(, J Was it longer ago? (Or

don't remember)

How did you learn of the library's
information service?

= ,2.-7.)-

( 4] Friend, neighbor, relative
(mil Library staff
(?A Referred by an agency
( -] Radio
( 1 Television
[ 1] Newspaper
(+1 Other

4. Rave you asked your question in any
other places before coming to the
library? (You don't have to name
them.)

Yea Ni No

5. I'll read some age groups. Just stop
me when you hear yours. (Interviewer:
Omit obviously wrong group. when possible.]

-n :
a( -] 13-19
b('-] 20-35
c( 1 36-45
d( -] 46-64

e ( -] 65 or over

I Declined to state

6. I'll read some groups based on
years of education completed. Just
tell on when you hear yours.

nq 7 2-

a( College graduate
b(31 Some college
c( -] Nigh school graduate
d( -] Some ku.gh school
e ( '] 8th grhde or less

( Declined to state

Exhibit VII-D. Survey results,
Amherst.
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Branch
Date

Time

7. In which of these groups
did your total family income,
from all sources, fall Last
year -- before taxes, that is?
I'll read the groups. -4

WA Up to $d,000
bir.V.1 $8.000 to $14,000

c(/..11 $14,0U0 to $20,000

d( $20,000 to $26,000
e( Y] Above $26,000

(,e]Declined to state/don't know

That's all the questions. Thank
you very such for your help.

INTERVIEWER TO FILL OUT REMAINDER:

8. Sex of patron -1-

L.;:r] Male ('1 Female

9. Mode of inquiry -71 r

[Li] Telephone (//] Visit

10. Topic of question (check all
that apply) -71

Money utters
Consumer issues
Housing/hahid. saint.
Health
Job - related issues

Transportation
Education
Neighborhood issues
Recreation, sports
Family relations
Crime i safety
Legal natters
Child care
Other

11. Disposition of question (All that
-ft

[7,1 Information was given
(I 1 Information was given

after interview to plots
underlying need

( ;--] Librarian contacted a
resource on patron's
behalf

[ Other (Specify)

12. Was question answered (or
referral nada) from a resource
file created by the library?

7] Yes .1 No

apply)



Day of the Week: n=330

Sun I Thurs 26

Mon 30 Fri j_z_

Tues 18 Sat 1

Wed 8

Typology of Education and Income: n=243

Low educ, low income 9

Low educ, hi income 1

Hi educ, low income 62

Hi educ, hi income 2S

Exhibit VII -D. Survey results, Amherst (cont.).
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Many crosstabulations produced chi-square values significant at the

.05 level or better. Several of these seems potentially useful in
explaining relationships among the variables.

. There is a stronger than usual tendency for agency
calls to relate to educational topics.

. New I&R users are inclined to call with regard to
the topic of health.

. Men, more than women, tend to present consumer and
legal queries.

. People asking housing and household maintenance queries
tend to have learned of the service from friends, neigh-
bors and relatives and not from agencies.

. Those asking about health-related topics tend to have
learned of the service from agencies and not from
friends, neighbors and relatives.

. Those asking job and law-related queries are less likely
than other people to have learned of the I&R service
from an agency.

. A person asking a health-related query is more likely
than others to have asked his or her query somewhere
else before coming to DIS.

. People who have used the I&R service before are more
likely than others to fall into the upper two income

brackets.
. People who have asked their queries ac other places
tend to have learned of the library's service through
newspapers.

. Those who are older also are more likely than others
to have learned of DIS through newspapers.

. People who have posed their queries elsewhere before
coming to the library tend to elicit a "referral"
response from the staff -- that is, calling an agency
on the client's behalf.

. Older clients are more likely than younger ones to be
responded to with "comp.Lex information-giving" -- that
is, provision of information after probing to uncover
the underlying need, and they are less likely to re-
ceive simple information-giving -- provision of in-
formation without such probing.

The composite typology of education and income, when crosstabulated with
other variables, yielded one significant association:

. Those who could be considered frequent users of
library services (last use within the past three
months)tend to fall into the two high - eduction cate-
gories: high-education-low-income and high education-

high income. This finding was corroborated in the simple
association of education and use of library services:
those with more education tend to be the most frequent
users of library services.
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aLFERLJCL ACTIVITY COM'Aid.D IdTh I&R

Tae ratio of JIS queries to Junes Library reference queries is about
3:13 (from tne uata collectec uy the staff prior to this study).
.vaen compared wit circulation anu reference, I&R cannot be seen as a
major service of tae library, iu terms of steer quantity. Ferhaps

because of the relatively low volume of Ic,n intake, t:,e impression of

some staff is taat I &3 aas done little as yet to alter the general
public image of tae library and the services it offers. It seems to them
taat tue public are still surprised to find that JIS is o library service.
Similarly, while some human service agencies consider the library a legi-
timate place for I&R, some agency personnel continue to register surprise
discovering that DIS is a library service. :;onethelLss, 397; of DIS callers

have been steereu from other agencies and 19;. of DIS intake are direct calls
by agencies, accoruing to data from tae Transaction Survey

STAFF ASSESSMI2.4T

In the Library's total service program I&R represents a qualitative, if not
quantitative, innovation. The nature of the staff, the queries received,
tue service provided, and the organizational configuration of DIS are all
quantitatively uistirct from activities anu resouro.es of the Jones Library.

The overwnelming problem facing DIS, expressed by every person interviewed as
tne major problem, is the uncertainty of funding at an adequate level from
year to year. DIS runs on what amounts to "soft" money. Its sources of
revenue must be wooed continuously for relatively meager levels of support:
and no one source of revenue accepts full responsibility for the continuation
and success of DIS. Some of the funding problem is traceable directly to the
fact that the Jones Library and DIS serve, and therefore are funded on, differ-
ent jurisdictional bases. Part of the problem is also traced by staff to a
lack of awareness among the public anu local officials of :he importance of
I&R anu DIS in particular. Staff suggestions for raising the level of aware-
ness incluue improving the legitimacy of DIS by taking it outside the halls
and off the organization chart of the Junes Library; reinstituting a DIS ad-
visory committee to help with fund-raising anu publicity. An alternative
solution auvanced for the funuing problem would call for more stable funding
under the budget of the Jones Library, whether those funds came from state,
regional or local sources.

Very little in the way of internal or management problems were expressed
by those interviewed, with one exception. The current segregation of DIS
from other library functions is viewed by many staff on botn sides as dys-
functional. It creates artificial boundaries between I &R and reference and
seems to create some amount of tension between the two staffs. It also per-
petuates the funding situation of DIS. Numerous staff expressed a strong desire
to see the DIS and reference activities integrated in location and staffing.
however, while the organization and staff of the Jones Library would be little
uisplaced if LAS and reference were merged, tae limitations of the current
building and the intransigence of current political and funding configurations
boue ill for a full merger in the near future.
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To some staff, it seems that the impact of DIS on the political and
budgetary processes of the Town of Amherst has been negligible. On
the other hand, other staff feel that DIS has expanded the visibility
of the Library in the eyes of the human service sector to a great extent;
and the data of the Transacron Survey corroborate this assertion.
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ENDNOTES

1. The material in this section is based largely on an unpublished article
by Anne 4. Turner, "Information and Referral, A Report from the Field,"
1979.

2. It is estimated that as much as 157; of the resource file at the Community
Resource Information Service of Philadelphia is superseded every month.
Conversation with Thomas Deah: Community Resources Information Service,
Philadelphia, 3 April I98G.
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CHAPTER VIII

BALTIMORE COUNTY

A. THE SITE

THE COUNTY

Baltimore County, the third largest county in Maryland, has an area

of 610 square miles. It surrounds, but not includes, the city of

Baltimore. The population of the County was 671,326 in 1974, with
a density of 1,100; the 1980 projected population is 717,734 with a

density of 1,170. The population is predominantly urban in character --

89% is in urban areas with the heaviest concentration around the Baltimore

Beltway and in the Southwest. Non-white population is 3% (1970) and is

projected to be 5% in 1980. One-quarter of the total land mass, in the

northern part of the County, is agricultural. 1

Approximately 59% of the population is employed in white collar positions;
25% are in manufacturing; the balance is in manual occupations. Bethle-

hem Steel Corporation and the National Social Security Administration are
he major employers. The median number of school years completed was 12.1
in 1970, compared to the U.S. median of 12.0 The educational level is lower

than average for Maryland jurisdictions over 250,000 and about average for

the state as a whole. The median family income is $12,000 (1970). Baltimore

County has the highest median age in the state, about 29 years; 18% of its

population is over the age 55.

THE LIBRARY

The suburban movement after World War II provided the major impetus for

the consolidation of ten autonomous libraries into a system in 1949. The

Baltimore County Public Library System now has 14 branches, four satellites,
four mini-libraries, and one bookmobile for service to institutions. There

is no main or central branch for the system, but administrative and centralized

functions are located at the Towson Area Library.

Previous research indicates that the age, education, and income levels

of the County would normally correlate with low or moderate levels of library

use; but Baltimore County had the highest circulation per capita in the state

in 1975 and highest in the nation in 1978 and 1979.2 It is estimated that

more than two-thirds of the households have at least one registered library

cardholder. The high level of citizen use can be attributed to no single

factor, but seems to be tiea to the library's basic service philosophy:
"to make readily available to the greatest number of County residents the
most wanted materials of all kinds, and to serve as a point of access 'or

any needed information." The library is committed to dispensing materials

that citizens ask for and not materials that librarians think they should

ask for.

In February of 1972 Baltimore County Public Library (BCPL) published the
first issue of "HELP," a guide to selected resources available to residents.
It listed suca resources as drrg centers, draft counselling, and recycling

15.



sites and provided brief information on relevant statutes and how
to access the various services. The guide, issued on newsprint in
tabloid format, was distributed in a Sunday edition of The Baltimore
Sun. "HELP" was the f4rst formal system -wide effort by Baltimore
County Public Library to "facilitate the link" between client and
appropriate community resources.
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B. ORIGINS OF I&R

In December 1973, the Baltimore Regional Planning Council and Westat,
Inc. produces "Information Needs of Urban Residents." The report had
a number of serious implications for libraries. Briefly, it said (1)

that people in all walks of life have many unsatisfied information
needs, (.) that therl is a confusing multitude of information sources
that people could turn to, (3) that the library is considered a source
of information for an average of only 3% of all information needs, and
(4) that it is fair

3
to conclude that an omnibus steering and referral

service is needed. This report was a clear mandate to library and
information professionals to review their activities and to improve
access to information about the multitude of resources that exist in
modern urban society. The staff and administration of BCPL were parti-
cularly aware of an information void in Baltimore County and a gap in
the library's program of services. Shortly after preliminary issuance
of the report, the BCPL Information Services Committee was formed, with
the charge of reviewing and recommending changes in BCPL's information
services. In the fall of 1973, the Committee began talking informally
with Thomas Childers, from the Graduate School of Library aaC Information
Science, Drexel University, about the feasibility of initiating an I &R
service that would satisfy some of the needs identified in the Warner
Report. Tb2 initial goal or function of such a service was to put the
client in contact with government, civic, social and sometimes private
agencies for the service, activity or information he or she needed.

The general plan for initiating an I&R service consisted of three phases:
planning, development and training; demonstration; and implementation.
In the summer of 1974, Thomas Childers, as consultant with Edward Elenausky,
a BCPL staff member, and a clerical worker, established a central I &R clearing-
house. The major activities of the clearinghouse staff for the summer of
1974 were to:

. Develop procedures for colleting information about
community services, activities and information sources

. Consider and make recommendations about the way in which
the service should be organized within BCPL

. Prepare forms for collecting and recording information

. Develop file arrangement and indexes appropriate for access

to the information
. Establish liaison with other information services in the
community

. Plan publicity for the demonstration and implementation

. introduce the community informaticn service to the total
'iCPL staff

. Train professional and clerical staff in the branches in
gathering Information about community resources

. Recruit and train volunteer staff to assist in related activities
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. Begin collecting information about community resources

Beyond the summer, the Clearinghouse continued to serve as the nerve
center of the service, collecting information about community resources,
organizing that information and distributing it to library branches,
training staff system-wide, serving as a back-up to the branches in
their efforts to answer clients' queries, and evaluating and reporting
on the service. The service was named Community Information Desk (CID).

The staff of BCPL were introduced to the idea in June 1974, in Branching
Out, the BCPL staff newsletter; the public, in Report to the Reader in
December 1974. Major planning was ended in September 1974. A demon-
stration of the service was begun in the Catonsville branch in February
1975. The publicity announcements -- necessarily local -- specified that
the service was available only in the single location. However, many of
the public construed the announcements to apply to all branches in that
area of the County. Management concluded that they could not reasonably
launch an aggressive publicity campaign for an isolated area of the metro-
politan region. Therefore in April 1975, the decision was made to initiate
the service county-wide as soon as possible. I&R was thus implemented in
all area branches in June 1975. About this time -- March 1975 -- acting
on the advice of the advertising firm that was handling the I&R publicity,
the I&R service was renamed "Accurar Information Dc'k (AID).

Technical aspects of providing service were developed during the demon-
stration step. Training of staff in collecting data and providing service
took place from the summer of 1974 into the spring of 1975. During the
summer and fall of 1974, when the service was being planned and the files
were being built, 80% of the professional staff and selected clerical staff
were exposed to two half-day orientation and training sessions. In the first
session they were introduced to the need for and concept of I&R, and the plan
for hcw it would operate in the library system. They were also introduced
to their part in collecting information for the resource file -- namely,
polling local resources and feeding that information to the Clearinghouse.
In the second session, their problems with collecting information were dis-
cussed.

One month before the I&R demonstration began, a service workshop was held
for the demonstration branch and nearby branches to prepare the professional
staff tt.r handling the kinds of questions that would be encountered. This
workshop was held in conjunction with the Health and Welfare Council and
included observation and practice question-answering at the Council's Infor-
mation and Referral Service in downtown Baltimore.

Also in the zuMmer of 1974, a formal but small volunte':r program was started
in order to augment the staff working on I &R. About six volunteers received
training in data collection. During the same period the clearinghouse staff
developed the following forms:
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Data Collection Form, for phone and in-person interviewing
Data Collection Form, for u. 11ne
Resource File Form
Transfer Sheet, for file corrections
Contact File Form, for candidate resources
Introductory Letter
Reference/Information Intake Form
Weekly Statistical Report Form

The Data Collection Form, of central importance to the service, required
the most time to develop. Several interview forms, ranging from one page
and very open-ended to 18 pages and very structured, were pretested before
a decision was reached. The final form was based on the interview schedule
developed at the Detroit Public Library and represented a manageable com-
promise between the other two forms. The following instructional aids
were developed by the clearinghouse:

Data Collection Procedures
Data Collection Form: Instructions
Instructions for Completing the Resource File Card
Suggested Phone Contact Procedure

An index thesaurus was developed. This subject heading list was in
"layman's language" and was based on the one prepared by Detroit Public
Library. Since their first incarnation, the forms, instructional aids

and the thesaurus have gone through several revisions.

In that first summer, all branches began collecting information about
resources local to their respective sites and turned it over to the clearing-

house.
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C. I&R SERVICE CONCEPT

The initial service concept for BCPL's I&R service was to put the
client in contact with one or more resources appropriate for his
or her need. The operating objective was that within three years,
AID would be the place Baltimore Countians would think of first
when they do not know where to turn for a needed service, activity,
advice or information. This objective required collecting information
about local, state or federal organizations or agencies that can
help Baltimore County residents; updating that information through
telephone and walk-in inquiry; helping the client interpret information
about resources; and helping the client get in touch with a resource.

The service is decentralized. The primary outlets for I&R are the
branches of the system (excluding the bookmobile). Clients of the sys-
tem's "mini-branches" access I&R through a hotline directly to the Infor-
mation Desks of their respective parent branches. A secondary outlet is
the Clearinghouse. As described above, its main role is to support the
branch delivery of I&R by collecting, arranging and disseminating infor-
mation on resources and by training staff and publicizing 1 &R. A sub-
sidiary but vital role is supporting branches in the actual delivery of
I&R, by assisting on queries -- usually tougher or more exotic ones --
that branch staff refer to the Clearinghouse.

From the beginning, the information service was designed to serve the
general population. Currently it seems not to be used by any particular
sub-group of the population except possibly senior citizens.

Simple and complex informatiougiving are provided as a standard service
in all BCPL branches. The amount of referral, advice on resources and
strategy, follow-up and advocacy varies from staff member to staff member
in the branches; in the Clearinghouse the staff seem to provide all of these
as standard services, with follow-up occurring on about 1/3 of queries
that the Clearinghouse receives. Feedback, counselling, transportation
ana escort are not provided by any branches or by the Clearinghouse.

Maintaining the resource file is the major activity of the clericals in
the Clearinghouse. A copy of this file is available at the information
desk in every branch, satellite branch and mini-libraries. The Baltimore
County Division of Community Affairs and the Police Department's Division
of Community Relations have copies of the file; and a copy of part of the
file is sent to the Maryland Commission for the Humanities and the Balti-
more Ccunty Commission on the Arts and ScienceR. Libraries outside the
BCPL System that hold a copy of the file are Enoch Pratt, Hartford County,
Cecil County and Carroll County public libraries.

Staff claim that the I&R service at BCPL branches is predominantly "I"
and very little "R". The resource file and I&R are seen as a tool and an
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approach, respectively, that enhance the information-giving function

of the library. They are not seen as a "new" service. I&R is viewed

by staff -- and perhaps legitimately in BCPL -- as not significantly

different from reference. Three of the characteristics of I&R that
could distinguish it from reference are maintaining a resource file,

referral and follow -up. While the first is a significant activity
in BCPL, referral, judging from its frequency in the transaction
survey (8% of the transactions), could not be considered substantial.

And while the survey provides no data on follow-up, interviews suggest
that very little systematic follow-up occurs -- probably in the range

of 1-3% of the transactions. However, the percent of actual re-

ferrals is higher than at Memphis, where it is claimed that the service

is a true "referral" service. If the averred differences in approach

are real, something other than these data must be looked to for an

explanation.

There is telephone and walk-in access to the la service. Three-

way hook-ups were tried in the early days of AID, but have been abandoned

as being little-used -- mostly because actual referral is rarely done

at the branch level. The Clearinghouse is open from 8:30-5:30 weekdays.

The branches vary in their opening hours, but some branches are open every

day of the week, except Sunday in the summer, and every evening, except

Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The Clearinghouse also aids the branches

in providing additional information on inqu4'4es that involve inside

library resources or referral of subject requests to other libraries in

Maryland. That is, the Clearinghouse supports the la function of the

librar as well as its non -I &R information-giving functions.
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D. THE RESOURCE FILE

Collection of data for the resource file began in the summer of 1974
with the establishment of the Clearinghouse. One library professional,
one consultant and one clerk worked full time that summer with some
volunteer help. In addition to the staff specifically assigned to
AID, professional staff throughout the system helped collect infor-
mation about resources local to their respective branches. The branch
staff were assisted in this work by volunteers who had been recruited
especially for this purpose under a volunteer service program newly
organized by the library. Two professionals and two clerks staffed
the Clearinghouse beginning in the fall of 1974. Their main activity
was continued collection of file information. Altogether three or four
people worked six to eight months to develop a file containing 1,000
entries when the demonstration began in February 1975 in the Catonsville
Branch. The file contained 1,500 entries when the service was implemented
system-wide in June 1975. Currently there are 2,500 entries in the file.

The original format of the main file was 5x8 index cards arranged alpha-
betically by service provider. The file continues in this format with
a few changes made to improve the readability of the entries and to make
them more standard. Information on each resource is collected by means
of a Data Collection iorm (see Exhibit VIII - A) and includes the following:

. Name, address, phone number

. Description of services or activities

. Name and title of person to contact

. Name and title of person in charge

. Type of service (federal, state, local, private)

. Source of financial support

. Hours of service

. Geographic area served

. Eligibility requirements
* . Qualifications of the staff

. Physical accessibility (ramps, parking, public transportation)
* . Service capacity/availability of services

. Meetings of or sponsored by the resource

. Goal or purpose

. Methods of obtaining service
. Speakers available
. Published materials available
. Subject headings and "see also" references
. Provision of service to non-English-speaking people,
specifying language

(* This information is not asked for but is included in the file if the
information is volunteered.)



1.1.
eci BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
PL...1j, 4 CON IN UNITY INFORN 14-\TION FILE

DATA COLLECTION FORN1
DIRECTIONS: A 5":6" card file entry for your agency will be prepared from the datr.
which you supply on the form below. Please do not hesitate to give us as mucn detail
as you wish. If you run out of space for any answer, just use t e back of a sheet or
attach extra sneets. If you are uncertain about how to fill in a section, put a "7"
in the space. After you have returned the questionnaire, we may contact you by phone
to fill .n the gaps.

NAME OF ORGANIZATION:

ADDRESS:

City:

State: Zip:

PHONE NUMBER(S):

ACRONYM:

TYPE OF ACJENCY:

Federal Private non-profit
State Profit-making
County_
City

PARENT ORGANIZATION: (If any)

DAYS & HOURS FOR PHONE SERVICE:

NAME CF PERSON IN CHARGE: TITLE:

?IMPOSE ORGANIZATION: State priefly. (Space
for specific services and/or activities is provided
In the following page.)

Exhibit VIII-A. Data Collection Form
;
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GEOGRAPHICAL AREA SERVED:

Baltimore County.
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SERVICES AND ACTIVIT:ES. Please 'scribe each specific service or activity of you:
organization in a separate sec' tips. :f you are 7-ascribing more than two
distinct services, please use till ace provided on the pack of this sheet.

SERVICE/ACTIVITY 1:

1. Describe the service or activity:

2. Name the person to be contacted concerning this service or activity:
Name: Title:

Phone:

3. List the days and hours this service or activity is offered:

4. Describe any eligibility requirements for this service or activity (age, sex,
marital status, residency, renbershir, etc.):

5. How does one go about obtaining this service or taking part in this activity'

6. List any fees for this service or activity:

SERVICE/ACTIVLa f2:

1. Service or activity.

. Contact person'

Days and nours

4. Eligibility requirements.

5. 'Obtaining this service

Title:
Phone.

6. Fees

If you have ore srry u s or .c LiviL., ,, use the form on the back of this sheet.
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SUPILZI.'E7ARY :f the answer to a quest.:'n .s "NC," please go on to
the next question.

1. Are you a erbershlo or:aril:At:on' 0 YES E NO
- List any qualifications for eroershio (sex, age, sponsor, etc.):

- List any membersnip fees:

- Are regular meetings held?
Place.

Days and hours:

- Are offi:ers electeu?
How otten?:
Month:

2. Do _you have anv branch offices? 0 YES 0 NO

Please list branches below ,r attach a sheet
Name Address Phone

3. Do you produce a newsletter or 0 YES 0 NO
other requInr oublIcation?

Please list the tttle(s) below:

(We would ppreciate receiving copies on a regular basis for our central
files. Please add us to your mailing list if you will.)

,--
L. Can your oraanizatilr actor odate neoole ED YES O NO

who are not fluent _n En 1.sh'

Which languages?:

5. Co You have any spec:al f.cil.ties rbr a YES 0 NO
t'e ''.arta'cnnpeo?

Please specify:

THANK YOU FUR :AK:NO ccrnm rms FCKl AND rort ;NMAJDTNC A COPY OF ANY
BROCHURES OR OTHER PR:NTED MA:ERIALS :HAT YOU .4:IJLD LIKE. JS TO HAVE.

Form corpleted by

VIII
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The main file is supplemented by a separate 5x8 index file. In the
index file the resources are indexed using a subject heading list in
layman's language. The original subject heading list was drawn from
Detroit's I&R service, expanded to match needs unique to Baltimore
County. Both the main file and the subject index are cross-referenced.
The types of resources in the file include the following:

. Churches*, if they offer community services, such as day care

. Clubs and associations

. Entertainment events and recreation facilities

. For-profit organizations, if their service or products are
unique or hard to find

. Non-profit organizations such as thrift stores and the
Salvation Army

. Government services, including all Maryland State and
Baltimore County services

. Political organizations, civic or neighborhood groups
. Service agencies

(* Each branch keeps a file of churches in its own locality.)

Branches collect information within their respective areas. After the
information on a given resource is in hand, the branch staff forward it
to the Clearinghouse, where the iuformation is taken off the Data Collection
Form and put into standard format on 5x8 cards are then multilithed and
distributed to all relevant branches in the system. The Clearinghouse
staff themselves are responsible for collecting information about resources
that are ccunty-wide or that exist outside the county (for instance, in
Baltimore City, Annapolis or Washington, D.C.). Of course, the cards
for such resources are sent to every branch in the system.

The Clearinghouse staff also revise the 5x8 index cards and distribute
these to the branches. The branch staff maintain the main and index files --
adding and deleting cards -- and report changes in information on the cards
to the Clearinghouse, as changes arise.

All resouce cards are updated once a year, or more frequently if there is
need. A copy of the card with a stamped return envelope is sent to the
resource with the request to update; follow-up is done by telephone. The
Clearinghouse is responsible for updating all county-wide organizations;
the branches, for updating organizations in their own communities. The
branches also have the option of doing the whole updating operation by
telephone. The respcnse to requests for updated information is remarkably
close to 100%.

The branches and the Clearinghouse maintair their Back-Up Files of
pamphlets, brochures, newsletters and other tsphermera on various resources
and topics of need to supplement information contained on the file cards.

VIII - 12
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Back-up files in the branches are Ailed from two sources: the

Clearinghouse collects and distributes material to the branches;
and the branches collect material on their own. The Back-Up File
is arranged alphabetically by resource or subject, corresponding
in some degree with the entries in the Community Information File
or its index.

The BCPL staff ae a whole consider the subject scope of the file to be
very good. The currency of the file is rated to be as good as it
could be considering the time lag :nvolved in updating. The consensus

was that the Clearinghouse does a good job in proviemg up-to-date
information for Ia. Given the format of the file, the depth of in-
formation on resources was considered to be good; while some staff wished
for more description of the services, most felt that more detail would

make the file cumbersome.

The arrangement of the file, alphabetical by service provider, was
rated very good by a majority of the staff. Even those who rated it

as "good" felt that there was not a better way to do it. The adequacy

of access -- the subject index -- was felt by the staff to be good.
The majority of the staff felt that there would always be a need for
revision. The staff members who have used the subject index from its
beginning in 1975 expressed the opinion that it is much more usable
now that it has been tailored to Baltimore Countians' needs.

The staff is accustomed to the physical format of the file, 5x8 index
cards, and has no dtfficulty in using it. A branch staff member expressed
a preference fot a microform format in order to have more intormation on

each agency. The Clearinghouse staff would like to see the file on -line
for ease of updating and for the ability to publish mini-directories on
selected subjects. One Clearinghouse staff member felt that an edition
of the file on microfilm, integrated with the COMCAT (the public catalog,
in microform) wAild make the public more aware of the available services.
However, having the file on-line and/or on microform were seen as additions
to the 5x8 index card file and not as replacements. As of this writing

there is a great likelihood that the library will acquire a word processor
with a r cords management capability. This will enable staff to generate
custom-made lists of resources, such ac a list of day-care facilities
within a given zip code. If the resource file were to be made availil

on-line to the public via the word orocessing equipment at all current
ccess points, the card format of the file would be abandoned, in all
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E. I&R SERVICE DELIVERY

A client approaches the I&R service through the branch staff.
The Clearinghouse is rarely accessed directly, since it is not
publicized and is not visible to the public. The staff at the branches
may use any directory -- such as a neighborhood directory, Enoch Pratt
Free Library's resource file, the Yellow Pages, government directories
or their Back-Up File in addition to the resource file to answer I&R
queries. All sources at hand are exhausted before the Clearinghouse is
called. At this point the staff member may either transfer the client
to the Clearinghouse or may become the liaison between the client and
thl Clearinghouse.

The Clearinghouse staff participate in the regional I&R Planning
Council which includes the regional Health and Welfare Council, Enoch
Pratt Free Library, as well as Cecil, Harford and Carroll County public
libraries. Communication and file sharing with the three county libraries
is basically one way, flowing from BCPL to these libraries. With the
Health and Welfare Council and Pratt there is dialogue and mutual file
sharing. The Clearinghouse staff view the two-way communicatik.: with
these two agencies as necessary in order to avoid duplication of effort.
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F. EXTERNAL RELATIONS

In .ne beginning, the branch staff held community walks to gather
information in their areas. They also attended meetings of local
organizations to learn more about these organizations and to explain
AID (as it was then called) to them. During National Library Week
in 1975 the Catonsville demonstration branch manned AID displays
at local stores to promote this new service. Also at Catonsville,

the staff spoke about AID to all groups who used the library meeting
room.

Although there were no formal community advisory boards, BCPL inter-
preted the Warner report as evidence that the community needed this
type of service. Tht Library saw this well-documented public need
as an opportunity to serve the public more fully and to strengthen
the library's position in the community.

Relations with other agencies that provide I &R service seem to be
cordial if not cooperative. While there is some overlap in I &R service
delivery, and soma business is thus drawn away from the library, the
Clearinghouse agencies that provide more or less omnibus I &R are the
Mayland Division of Community Affairs (using BCPL's resource file) the
Department of Aging; the Health and Welfare Council of Central Maryland;
and Enoch Pratt's la service (INFER: Information For Every Resident).

Since the beginning of its I&R activities, BCPL has cooperated -- at
times closely -- with the city's Health and Welfare Council Infor-
mation and eeferral Service. At the outset it was decided that the
two organizations would share information that they had collected
about resources. Consequently, the Council turned its total resource
file over to BCPL and AID was thus able t3 open for service several months
earlier than would otherwise have been possible. Since then they have
been sharing all new information received about resources in the region.

Cooperation with Enoch Pratt's INFER, zhe counterpart to AID, has grown
in the past few years as INFER itself has drawn on the AID staff and files
in reviving itself from several years of inaction. 4

Cooperation from resource organizations is reflected clearly in the high
rate of return of requested updating information. Since there is little
follow-up after referring a client to a resource, receptivity to BCPL
referrals by the resource organizations is uncertain. As a positive
indicator, however, resources do accept the referrals. Rarely do they

attempt to turn a BCPL-referred client away.
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G. ADMINISTRATION

Originally, the Clearinghouse was devoted solely to I&R support.
However, after service to the public was initiated in the branches
in 1975, a reorganization was effected and the Information Services
department came into being. It incorporates both I&R support and
traditional reference support for the whole system, ari is, in
effect, the old Clearinghouse with an enlarged function.

Exhibit VIII-B shows the place of Information Services on the organi-
zation chart. Both Information Services and all tiae branches fall
under Users Service. The Information Services Department, or Clearing-
house, is a division of Information and Programming Services. It is
staffed by three professionals (one, the Head of the department), and
two clerical workers. The Head of the department was previously in
charge of the I&R operation at Enoch Pratt Free Library, and was hired
by BCPL to head up its I&R operation after the original head of AID
left the system.

Typical of many public library services around the country, BCPL's
I&R began life with a name -- first, Community Information Desk, then
Accurate Information Desk -- and collected statistics on "I&R" vs.
reference transactions. Eventually managment came to believe that the
distinction between I&R and traditional reference was untenable in the
public mind and perhaps even in the minds and activities of the staff.
Clients would call the library, request "AID service" and then pose a
traditional reference question ("What is the altitude of Denver?").
Similarly, staff receiving queries often found that a so-called I&R
query might be partially answered through a traditional reference
source, and vice versa: the answer to a traditional reference query
might be augmented from the resource file. Therefore, in 1978 I&R
became nameless and was merged more than ever with the general infor-
mation-giving function of BCPL.

I&R is provided by all professional service staff as a part of infor-
mation-giving services. Training for information and referral, other
than that given initially (Section B) is included in the general library
orientation given to new employees. This orientation is not training
to use the file or how to handle an I&R query, but is a general intro-
duction to the file and its uses. Training in how to provide I&R is
provided in the branches for each new professional employee as part of
a formal training checklist. Occasionally system-wide workshops, attended
by a majority of professional staff, feature I&R. Several staff expressed
the opinion that additional formal training could be used by both new and
old employees.

From June 1974 through March 1975, $54,000 of LSCA demonstration funding
and $10,000 of BCPL funds covered all costs during the planning, implementation
and demonstration stages. In _he second year of the project (June 1975 to
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July 1976) of the $83,500 that was spent on I&R, approximately
40% came from local funds.

Publicity costs during the first year were about $5,000. The
publicity included newsletters to staff and public, brochures, dis-
plays, poster, billboards and ads and features in newspapers. See
Exhibit VIII-C. In the second year of the project, the publicity
costs were about $30,000 and included radio advertising ($20,000)
and TV spot production ($9,800). About $200.00 was spent for printed
materials. Not accounted in the publicity costs are the talent and
time of a local advertising agency that donated advertising copy and
illustrations for the initial campaign.

Ongoing publicity (1978-79) consists of brochures, displays and book-
covers available in the library and distributed to school students
during booktalis. The brochures include a general one about the types
of questions th-t the library can help with, one on consumer problems
and one for expectant parents. BCPL staff also have:

. produced and aired two public servic. lnnouncements
on I&R (radio)

. developed a slide/tape presentation on I&R, "You
Should See Us Now," for use at public meetings

. run regular columns that feature I&R service in the
library's Report to the Reader

. included a column called "info-Line"-- a question-and-
answer feature -- in the library's bimonthly Calendar of
Events

. at several junior high and high school held "Stump the
Librarian" programs, in which librarians explain the
library's information services (including I&R) and answer
students' queries from the Community Information File and
a few basic reference books.

From 1973-1979 the Library ran a syndicated column related to I&R queries
in several community newcpapers. This was discontinued because the papers
wanted strictly local material, and it became too burdensome for the library
staff to tailor a di erent column for each paper.

From the point of view of I&R, per se, the history of administrative
support for I&R would probably be considered strong but not overwhelming.
As the service was getting started, top management evidenced appropriate
levels of support -- attending training sessions and working closely with
the consultant and regular staff in planning and trouble-shooting. Even
then, however, rather than demonstrating a landslide of enthusiasm for I&R
in and of itself, top management seemed to be viewing I&R as an imporzant
comoonent in BCPL's total package of information-giving services. SLAce
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then, management has accorded to I&R the resources that such a view
justifies -- providing, consistent support in training, staffing and
materials even in the years after LSCA funding. To a staunch advocate
of I&R, it may appear from the outside that by incorporating I&R into
the package of information-giving services -- including the elimination
of a separate name for I&R service -- the library management has lessened
the importance of I&R. However, the concern with ongoing training in I&R
techniques, the continued staffing of the Information Services Depart-
ment, and the expensive technology for the resource file all are evidence
that I&R remains a major interest of management. That interest is mani-
fested in a service that is highly integrated into the total information
program of the library.
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H. I&R IN THE CONTEXT OF OTHER SERVICES

I&R is a part of what library management class as "True Information

Transactions", which also includes reference service, readers' ad-
visory service and instruction in the use of materials. It was always
the conception of BCPL to introduce I&R as an "extension of reference"
and to use existing staff to provide all information services to the
public. Integration of reference, readers' advisory, instruction and
I&R into Information Services has given birth to the concept of an
"information generalist." All public service professionals share
responsibility for providing the whole program of information services
to adults and children.

BCPL staff see I&R as "going that extra mile," "filling holes," and
"providing a fuller way to do reference." They feel that having the
information of the resource file at hand has enriched reference services
and broadened the whole concept of
of the staff feel that there is no
that one enhances the other. Even
1974 stated that I&R and reference
services.

information-giving. The majority
line between I&R and reference --

staff members who were at BCPL before
are no longer thought of as separate

At first the idea of giving information on or referral to resources
outside the library was upsetting to some staff. Giving information
from a book or any print source was seen by them as the proper service.
Other staff lied a propensity to serve the community with I&R-like service
even before discussion of I&R began in the early '70's. The general service
attitude of the staff has historically been pro-active and strongly community-
orienteL. These existing inclinations naturally fueled the formal innovation
of I&R. Now I&R seems to almost completely assimilated by the whole staff
as a regular information service. When pressed, the staff define I&R as
being a "service," "going outside the library," "answer not in a book,"
or "use of the file." Reference was defined as "information," "in a book,"
"research," and "not using the file."
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I. EVALUATION

BCPL collects, on a sampling basis, statistics on:

. factual questions answered

. readers' advisory and subject requests

. instructions in use of search tools

. title/shelf Checks

. reserves

. direct loans

. referrals

. requests for program information

From these sampled data a yearly total is estimated. See Exhibit VIII-E
for definitions of the categories. A sheet without definitions is used
as a tally sheet. The "I&R question" category was added for this study.

In 1979, the number of total transactions system-wide was a little more
than 1.4 million. In the early days of I&R, the staff also attempted
to count the number of I&R transactions, as distinct from other kinds
of transactions. The difficulty that has been documented throughout
this report -- namely, distinguishing I&R from reference in a clean way
plagued the BCPL staff, too, and they abandoned the collection of ISR
statistics. In fact, it is probable that this statistical frustration
contributed to the decision to integrate I&R and reference into a single
information function.

TRANSACTION SURVEY

The survey instrument was pretested here in selected branches and the
staff were the first ones instructed in data collection for this study.
Data collection for this study was merged with the data collection that
staff ordinarily perform on randomly selected working days. Based on
management's estimate of I&R volume, it was deemed sufficient to record
information about the first four I&R transactions on seven sampling days
in January and February. This would produce about 400 completed inter-
views -- a ..umber that would be sufficient for the crosstabulations that
were contemplated for the final analysis. however, we were surprised.
Many fewer I&R queries were recorded. This was due in part to lapses
in interviewing and in part to an overestimate in the volume of I&R
queries taken in. To compensate, four days in April were added to the
original sample days, and all I&R queries on those days were ir-lined.
This did not %.ompensate for the shortfall, and the total completed inter-
views in BCPL came only to 212. The total I&R queries tallied was 384.
Despite the considerable irregularities in data collection, we nave assumed
that the transactions analyzed here do represent approximately the kind
of queries and responses at BCPL during the survey periods.

In Exhibit VIII-F are the frequencies of the responses to the interview.
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INFORMATION Dist - SERVICE PATTERN SAMPLE

CIRCLE ONE: A J 1/A

DATE

BRANCH

TRANSACTIM, WALK.ib PHONE

SPECIFIC
INFORMATION

ORIENTED
QUEDLIONS

Include here all transactions in which
specific information or factual dams,

patron requests or receives
either through a librarian's
which the librarian supplies.
pubLisnee

bilked 61a aka?

verbal response or througn materials
Examples: In what year wee 1.211S_Ex

Do you have a recipe for

ilLUMRS
ADVISORY

6
SUBJECT
REQUEST

Include here all transactions in welch
as in selecting materials,

the patron requests or receives
including books, periodicals, rico!

love story?

cookbooks?

films, etc.

Examples: Can you help me find good

Do you have any dessert

INSTRUCTION

IN USE OF

SEARCH TOOLS

Include here all transactions in which
in the use of library search tools,
request for instruction or as a MOMS

tion. Search tools Include microfilm
and other basic search tools. Do Dal
..i2USA4Mmalls113%11111a

patron receives instruction
etcher in response to a specific
of obtaining requested informa-
catalog. indexes, Readers Guide,
include microfilm readers f4

TITLE/SHELF
CdtCli 6
PERIODICAL
REQUESTS

Enter tally mark for each title 3 periodical requested by a patron,
either by phone or in parson, when the librarian goes to the shelf to

locate the item or aecertlne that it i'd/is not owned by the system.

RESERVES Enter a tally mark for each reset's card completed.

DIRECT LOAN

Enter a tally mart for each transaction
Direct Loan flyer. explain the direct
other branch to determine the location
tally mark for each transaction tr
occur. Note that all referrals to

tnelvded hese.

in which you distribute
loan process, concoct ILL or an

of materials. Use single

which one or more of these acttviti
aranches within BCPL should be

REFERRALS

Include here ail transactions in which
agency, institution or individual outside

information and/or service requested.

s patron is referred to another
the library to obtain the

PROGRAM INFO
6 TICKET
REQUESTS

Include here all requests for information
or ticket requests. Count each request,

about library programs and/
not each ticket.

DT,IER

Inc.ude directions for locating restrooms
ol materials +hen the patron has a
:ecords, business section, etc., suJplying
in toys, help with copy machines or
library policies and procedures; lorary/bookmobile
Clan. handling sequestered materials;

or telephone, library staff,
:all number, location of phone boom

paper or pencils, checking
microfilm readers; explaining

schedule .iforms-

etc.

:69 QUESTION Involves giving information about,

with, t re Puree outside the libreiv

or making contact for patron

(not another library). May

require the use of the CIF or oche printed or unprtnted directories.

Assistance to Any one patron may require miltipls ant les. Enter s tally mark in all

applicable categories. IS L1/70

Lxnibit VIII-L. Definitions for Tally Sheet. Baltimore County
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Agency call (answer only questions 9 -12)-

No response (answer no questions)

PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROJECT

We're trying to improve our service. Would
you help us by answering a few questions?
We won't record ^ name and it should take
only one minute.

1. Have you used the library's information
service before -- the one you're using
now? -1 =.,of

I Yes Uo J Don't know

2. Have you used any other service of
this library system? 4n -;:'/

3.

l',1 Yes ['A No ( i] Don't know

IF YES: ri -

Was it within past 3
months?

(Z-5) Was it within past year?
( ] Was it longer ago? (Or

don't remember)

How did you learn of the library's
information service? -.0-

l=,-] Friend, neighbor, relative
(:.] Library staff
( UJ Referred by an agency
-1 Radio

( ] Television
( 1 Newspcler
(5-A Other

4. Have you asked your question in any
other places before coming to the
library? (You don't have to name
them.)

1 Yes L.] No

5. I'll read some age groups. Just stop
on when you hear yours. (Interviewer:
Omit obviously wrong groups when possible.]

a( -1 13-19
b(- 1 20-35

el J 36-45
d(- J 46-64
e l -1 65 or over

l I Declined to state

6. I'll read some groups based on
years of education completed. Just
tell on when you hear yours.

al.,] College graduate
bl.,1 Some college
cl..] High school graduate
d( I Some high school
e l .1 8th grade or less

-] Declined to state

Exhibit VIII-F. Survey results,
Baltimore County.
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Branch

Data
Time

7. In which of these groups
did your total family income,
from all sources, fall last
year -- before taxes, that is?
I'll read the groups.

b(

d(

e(_.:

Up to $8,000
$8.000 to $14,000
$14,000 to $20,000
$20,000 to $26,000
Above $26,000

Declined to state/don't know

That's all the questions. Thank
you very much for your help.

INTERVIEWER TO FILL OUT REMAINDER:

8. Sex of patron

1?1 Male I Female

9. Node of inquiry ,

(_o1 Telephone [41 Visit

10. Topic of question (check all
that apply)

11.

Money matters
Consumer issues
Housing/hshld. saint.
Health
Job-related i
Transportation
Education
Neighborhood is 'is
Recreation, sorts

reltcions
Crime 4 safety
Legal natters
Child care
Other

Disposition of question (All that

("1
I 1

Information was given
Information was given
after interview tc nrobe
underlying need
Librarian contacted a
resource on patron's
behalf

Other (Specify)

12. Was question answered (or
referral made) from a resource
file created by the library?

L -1 Yes ] No

apply)



Day of the Week: na.211

Sun 2 Thurs 7

mon 46 Fri 4

Tues 24 Sat 7

Wed 10

TyTology of Education and Income: n=182

Low educ, low income 7

Low educ, hi income 10

Hi educ, low income 20

Hi educ, hi income 63

Exhibit VIII-F. survey results, Baltimore County (cont.).
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Prominent findings include.

. Few I&R calls come from agencies

. About 2/3 of the I&R clients have used "thi- service"
before. (In the case of a fully integrates service,
such as BCPT , it is more than usually difficult to
know what the client means by "this service." I&R,

reference, general information-giving, talking with
a professional librarian, etc.)

. The vast majority of I&R clients have used other library
services before, and over 90% could be considered "regular"
users (last use Within the past year)

. The modia play a relatively small role in publicizing I&R

. In ,.arning of the I&R service, "other" accounted fur 34%
of the response ind included such things as flyers and signs,
the assumption that the library provided such a service, a
comment by a teacher, and prior contact with the library

. Slightly over 30% of the clients have posed their queries
at other places before coming to the library

. The plurality r, the clients is in the 20-35 age group

. Over 602 have at least some college education

. Family income is fairly evenly distributed among the cate-
gories, with two modes in the $14,000 - $20,300 and the Above

$26,000 c agories

. The proportion of phone queries -- 50; -- is sukstantially
less taan for the other sires, ex,:ept San Mateo

. Simp-e Information-Giving was provided in the great majority
of cases. The staff contacted a resource in about 8% of he

cases -- more than at any other site except San Mateo

. Tn about 2/3 of the cases, the "AID" file was used in re-
sponding to the client

The crosstabulations performed for other sites were performed for BCPL.
Those that generated corrected chi-square of better than .05 significance
were examined. The meaningful crosstabulations for BCPL include:

. Staff tend to provide Simple Information-,]Iving most of
the time, T:ut are more likely to respond in a different
way -- complex information-giving or referral -- from 11-12 a.m.,
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and 4-6 and 7-9 p.m.

. Clients falling into the middle income brszket,
$14, 000- $20,)00, are less likely to have used the

service before
. People asking sports-related queries are less likely

to have uses the service before

. The men asking I&R queries are more likely than
the women to be college graduates

. Men are more likely than women to visit rather than
phone the library with an I&R query

. Men are more likely to ask job-related queries

.
Consumer queries are more likely to be phoned in
rather than brought in

. Clients who visit the library are more likely to get
a response other than simple information-giving --
usually complex inf rmation- giving

. Money matters predominate among the 13-45 age groupg
and fall off considerably after that

. People with consumer-related concerns are more likely
to have learned about the service from friends, neigh-
bors and relatives than from other souizes

There are two instances where the study variables associate significantly
with the 'typology" of education-plus-income that was composed our of the
education level and family income variables.

. People in the high education-low income and high
education-high income categories tend to have used
other library services prior to using I&R

. People falling into the low-education-low income
category are more likely than others to have posed
their query at another place before turning to the library

STAFF ASSESSMENT

The staff felt that the public's image of the library as a "1,00k warehouse"

has been and still is changing. People are reeing the lib:ary as an obvious

place to get information which is not necessarily book-bound. With the

library becoming more visible to the public, the library has become more

receptive to public needs.

On the whole, resource agencies feel that the library L., an appropriate

place for I&R.

The Clearinghouse staff, being in a position to receive feedback from
the county government, stated that the library's relation with the county

government has always been very positive. The County has always been
supportive of the library and is also supportive of its information services.
ine greater visibility of the library due to its expanded information services
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can be seen in the fact that county government employees call the
library for information and feel comfortable doing it.

Staff opinion was that weakness in answering I&R queries is due
to staff time. The branch staff stated that they do not always
have enough time to answer a query fully or provide "true referral."
Many staff members also expressed a need for refresher workshops in
I&R. The Clearinghouse staff mentioned a need for on-line
capability to produce mini-directories in order to disseminate in-
formation more widely. While the staff as a whole felt that more
publicity would bring in more /Jusiness, the administration .stated that
a saturation policy effort equivalent to the 1975 campaign would generate
requests in numbers that could not be handled by the existing phone
equipment or staff; for the publicity would probably generate not just
I&R queries, but requests for all libraty services, as happened in the
1975 campaign.

All told, the staff felt very good about how I&R is operating in Baltimore
County. Support seems to come from all levels -- from the top and middle
levels of managment -- and the public are accustomed to the service and
would likely miss it if it were to van.. n.
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CHAPTER IX

SAN MATLO COUNTY

A. THE SITE

THE COUNTY

San Mateo County is located south of San Francisco on the penisula
between San Francisco Bay and the Pacific Ocean. Within its 454 hilly
and verdant square miles are 19 incorporated cities. The estimated
population in 1979 was 582,000 people, 38% of whom lived in urban areas.
In 1980, 11% of the population were projected to be 65 years old and above;
33% were projected to be under 24 years. About half of the population is
in the labor force. Fourteen percent of them are in manufacturing; 27%
in the wholesale and retail trades; and about 13% in local and federal govern-
ment. The median family income in 1970 was $13,222, compared with a national
median of $9,596. At that time, 39% of the families had incomes above $15,000.

THE LIBRARIES OF SAN MATEO COUNTY

In San Mateo County there are eight autonomous libraries, with a total of 31
outlets. The largest library is the San Mateo County Library (SMCL) with 13
outlets (central library and 12 branches) and two bookmobile routes. The
smallest is a singie-outlet library serving 4,000 people.

The governing body of SMCL is the County Board of Supervisors who serve as
the Library's trustees. The service area of SMCL includes about one-half
of the county's population. In fiscal year 1978 the library's operating budget
was $3.5 million. Outlets were open a total of 752 hours per week, and cir-
culation was 1.4 million a year. However, the June 1978 passage of Proposition
13 and the concomitant reduction of real estate taxes across the state greatly
reduced the library's ability to provide services, despite special "bail-out"
funds distributed to local governments by the state. The fiscal year 1979
budget was uecreased by $1.4 million. Consequently, hours were decreased by 43i.
(two branches were closed), and circulati.a dropped 31%.

In 1970, the eight autonomous libraries in San Mateo County formed a coopera-
tive named the Penisula Library System. PLS provides access to collections and
seriices of all member libraries for the citizens of each community in San Mateo
County. Also, through PLS, the member libraries have access to

. the Cooperative Information Network based at
Stanford University, which provides access to
academic, business, public and technical libraries
in San Mateo, Santa Clara, Monterey and Santa Cruz
Counties

. the Bay Area Reference Center at the San Francisco
Public Library

. the California State Library

. and other interlibrary loan sources through the PLS
interlibrary loan center.
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PLS

A

B

-

The circled letters above represent the autonomous libraries of San nateo

County, one of which is the San nateo County Library. All are bound

together voluntarily in the cooperative organization, the Peninsula
Library System.

The focus for this chapter will be San nateo County Library. Other
library organizaiions -- especially the other autonomous libraries in
the County ana tae Peninsula Library System -- will be referred to as
they arise in the context of SNCL and the Community Information Project.
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B. ORIGINS OF I&R

In the early 1970s many organizations in San Mateo County became aware
of the need for information and referral for the citizenry. The resulting

proliferation of I&R services, hotlines and directories produced by various
organizations and agencies, rather than solving the I&R problem, compounded
it, increasing the average citizen's confusion in trying to use the community's
resources. Information Consortium (ICON), a group of social workers, librarians,
probation officers and educators interested in I&R programs began working toward
a single automated community information file for San Mateo County. Because of

the volunteer basis of ICON and the extensive work required for the development
of a file, the group's goal was never fully realized However, the application

for LSCA funding grew out of ICON's efforts.

About the same time, the coordinator of young adult services of SMCL began
accumulating a 3x5 card file of community services. The file was oriented to
serve the general public -- that is, no special group -- and it was made available
in every branch.

In 1972-73, the Peninsula Library System received LSCA funds for a reference
demonstration project to compile a directory of people and organizations willing
to give help or information. This directory, called "Inforama," has its be-
ginnings in the 3x5 file started by the coordinat,: of young adult services of
SCL.2 For the first compiliation of the Inforama file -- in 5x8 1.00seleaf
format -- PLS contracted with an information specialist. Thereafter the file

was maintained as a joint effort of all libraries in PLS, through the Inforama
Committee. The Inforama effort continues today.

In 1974, PL5, viewing the librarians in the County as a ready talent for or-
ganizing, managing and disseminating community information, applied for and
was awarded LSCA funds for a two-year I&R demonstration project. From the out-
set this project, called the Community Information Project (CIP), was to be a
computerized file w:ilizing the Stanford Public Informatiok Retrieval System
(SPIRES) and accessed by teletype machines already in place in 13 libraries
throughout PLS. The use of SPIRES allows CIP to

3
have a centrally maintained

file and decentralized delivery of I&R service.

The Community Information Project, working out of the CIP office, began
collecting information on resources to include in the file in the summer 1975.
In order to avoid an overlap with "Inforama," emphasis was placed cn human
services resources. Half-day workshops were held in the autumn for all librarians

in the Peninsula Library System. The purpose of these workshops was to explain
CIP and to give instruction on interviewing techniques and searching one CIP file.
The Director of CIP also visited all library outlets with teletype machines and
instructed the reference and clerical staff in using them to access CIP. Addi-

tionally, an effort was made to introduce CIP to all new staff joining
meriber libraries.

The Resource Staff of the San Mateo County Department of Public Health and Welfare
were involved with the Community Information Project from its inception. Their

mandate is to :rovide information and consultation to staff of the Department
of Public Health and Welfare and other non-profit agencies about the human services
system in the County.

-4-
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The Resource Staff were members of the Information Consortium. They also
served in an informal advisory capacity to the CIP Director and assisted
her in presenting CIP workshops to librarians. Thus, by virtue of formal
and informal personnel contacts and because the automated CIP file could
help the Resource Staff provide community information, the Community Infor-
mation Project and the Resource Staff came to work together on I&R. In 1976
the Resource Staff obtained a portable computer terminal and began using the
CIP file.
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C. I&R SERVICE CONCEPT

The target of the Community Information Project (CIP) ha9 .en and con-

tinues to be the entire population of San Mateo County. 4 However, two

subgroups for whom the service would be especially useful were identified
as special targets at the outset. These were the economically and socially
disadvantaged, and those people who work for the city and county governments
anu social service agencies. It was therefore decided to focus the service
on helping (1) professionals and volunteers and (2) all people with human
service needs, with the realization that the economically disadvantaged would
be major beneficiaries. Initially, the CIP file was to be accessed by all

Peninsula Lnrary System outlets that had teletypewriters. At that time the
Resource Staff of the County's Department of Public Health and Welfare Social
Service Division, together with the County's Senior Adult I&R Coordinator,
were maintaining a manual file of human service providers. Moreover, the
Resource Staff were actually providing information and consultation about
human services to professionals and volunteers, but not to the public. During

1975-76, the Resource Staff and CIP Staff began to combine their files and
develop a cooperative working agreement. 5 The benefits of this joint effort were:

. to make more effective use of the limited staffs
of CIP, Resource Staff and Senior Adult I&R Coordinator

. to increase use of the CIP file

. to make available from all three offices computer
listings and descriptions of needed resources.

The service objectives of the Community Information Project, as viewed by
the Project staff, are currently to maintain the file and provide information
from it to the Resource Staff, agencies and the public. While CIP service is
available to the public through the libraries, it is viewed by its managers
primarily as a support service to agencies that provide I&R to the public.

For direct access to the CIP file, the San Mateo County Library has tele-
typewriters in ine of its 12 branches and at the central branch. Any searches

done through tae teletypewriters incur a charge to the library for connect time.
however, the librarian has the choice of directing the client to the CIP office
or making a call to CIP on the client's behalf. There is no charge to the library
for this indirect service. Branches without taletypewrietrs may direct patrons
to S'ICL central branch, to another branch ish a teletypewriter, or to the CIP
office.

In general, the staff consider SMCL's I&R service to be predominantly "I"
and very little "R." The library's brand of I&R is seen as an approach to
providing information -- as is reference service -- while the files are viewed
as tools that increase a librarian's ability to do so. In addition to the
Community Information Project file and Inforama, outlets of SMCL use locally-
created files to answer questions. Also, in many areas of San Mateo County, the
Department of Public Health and Welfare has Resource Ceni..:rs that serve as a
decentralized system of local I&R outlets. The centers, the Resource Staff of
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DPH&W and the CIP office (indirectly through helping professionals ari

vo:unteers) are viewed by the librarians as places where a client might
receive information about a problem and also the necessary help to solve
the problem. It is predictable that the library staff might not view
tne Library as the place to do "R." Although the transaction survey
indicated that librarians contacted an outside resource on behalf of
the client in 10% of the cases, it is not known how many of such con-
tacts were to the Resource Staff or local Resource Centers. (These two
entities were considered to be outside the library; the use of the CIP
file or the CIP office, or steerings to the central branch for possible
CIP service was considered to be "use of CIP" in our survey.)

In June 1978, Proposition 13, an amendment to the California Constitution
to limit real property taxes and to limit the legislature's ability to
increase revenue through State taxes, was approved by voters, to take effect
on July 1, 1978. This amendment's impact on revenue to libraries is best
illustrated by the 487.. decrease in hours open in SMCL branches in fiscal
year 1979. This effect, with other effects both known and unknown, greatly
depressed the morale of Library staff and quenched their disposition to
long -range planning. Since "Prop 13" staff seems to feel that concentrating
on anything other than staying open and providing basic library services
has a very low priority. While all services would be affected by this con-
ce-n, it may be that a new and potentially revolutionary service such as
I&R would be affected all the more.
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D. THE RESOURCE FILE

One full-time librarian worked for eight months, from December 1974
through August 1975, on initial CIP file development -- gathering in-
formation and working with Stanford University to set up the computerized
file structure. About 130 entries were in the file as of September 1975.
Sine- then, additional staff have joined CIP to help with building and
maintaining the file. At present it contains about 1350 entries, including
the following types of resources:

. government services

. service agencies

. political and civic organizations
. other non-profit organizations
. for - profit organizations, if not available in the
non-profit sector (for example, low -cost divorce,
counselling)

The information for each entry in the file includes the following, when possible:

. name, addc,ass and phone number of resource agency

. description of services or activities

. name and title of person to contact

. name of person in charge

. source of financial support

. hours of service

. geographic area served

. eligibility requirements, including fees

. availability of public transportation

. methods of obtaining services

. speakers available

. language spoken other than English

. use of volunteers

. keys ords

Information for new resources to be added to the file is collected through
d telephone interview with a potential resource. The file can be accessed

through a terminal by resource agency name, city name, area served ("entire
county" or city or neighborhood name), language spoken other than English,
and keyword. The keywords used are controlled through a list of synonyms.
There is no limit to the number of keywords an entry can have. Curtently

underway is a project to provide access to the file via a recent2y developed
Human Services Classification System that has been mandated by the State.
This taxonomy will augment the keywords, providing access to resources through
both general ("mental health services") and specific ("grief counselling for
the recently widowed") approaches.

An entry from the file can be printed in five formats: short format, "English"
(the full information), agency name, and funding and mailing labels. See

A,B,C,D. Also available is an 'English 2" format which consists of
the English format excluding keywords. A copy of the file in the short format
is used by the Resource Staff as a quick reference for telephone numbers and
addresses.
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Example of output in Short Format:

PENINSULA LIBRARY SYSTEM
COMPUTERIZED COMMUNITY INFORMATION PROJECT (C.I.P.)
274 W. 20TH AVE.
SAN MATEO 944C3

(10008)

PHONE(S) HOURS
573-2061 MONDAY-FRIDAY. 8 AM - 5 PM

PERSON IN CHARGE TITLE
PROJECT DIRECTOR

Example of output in Mail Format:

CAM BE PRINTED DIRECTLY ONTO GUMMED LABELS

PENINSULA LIBRARY SYSTEM
C3APUTERIZEU COMMUNITY INFOI.MATIISN
274 .4. 20TH AVE.
SAN 4ATEC 944J3

Exhibit I::-A. Short For,ilat and MAIL Format. San Mateo County.
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Example of output in English Format:

PENINSULA LIBRARY SYSTEM
COMPUTERIZED COMMUNITY INFORMATION PROJECT (C.I.P )

274 W. 20TH AVE.
SAN MATEO 94403

(10003)

PHONE(S) HOURS
573-2061 MONDAY-FRIDAY. 8 AM - 5 PM

PERSON IN CHARGE TITLE
PROJECT DIRECTOR

SOURCE OF FUNDS
COUNTY GENERAL REVENUE SHARING.
PENINSULA LIBRARY SYSTEM. AREA
AGENCY ON AGING

AREA SERVED
ENTIRE COUNTY

PERSON TO CONTACT

FEES
NONE

DATE ADDED DATE UPDATED
04/06/78 01/01/80

SERVICES
HAS DEVELOPED A COMPUTERIZED FILE OF INFORMATION ABOUT HUMAN
SERVICES WHICH ARE AVAILABLE TO SAN MATEO COUNTY RESIDENTS. THE
INFORMATION IE AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC DURING ALL HOURS
FROM 18 LIBRARIES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTY. (THE LIBRARIES ARE
DESCRIBED SEPARATELY IN THIS FILE.) EACH TIME A REQUEST IS
RECEI"TD. A REFERENCE LIBRARIAN SEARCHES THE FILE OF MORE THAN
1200 SERVICES TO RETRIEVE ONLY THE MOST APPROPRIATE SERVICES.

HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONALS. PARA PROFESSIONALS AND VOLUNTEERS
WHO NEED RESOURCE INFORMATION TO RESPOND TO THEIR CLIENTS' NEEDS
CR TO OBTAIN AN EXTENSIVE LISTING FOR INVENTORY OR PLANNING
PURPOSES MAY CALL THE PROJECT OFFICE OR THE RESOURCE STAFF (F
THE DEPORTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE SOCIAL SERVICE
DIVISION. ARRANGEMENTS TO OBTAIN SPECIAL PRINTOUTS OF A
PARTICULAR TYPE OF SERVICE OR OF AGENCIES SERVING A GIVEN AREA
MAY BE MADE WITH THE PROJECT STAFF OR THE RESOURCE STAFF.

RESOURCES LISTED IN THE FILE ENCOMPASS ALL OF THE HUMAN
SERVICES. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: LEGAL AID. sEmIca
CITIZEN CLUBS. ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAMS. CONSUMER PROTECTION.
FAMILY COUNSELING. AND RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITIES. AGENCIES
INCLUDED ARE PRIMARILY PUBLIC AND PRIVATE/NON-PROFIT. THE FILE
IS CONSTANTLY GROWING AND IS EXPECTED EVENTUALLY TO INCLUDE 1500
SERVICES. SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDING NEW SERVICES TO THE FILE ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME.

Exhibit IX-B. "English Format." San :fated County.
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r.EYWORDS

INFORMATION. REFERRAL. COMPUTER. COMPUTERIZED. FILE. COMMUNITY.
RESOURCE. HUMAN. SERVICE. INVENTORY. SOCIAL. DIRECTORY.
NON-PROFIT. ,_ST. PUBLIC. DEVELOPMENTAL. DISABILITY. DISABLED.
DEVELOPMENTALLY

10



Lxample of output in Agency Format:

:

7 )

"I-LS;

-2:

7,' 4 .;
,44 4 41:, ;

. 4,610 4
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Exhibit U-D. Agency Format. San Nateo County.
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Lxample of output in Agency Format:
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A grant from the San Mateo Foundation has recently enabled the CIP office
to publish a directory which contains about one half of the entries in
the file. Resources fot _he directory were selected on the basis of their
being located in and serving San Mateo County. Resources based outside
the County were included if their services were the only such available
in the County. The publication, The Directory of Human Services for San
Mateo County, 1980, is available for $16 to professionals in human services
occupations; it is not available to the public. It is hoped that it will
be eventually self-supporting through sales. Each entry in the file is up-
dated twice a year or as the need arises. The record of each entry is re-
trieved in a special update format and mailed to the agency for modification.
See Exhibit IX-E. The response rate for returned update forms is approximately
90-952; non-respondents are pursued by telephone.

The project staff consider the subject scope of the file to be very good. Its

currency is also felt to be very high in normal times; but during work on the
Directory updating has lagged. The information on each resource, staff say,
is complete, within the limits that the computer programming allows. However,
the lack of any type of back-up file (brochures, pamphlets, newsletters, etc.)
does not allow the CIP staff to augment the information held by the computer
for a given client. While the keyword indexing of the file was thought to
be good, the addition of access via the Human Services Classification System
was seen as an appreciable improvement. In terms of format, the arrangement
and physical format of the file -- on-line -- were considered excellent.

Librarians in seven of the 12 branches in SMCL were interviewed. Each branch
has developed its own file of local community information in addition to
"Inforama" and the CIP file. The local files were affectionately referred to
as "Shoe box," "resource," "information," or "query" files. While they vary
in size, content and depth of information, they all contain local information
found to be helpful to patrons. In actuality, these files are of the type that
many librarians, especially reference librarians, have always maintained.

In relative terms of population served, three of the seven branches could be
categorized as large, two as medium-sized and three as small. The three small
branches do not have teletypewriters and would refer any human services question
to SACL central branch. However, each of the three has its own local information
file. The files of these three libraries usually contain Zewer than 100 entries;
they may be on cards or looseleaf sheets in a folder. Entries may be listings
of churches, government offices, courses, unique for-profit organizations, as
well as ready reference information. See Exhibit IX-F.

One of the medium-sized libraries has an information file that contains I&R and
query information. For example, under "autism" are listed both a service agency
and books with related information; and the file also holds answers to such
questions as "How do I make apple cider?" This same library also has a folder
of community services. Arranged by subject, the folder contains brochures, news-
letters and other ephemera related to community resources and activities.

The large branches have rather extensive information files; one contains 1800
entires. The staff at the two largest libraries estimate there to be about
10% overlap among local files, CIP and Inforama, with the overlap occurring on
resources of local importance. The teletype machine by which most SNCL libraries
gain direct access to the CIP file is out of the public area, requires time to
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PENINSULA LIBRARY SYSTEM
COMMUNITY INFORMATION PROJECT (C.I.P.)
274 W. 20TH AVE.
SAN MATEO 94403

PHONE(S) HOURS
573-2061

;1C;;CC)

MONDAY - FRIDAY, 8 An - S =M

PERSON IN CHARGE TITLE
CAROL YAMAMOTO PROJECT DIRECTOR

SOURCE OF FUNDS
COUNTY GENERAL REVENUE SHARING.
PENINSULA LIBRARY SYSTEM. AREA
AGENCY ON AGING

FEES
NONE

FOREIGN LANGUAGES SPOKEN HOURS SPOKEN

AREA SERVED
ENTIRE COUNTY

PERSON TO CONTACT
CAROL YAMAMOTO OR JACKIE
TRABICH

TRANSPORTATION
SAMTRANS :Jos stops wthIn

blocks.

DATE ADDED DATE UPDATED
04/06/78 01/01/80

SERVICES
HAS DEVELOPED A COMPUTERIZED FILE OF INFORMATION ABOUT HUMAN
SERVTCES WHICH ARE AVAILABLE TO SAN MATEO COUNTY RESIDENTS. THE
INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC DURING ALL HOURS
FROM 18 LIBRARIES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTY. (THE LIBRARIES ARE
DESCRIPED SEPARATEL:: IN THIS FILE.) EACH TIME A REQUEST IS
RECEIVED. A REFERENCE LIBRARIAN SEARCHES THE FILE OF 'LORE THAN
1200 SERVICES TO RETRIEVE ONLY THE MOST APPROPRIATE SERVICES.

HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONALS. PARA PROFESSIONALS AND VOLUNTEERS
WHO NEED RESOURCE INFORMATION TO RESPOND TO THEIR CLIENTS' NEEDS
OR TO OBTAIN AN EXTENSIVE LISTING FOR INVENTORY 01 PLANNING
PURPOSES MAY CALL THE PROJECT OFFICE OR THE RESOURCE STAFF CF
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE SOCIAL 3ERvIcE
DIVISION. ARRANGEMENTS TO OBTAIN SPECIAL PRINTOUTS OF A
PARTICULAR TYPE OF SERVICE OR OF AGENCIES SERVING A GIVEN AREA
MAY BE MADE WITH THE PROJECT STAFF OR THE RESOURCE STAFF.

RESOURCES LISTED IN THE FILE ENCOMPASS ALL OF CHE (LAN
SERVICES. INCLUDING BUT NOT UNITED TO: LEGAL AID. SENICR
CITIZEN CLUBS. ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAMS, CONSUMER n3TECTI04,
FAMILY COUNSELING, AND RESIDENTIAL CARE FACiLITIES. AGENCIES
INCLUDED ARE PRIMARILY PUBLIC AND PRIVATE/NON-PROFIT. THE FILE
IS CONSTANTLY GROWING AND IS EXPECTED EVENTUALLY TO INCLUDE 150.1
SERVICES. SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDING NEW SERVICES TO TlE FILE ARE
ALWAYS :1ELCOME.

Please :Ad any additional information which is not Included :n our
prIntout for your program, especially in the :allowing areas

Exhibit IX-E. Example of Output in Update Format. San Mateo County.
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Additional eligibility requirements
Special application procedures
Program caseload
Ia there usually a waiting list/ If so. how long'
Counseling or support groups. membership meetings. or

regularly scheduled public meetings: open to ::hom, Wren. where'
Can you provide services to homebound?
Is your location accessible to the physically handicapped'
Staffing. including volunteers
Target populations served
Do you have a newsletter?
If you are a county agency. what is your pony number?

IX - 14B
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ALCOHOLISM

ALCHOLICS PROGRAM 355-8787, 100 Santa Rosa Ave,

pac. treatment center For alcoholics and their
families. July 1974- joint funding. non-profit
corporation, Pyramid Alternatives, chaired by Youth
Service 3ureau, includinc Sid Lorvan on Board.funding
approved by three county a..encies plus Bo; rd of Sup.

Offers counseling twice a week. Fees on sliding

scale. hours: 2-10pm, tues-friday, late aft and
early eve sat and sunday. Ann Solder in charge
assisted by at Little and Larry Bartlett.
funded for 1 year (county grant of S67,000,(believe

thct is 6ederal, plus $18f000 from ':ou -y)

cover from O.C. to HMS

ALCOWLISM

Alanon group (for the friends and relatives of

alcoholics) moats every friday from 8:30 - 10pm at the 1
Poly Cross Lutheran Church, 1165 Seville drive.
no fees or dues.
2/77

DENTISTS

Toll-free referrals to dentists who work evenings
& weekends: 800-772-2525

10/79

Exhibit IX-F. Examples from Local Information Files, San Mateo.
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CRYONICS

Bay Area Cryonics Inc.
123 Bay Place, Oakland 94607
763-6647

Freezes bodies indefinitely. Cost: about $50,000.

Available to public. Arrangements must Ile made

in advance of death. Will also freeze Drain only,
if desired, cost of which varies.

10/79

JOB TRAINING

San Mateo Training & Employment Center
800 S. Claremont, San Mateo 94402
348-5373

Provides training for variety of jobs. Trainees can
receive $348.00 per month (tax free) during classroom
training, or at least $4.00/hr for on-the-job training.
Jobs include machinist, landscaper, printer, office
machine repair, electronics, solar technician, more.

10/79

IWIGRATION.

International Institute
6794 Mission St
Caly City

992-1613, M-F 8-5

Provides help for any need specifically related to

immigration. Works with immigrants from all over

the world. Proviues immigrztion counseling, assistance

with forms and regulations, referral to language &
citizenship classes, more.

10/79

Exhibit IX-F. Examples from Local Information Files, San Mateo (cont.).
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log on and is noisy. All of the staff in libraries with teletypewriters
identified the same problems in using the machine, but nonetheless ex-
pressed broad satisfaction with ae format of the CIP file. One person

stated that if the machine were in the public area, librarians would use
it -- even given the noise -- because the results were always good.

Ix- 17 2(,) 3



E. SERVICE DELIVERY

Staff in the branches of SMCL claim that the local information files
are more responsive to the needs of their clients than are CIP and
Inforama. This feeling seems to be verified by the proportional use
of the files: 92% of all I&R-type queries are answered from the local
information file, according to the transaction survey. CIP and Inforama,
of course, are used to some extent, as are published directories such as
the Yellow Pages and federal and local government directories. Data
from the transaction survey indicate that the CIP file or the CIP office
staff are used to answer queries 5% of the time.

In addition to using CIP directly, the library staff may direct clients to
local Resource Centers which, in turn, may use the CIP file r office staff
to answer queries. There are no data to indicate how often librarians refer
clients to these local Resource Centers or how often the Centers use CIP.
Further, there are no data un the indirect uses of CIP by other service
centers and I&R outlets in the County (estimated by the CIP Director to
total about 100).

The relationship between the CIP and the various organizations that use
it is illustrated in Exhibit IX-G. Solid lines link chose organizations
that have direct access to the CIP computerized file.

The CIP staff and the Resource staff began a monthly I&R forum in 1978.
Included in these meetings are any agencies that provide I&R as one of their
services or as their only service. The CIP Director views the forum as an
important channel through which members are informed about new agencies and
discuss issues that could affect I&R (for example, funding alternatives.)
It also provides political visibility for CIP and, indirectly, for the libraries.

IX - 13
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F. EXTERNAL RELATIONS

At the outset, a CIP Advisory Committee consisting of the San Mateo
County Librarian, a representative from one independent public library,
and the PLS Reference Coordinator was appointed by the PLS Board. Also
serving in an advisory capacity to CIP was an Information and Referral
Services Advisory Committee which included several representatives of
human services organization. There was no "grass roots" advisory group.

T. resource agencies in the County have been cooperative in providing
rmation for the file, as evidenced by the return rate for the "updating"

questionnaires. This cooperation might be expected as a result of the
interorganizational involvement in I&R through the Information Consortium,
the I&R Services Advisory Committee and the current' IA Forum.

Currently there are weekly meetings of the CIP Director, Resource Staff
and Senior Adult I&R Coordinator; the Inforama Committee continues .0 meet.



G. ADMINISTRATION

In general terms, information and referral in the branches of San Mateo
County Library does not have a discreet place on the organization chart.
The provision of I&R-type information is not viewed as distinct from any
other information service, except when use of or referral to CIP is in-
volved. The Community Information Project is a special project of the
Peninsula Library System, a special cooperative organization of eight
autonomous libraries in San Mateo County. In essence, CIP is a special
project of a special project. While it has direct links to the member
libraries, the CIP Director answers only to the Director of PLS. The
staff of CIP consist of a director who has a social service background
and stated government experience, a part-time professional librarian, a
part-time clerk and part-time clerical worker as they are available through
the Comprehensive Education and Training Act. These people perform all of
the support activities necessary to keep CIP operational. Although some
of the CIP direct service to clients is delivered by the branch and central
branch libraries, and some is provided by the Resource Staff, the bulk of
CIP service comes from the local Resource Centers. Originally all SMCL
staff were to receive orientation and training on the use of CIP; however,
the funding and staffing problems of the past few years have thwarted these
ambitions. Training of staff at the onset of the Project did occur, as
described in Section B. However, there was a two-year interim in formal
training and only recently has it been resumed as a series of CIP workshops
for staff of all PLS libraries.

COSTS

The original 1974-76 LSCA grant provided for $83,000; a 1976-77 extension
added an additional $30,000. All elements of set-up and the first yvar's
service -- staff, equipment, supplies, publicity -- came from these grants.
Funds for CIP for fiscal year 1980 amount to $69,119 and derive primarily
from a County Revenue Sharing contract. Other sources include Title III
of the Older Americans Act and the Peninsula Library System. The Depart-
ment of Public Health and Welfare pays for the computer charges associated
with the Resource Staff.

PUBLICITY

Initial publicity consisted of radio and television public service announce-
ments in Spanish and English, radio and TV spots and ads, brochures to schools
and speaking engagements by the CIP staff. A slide-tape on CIP was also made
available to the public. Within libraries were flyers and signs announcing
CIP. Ongoing publicty has been fundamentally the same. All publicity, with
the exception of media spots in Spanish, have been aimed at the general public.
The most effective form of publicty, according to staff, is the public service
announcements. It is estimated that about $500 per year is spent on current
publicity.
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H. I&R IN THE CONTEXT OF OTHER SERVICES

The staff of SMCL view I&R as being not different from reference, but another
way to provide information to the patron- One staff member stated, "You give

information, not value judgments. You provide a resource and hope it will
help." Intel.estingly, the majority of staff felt that, while I &R is a natural
component of full reference service, the limitations on their time and the

hindrance of using noisy back-room machinery to tap the CIP file make it sensible
to direct clients to the people most skilled in using the CIP file (the CIP

office staff and the Resource Staff), rather than use CIP directly for the client.

The top management of SILL feel that I&R has 3 place in public libraries, but
that librarians should not act in a counsellitg or advisory capacity. SMCL's

director also stated that Proposition 13 coltinues to have a deleterious effect
on morale and staff time and therefore on tie amount of attention the staff

give to anything other than established services. However, it was also claimed

that morale iz improving and as a result attention to I&R will also. Currently

I&R -,ould not be considered a high service priority of SMCL, nor a threat to
the dominance of traditional, established services in thz Library.



I. EVALUATION

The library keeps a tally of "reference
information transactions excluding dir
reference transactions numbered about
about 86,000; and in fiscal year 198
be directly related to the advent o
in hours open and the availability
reason to believe that the need o
period.

The CIP office tallies all sear
done by PLS librarians and oth
out and total mailing labels
were as follows:

As the numbers
entries being
resources rat

The Resourc
,transact t
and refer
of organ
strated
(who i

Furth
sery
on

fun
n

. searc
CIP
Res

. r

transactions," consisting of all
ectional ones. In fiscal year 1978,
157,000; in fiscal year they totalled

0, about 96,000. The decrease seems to
f Proposition 13 and subsequent reductions
of staff to answer queries. There is no

f the client group has diminished during this

cies of the computerized file (including those
er remote searchers), total file records printed

printed. For January-February 1979, the statistics

hes
and PLS libraries

ource Staff

ecords printed
CIP and PLS libraries 17,374

Resource Staff 33,455

230

454
684

50,829

. label requests to CIP office 10,377

show, relatively few searches (684) account for many resource
listed (50,829). Searches tend to result in long lists of

her than a few selected responses.

e Staff, with their own computer terminal -- not teletypewriter --

he majority of business with the file. The need for information
ral by the San Mateo County citizenry can be seen in the large number

izations providing I&R. The need for the CIP office and file is demon-
in the fact that the Resource Staff and the Senior Adult I&R Coordinator

s mandated to have a file) have designated CIP as their official file.

ermore, the 1978-79 County Grand Jury, which annually evaluates County

ices recommended (1) that any organization needing in-depth information
the structure and funding of County Departments contact CIP and (2) that
ding for CIP 4 maintained so that its usefulness and effectiveness would

of be reduced. '

The staff of the library consider the major weakness in using CIP in the
libraries to be the noisy teletypewriters located in the "backroom" where a
librarian must leave the public area to use it. Lack of training and lack
of experience, jointly and separately, also appear to be barriers to the libraries'

direct use of the CIP file. The SMCL and CIP directors stated that library staff
would profit from training in deciding when to access the CIP file on the client's

behalf and when to direct the client to the CIP office or to the local Resource
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Centers, The immediate priority of the Library, however, is to offset
the present and anticipated future impact of Proposition 13 on traditional
services. While I&R is professed to be a library priority, it appears not
to be high on the list of service priorities, nor -- as was pointed out above
-- is it likely to displace any existing services in SMCL in the near future.

TRANSACTION SURVEY

All I&R clients were interviewed by library staff between mid-March and
mid-June 1980 at all branches of SMCL. Three-hundred and ninety-three
(393) interviews were completed. The frequencies for the responses to each
question are displayed in Exhibit IX-H. Following are some of the most
striking findings:

. Almost half of the I&R clients claim to learn of
the I&R service from library staff; relatively few
are referred to the library by an agency; and fewer
than 2% learn of the service through the print or
broadcast media

. The proportion of men asking I&R queries is higher
in the Peninsula System than at any other site (47%)

. Over half of the I&R inquiries are brought to the library
in person rather than being phoned in

. The staff provide complex informationgiving in response
to almost 1/4 of the I&R queries

. The resource file that each library maintains on its own
is used in answering 92% of the queries. CIP is used 5%
of the time; Inforama, 2%.

Cross-tabulations were run on many of the variables of the transaction survey.
The cross-tabulations which proved to be statistically significant at the .05
level or better when subjected to the chi-square test and which contribute
to explaining patterns in the I&R service are presented below:

. A call from an agency is more likely to result in an
actual referral by library staff than is a call from an
unaffliated citizen

. The library staff are slightly more likely to use the
CIP file (1) for calls from agencies, as opposed to other
calls, and (2) for queries that have been posed elsewhere
first

. Users who learn of the I&R service from a friend, neighbor
or relative tend to be the less regular users of the library;
those who learn of the service from library staff tend to
be the more frequent users

. There is a tendency with those with lower levels of edu-
cation to learn of the service from a friend, neighbor
or relative. The youngest age group and older people tend
to learn of the service from library staff disproportionally
more than other age groups

. Health queries are more likely tz, come from women; re-
creation and sports from men; and neighborhood, from agencies

. In-person queries are more :ikely to come from younger
people and from those with incomes in the lowest income
group
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iimgency call (answer oaiL questions 9-12) -"I' 3'13

mo response (=aver no questions)

PUILIC LIBRARY MONNATION AND aucuAL FROJICT

We're trying to improve our service. Would
you help us by answeriag few questions?
We vest record your name and it should take
only one minute.

1. Hove you used the library's information
service before -- the me you're using
now? -4134.3

(LC( Yes ( -1 Uo ( A.] Don't know

2. gave you used any other service of
this library system? -11.

(44 Yes 13;/ No (43 Doe't know

Lt YES: 4k*-7-1c

(641 Wee it within past 3
menthe?

(_23) Was it within past year?
(10j Was it longer age? (Or

dee't remember)

3. Now did you learn of the library's
information service?

pi] friend. neighbor. relative r- 14f
(44j Library staff
( Yj Referred by am seem A,30
( Radio

0 Television
Newspaper

(All Other

4. Ulna you asked your question in any
other places before cooing to the
library? (You don't have to name

thou) it .,3(03-

(.1( Yes (113 No

5. I'll read same age groups. Just stop
se when you hear yours. (Interviewer:

Omit obviously wrong groups when possible.]

'(''1 13-19
b(2.3 20-35
c(121 36-45
d(A4 46-64
e (,-1 65 or over

( fdl Declined to state

6. I'll read some groups based on
years of education completed. Just

tell se when you hear yours.
-1.31C

a(331 College graduate
b(.141 Some college
clad Sigh school graduate
4(1 .2.) Some high school

e ( ,1 6th srade or less
( ..01 Declined to state

Exhibit IX-H. Survey results,
San Mateo.
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Branch

Data
Timm

7. La which of these groups
did your total family income.
from all sources, fall last
year -- before taxes. that is?
I'll read the groups.

: 1

a(ro]Up to $h,000
b(lij$8.000 to $14.000
cbil$14.000 to $20.000
d(//j$20,000 to $26.000
e(2.'4 Above $26.000

(251 Declined to stets/don't know

That's all the questions. Thank
you very much for your help.

IIITIOLVIZSZI TO FILL OCT IUDIAINDEls

8. Sex of patron -4t, 411

(Y 7j Male VA female

9. Mode of inquiry :

(941 Telephone pl:( Visit CtI

10. Topic of question (check all
that apply) 'It' iq3

Messy matters
Consumer issues
Vousing/hshld. saint.
Swath
Jt.:Jrelted issues
Transportation
Education
Neighborhood issues
Recreation, sports
family relations
Crime i safety
Legal matters
Child care
Other

LI. Disposition of question (All

F21
Eli( Information vas gives

after interview to Lela
underlying need

(to] Librarian contacted a
resource on patron's
behalf

( 4 Other (Specify)

12. Was question as veered (or
referral sada) frog

delq, htetk.4

that apply)

FII
Information was given

141 C:7 (or memory ot)
total library resource file

(or sorry of)

L21

411

(-1



Day of the Week: n=393

Sun a Thurs

Mon 21._ Fri

Tues Lk_ Sat ja

Wed a_

Typology of Education and Income: n=276

low educ, low income 5

low educ, hi income 8

hi educ, low income 32_

hi educ, hi Income 55

Exhibit IX-H. Survey results, San Mateo (cont.).
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. Job-related queries are mosre likely to be pre-
sented in person and by someone in Lhe 13-35 age
group

. People posing consumer-related queries are more
likely than others to have asked elsewhere first;
they are also more likely to receive a response
other than simple information-giving

. Complex information-giving is more likely to be
provided on topics of housing/household maintenance
queries than on other topics

. The topic of education is more likely than other
topics (1) to be presented by a younger client, and
(2) to receive a response from the local library's
own home-made resource file

. The neighborhood topic is more likely than others
to result in a referral by library staff

. The youngest and oldest clients tend to ask a greater
proportion of recreation and sports queries than clients
in the middle age groups. This topic also tends to
generate a greater proportion of queries from among
people with eight or fewer years of completed education

. Legal queries tend to be posed by people older than
35, and tend not to have been posed elsewhere before, and
tend to receive complex information-giving as a response

When correlated, the Typology and the variables of the study generated few
significant results. The one that seems to help in explaining patterns of
I&R service indicates that people in the Low Education -High Income category,
followed by Low Education-Low Income category, are more likely to receive
referral from the library staff than people in other categories.
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THE COUNTY

Ch APTER X

CAROLINE COUNTY

A. T1ll SITE

Maryland is a rapidly urbanizing state with 80%
of its population concentrated in either the
Baltimore or Washington areas. It has often
been called America in Miniature because of
its varied terrain. Its geography includes
the Appalachian Mountains and miles of coastal
shorelines. While its economic base includes
a number of federal installations ond heavy
industries, it also contains a significant
number of farms producing crops ranging from
soybeans to tobacco. Maryland's Eastern Shore,
located east of the Chesapeake Bay, is a unique
area of the state. It is bounded on the east
by tha Atlantic Ocean and Delaware, on the south
by Virginia, on the north by Cecil County, and
on the west by the Chesapeake Bay. Consisting
of eight Maryland counties..., the Eastern Shore
contains approximately 3,373 square miles of
land and water.

Caroline County is located 61 miles from Baltimore and 75 miles from

Washington, D.C. The population is projected to be 23,400 in 1980, with

13: of those over 65 years old. The income of the average household (1977)

is $11,082 (compared with $18,672 for Maryland and $17,327 for the nation.)

Per capita income is 44,039 ($6,255 state-wide; $5,986 for the U.S.) Forty-

three percent of the households have a disposable income of less than $8,000

(compared with 21Z for Maryland and 23: for the nation.) it is one of the

poor counties of Maryland. The median years of education in 1970 was 10.2,
well below the Maryland median of 12.1 and the U.S. median of 12.0. The

population of the county is predominantly white, with a black population of

approximately 20% and .2% "other."

The major employers in Caroline County are the federal, state and local govern-

ments, with an estimated total (1975) of 900 persons employed by all three.

There is no other single large employer; the majority of people (over 60%)
2

work in manufacturing, wholesale and retail trades, agriculture and transportation.
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THE LIBRARY

The Caroline County Public Library (CCPL), whose Central Library is

located in Denton, was founded in 1961. It is a consolidated library

system, with no autonomous units. There is one branch in Federalsburg

and one bookmobile. The Library has a staff of nine, including two

professional librarians. The Library has 38,586 volumes, 150 periodical
subscriptions and operated on an annual budget of $151,000 in 1978-79.
CCPL is governed by a board of trustees appointed by the County Commissioners.

X - 2
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B. ORIGINS OF I&R

In 1973 the Maryland Department of State Planning conducted the
Multi-Service Center Study to evaluate the delivery of services
by Maryland's state agencies. The results of the study showed
that citizens most needed information about local events and
resources and that they expected this information to be available
from local public libraries. Influenced by other studies sealing
with the need for information in rural areas, the Maryland State
Department of Education, Division of Library Development Services,
in 1974 appointed a Specialist in Information and Referral to de-
velop I &R programs in public libraries throughout the state. By
1977, 13 public library systems had developed I&R services.

In 1975 the Division of Library Development and Services received
a U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) grant, funded
under the Higher Education Act, Title II-B, Library Research and Demon-
stration, to demonstrate the provision of I&R through public libraries
to residents of a three-county rural area -- Dorchester, Wicomico, Wor-
cester -- on Maryland's Eastern Shore. Funding for the first year (October
1975 - October 1976) was $61,400. The major amount ($45,300) was spent
on personnel. In the second year (July 1976 - July 1977), when Caroline
County replaced Worcester as a demonstration site, the budget was $66,300.
Again, the major expense ($48,000) was personnel. I&R staff, all natives
of the Eastern Shore, for the first two years, were one project coordi-
nator for all three counties, one secretary, and three community aides
(one for each Iounty.) The goals for the first year of the project were
as follows:

. Provide access to cultural, educational and recreational
information needed by the citizens of Dorcester, Wicomico
and Worcester counties

. Train a corps of library staff to provide I&R

. Raise the residents' expectations of the public libraries'
information-providing function

. Enable the libraries to determine residents' needs for
information and services through the questions asked of an
I&R service

. Transmit these needs to the appropriate agency or organization

. Provide a model for rural I&R in the United States

In the second year the objectives were to continue and to strengthen the
previous objectives; to expand the resource file to include consumer infor-
mation; and to establish communication and cooperation among the three public
libraries and the state agencies that provide consumer information and services.

The three-county I &R coordinator had a master's degree in library science;
the other four employees had no previous library training or experience. A
large part of the initial training was directed to clarifying the library's
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function in reference and readers' advisory services as well as in I&R.
Workshops were held on Adult Readers' Advisory Services, Children's
Services, and Reference Techniques. Emphasis was also placed on the
project staff's integration with and acceptance by the regular library
staff.

In the second year of the HEW-funded project Caroline County replaced
Worcester County. The Community Aide for CCPL had a professional library
degree and experience at Dorcester and Caroline County libraries. Her
background was judged to preclude formal orientation of the general
library staff to I&R and provide for the smooth transition of CCPL into
the project.

CCPL began collecting information for its file in November 1976. In
April 1977, one year after the other project libraries, the staff began
using the file to answer I&R queries from the public.

When the three-county grant ended in July 1977, CCPL absorbed the salary
of the community aide (who also became the Head of Reference.) Realizing
that the I&R service could benefit agencies in the county, CCPL applied
to the State for, and received, a Library Services and Construction Act,
Title I grant of $23,000 for fiscal year 198C. The purpose of the award
was to enable "The Extension of Library Information Services to Civic Organi-
zations in Caroline County." The goals were to:

. Develop a clearinghouse for cultural and educational

information related to local organizations
. Extend information serviced to community agencies and
promote agency referrals to the library

. Address the information needs of the aging and handicapped
and assist agencies serving these clients with library or
agency programming

. Visit the agribusiness community to promote use of the library's
information services

The LSCA grant provided for an information specialist and a secretary. The
head of reference, the former "community aide", acted as coordinator for
this last funded era of I&R in Caroline County.
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C. I &R SERVICE CONCEPT

The target group for Caroline County under the HEW funding was the
general population. Under the LSCA funding sub-targets have been
identified: the aging, the mentally and physically handicapped, and
agriculture-related organizations -- in addition to the general popu-
lation.

Currently at CCPL I &R is integrated into regular reference work; a copy
of the file is at the reference desk, and the same staff provide both
I&R and reference services. Simple information-giving and complex in-
formation-giving are provided by all staff as a regular service. Some
staff may do referral and advise the client on a strategy to use in
obtaining needed services. Follow-up and advocacy are done informally,
if at all. ("It's a small community; you know when people have been helped.")
Counselling, evaluation of resources, transportation and escort are not pro-
vided. The file is available for use by agencies at no cost, as it is
available to individuals. On occasion new agencies have used the file to
establish first contacts with relevant groups and organizations in the
community.

Information that is gathered in the process of providing I61( service --
such as the range of topics inquired about -- is regularly but informally
transmitted to local officials, planners and human service workers. To
date, the file has not been used by library staff for non-I&R activities,
such as program planning.

One of the major accomplishments under LSCA funding was the establish-
ment of a community calendar in the library. It consists of a la13e cork-
board listing classes, seminars, trips, shows, organizational meetings,
and special events of interest to residents. The calendar is intended to
be used by agencies and organizations to schedule and publicize their events
and by patrons to find out what is happening locally. The calendar does not
list regular club meetings; these are listed in the I&R file. A back-up file
is raintained for the calendar. This gives additional information about
activities listed on the calendar as well as information about activities
which may not be listed.

Pursuant to gathering information related to agri-business in the County
and agricultural resources at the state and federal level, the library plans
to publish an "Agri-Directory of Caroline County," a pamphlet containing
information on agriculture-related agencies, Ruritan clubs, agriculture-
related businesses and the agricultural information available at the library.

A patron may access the I &R file in person, by telephone, and by mail. There
is no dedicated phone line or three-way phone hook-up for I6R service. However,
during the three-county project, an extra line was added to the then existing
two, and three lines remain to this day. The public may also use the file
directly, without assistance. This use of the file is encouraged; however,
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assistance is offered in order to keep an accurate account of UR queries.
I&R is available during all regular hours of the Central Library: 9 to 9
on Mondays and Fridays and 9 to 5:30 on other weekdays and Saturdays. However,
the information specialist is available only from 9 to 5, Monday through Friday.
The I&R service is located in the main library in Denton. There is one copy
of the file at the reference desk and one copy in the information specialist's
office. CCPL's one branch in Federalsburg has no copy of the file and refers
any I&R queries to the Central library.

6



D. THE RESOURCE FILE

Although CCPL joined the three-county project in its second year,
CCPL adopted the first year's objectives, which focussed on collecting
information for the file. The community aide worked alone from November
1976 through September 1977 to assemble the information. The staff
began using the file to answer ques:ions in April 1977. About that
time the file contained more than 600 resource entries. The aide collected
from the I&R files in the libraries of Talbot, Kent, and Queen Anne's
counties information about services that were available to Caroline
County residents. Also made available were the cards from the Dorcester
and Wicomico county public libraries' I&R files. The Maryland Manual
was used to identify state services and information on these services
was taken from the Manual directly.

The main fi.e is arranged alphabetically by service provider. The
format of the file, 5 x 8 index cards, was patterned after Baltimore
County Public Library's. The subject headings list was also drawn
from BCPL. The subject index, also on 5 x 8 cards, is separate from
the resource file. Whereas the index names each resource appropriate
to a particular subject, full information about the resource is found
in the main file. There is a limited amount of cross-referencing in
the main file and index. Currently the resource file contains about
925 entries; the subject index, about 530. Information for the file
is gathered not only from Caroline County but also from Baltimore,
Annapolis and other jurisdictions with services that would be useful
to and usable by Caroline County residents. New resources to be added
to the file are identified through the newspaper and by vord of mouth,
as would be expected in a small community. Information is collected
from these resources through in-person interviews for county agencies
and via telephone for agencies outside the county. A resource file card
is used to record the necessary information. A letter and a copy of
the file card are sent to all resources on file once a year, for up-
dating. In the original grant, only the telephone number and the contact
person were checked, by telephone; it was assumed that the rest of the
information remained the same. While updates usually are initiated
by the library, often a resource will call to volunteer new information.
Exhibit X-A is an example of a file card and the updating request form.
Reflecting upon the dispersity of residents and services in this rural
area, the director felt that a regional (pan-county) approach to updating
I&R regularly would be appropriate. The kinds of resources included in
the file are:

. churches
. clubs/associations
. entertainment/recreational organizations and events
. for-profit organizations that are not competetive and

not listed in the phone book
. non-profit organizations (government, service and other)
. civic organizations
. service agencies
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CAROLINE COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ill MAURY STRICT MINTON. MARYLAND 21525

Dear Sir:

The Inforrttion and Referral Service at the Caroline County Public
Library maintaAns a file of public and community 'services and activities
which are beneficial to the citizens of our community. In order to have
accurate information for our library patrons, we periodically update
information in our files.

Enclosed with this letter, poi will find our file casi which contains
information about your agency, acts tty, or service. Would you be kind
enough to cross out any information at the enclosed card which is outdated
or which is no longer accurate? Please add corrections or new information
to the card in ink and return it to the Caroline County Public Library.

Thank you for your assistance.

CAROLINE COUNT! COXMITTEE FOR PROMOTION
of EMPLOYMENT and PROGRAMS !or the

HANDICAPPED
c/o Carolyn G. Shull
RD 3, Box 94
Denton, Maryland 21629

PARENT ORGANIZATION: Governor's Committee on
PEASON IN CHARGE: Carolyn G. Shull
CONTACT PERSON(S): Same

Sincerely,

A/440f ALIV44r(./

Penny ravish
Information t Referral Specialist

Tr?! or AGENCY/ORGANIZATION:
State
County
Corimaity
Private, non - profit

Emplorent for
TITLE:
8P ONE:

the Disabled
Chairperson
479-0212

SERVICE DESCRIPTION: The purpose of c is Committee is e increase the awareness of problems

facing the handicapped and they are available to speak on chess problems. The Committee

it active in field research on Caroline County's Architectural Barriers study for the

handicapped and they have information for businesses on parking signs for the handicapped.

Sraff characteristics: Volunteers _J'a needed to serve on the committee and ideas are

welcome for the handicapped on yr.hing that average people do, i.e.. food preparation,

homemaking, clothing, etc.

DAYS 6 HOURS: Meeting held, 2nd Wednesday

of each month
ELIGIBILITY: oust have interest in helping AREA SERVED: Caroline County

handicapped lead a more fulfilling life UPDATE: yearly

OBTAINING SERVICE: Contact above Interview 8/30/79

FEES: none

Exhibit X-A. Update Form. Caroline County.

X - 8
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Each resource card contains the following information:

. Name, address and phone number of the resource

. Goal or purpose of resource agency

. Description of services or activities
. Name and title of person to contact
. Name and title of person in charge
. Type of service (federal, state, local, private)
. Source of financial support
. Hours of service
. Geographic area served
. Eligibility requirements
. Physical accessibility of the agency (ramps, parking, public trans-

portation)
. Meetings of or sponsored by the agency
. Methods of obtaining service

. Speakers available

. Published materials available

. Terms of office and frequency of rotation of officers

. Board members

. the of volunteers

. Date of last update

. Subject headings and "see also" references

The staff generally see t- subject scope of the file as very good,
but the information specialist expressed the need for more entries
to be added to the file. The currency of the file was rated to be

as good as it could be considering the time lag involved is updating.

The depth of information on resources was considered to be very good
except for very large agencies where space constraints on the card

limited the amount of information. The arrangement of the main file
alphabetically by service provider was rated as quite satisfactory.
The adequacy of access -- the subject index -- was felt to be good,
although one staff member felt that the headings were too broad. The

staff agreed that the physical format of the file, 5 x 8 index cards,

was adequate for their needs.
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E. I&R SERVICE DELIVERY

The public access the library's UR service by telephone or in
person. The person staffing the reference desk is responsible for
handling all queries -- both reference and I&R.

In addition to the resource file, the staff uses the following in
answering I&R queries:

. Yellow Pages (CCPL has these for major areas in the U.S.)

. Maryland Manual

. Washington Information Directory (for federal information)

. Legal Referral File (developed by the Bar Association with
the iibrary's coopera,ion, administered by the library)

Other reference materials which would complement the I&R
file (e.g. Encyclopedia of Associations)

A copy of the card for new entries to the resource file is placed
in a "new card notebook" kept at the reference desk. The staff becomes
familiar with these new entries before they are added to the file.

The staff uses a "reference card" to record reference and I&R queries.
The staff tend to respond to an I&R query by giving a number of resources
that could provide the needed information or service. They try to help
the client narrow the choices to those that past experience has shown
to be most helpful. One staff member stated that we "don't try to tell
the clients all we know, just the information they need." The staff may
also transfer the client to the information specialist if the client wants
more information than is in the file or if the staff member is unsure of
the resources the client is seeking.

When CCPL was involved in the three-county project, there were regular
meetings between the project coordinator and the community aides, in-
dividually and jointly; and the counties involved had access to each
other's resource files. Exchanges of resource information among libraries
in the region in and around Caroline County continue to occur. however,

since the termination of State funding, formal State oversight of the
I&R activities in CCPL has stopped. At the present time there are no
formal links of CCPL I&R activities in other libraries.
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F. EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Under hEW funding, interagency councils of social agencies were
designated as the advisory boards for their respective county
libraries In the second year of the project, when Caroline
County joined, its interagency council was inactive; thus there
has never been a formal citizen involvement in I&R policy.

When the initial file development was completed in Caroline County
and I &R service began (April 1977), the community aide began to
do "drop-ins" -- regularly scheduled visits to components of the
local informal information networks (firemen, ministers, policemen
etc.) Drop-ins were designed to give the community aide contact
with individuals in the community whom residents tended to use
for information -- community "gatekeepers." During these visits
I&R was explained, brochures were left, and arrangements were made
for a follow-up visit. In pursuing the goals for the second project,
1979-1980, the staff has made contact with several community groups.
For instance, a questionnaire on needed services for the aging and
handicapped was distributed to appropriate agencies and organizations
(see Exhibit X-8); and all agribusinesses in the County were visited
in order to collect information about them and to promote the library's
information services.

The project staffs, both those inIrnlved with the earlier three-county
effort and those working on the second project, seem to have been active
in contacting organizations in the community such as churches, clinics,
banks, businesses and service clubs. The level of outreach activity
appears to have established a spirit of cooperation between the library
and the resources in Caroline County. Evidence of this goodwill can be
found in the fact that Caroline County Commissioners designated CCPL
as the information center for Caroline County, while Upper Shore Aging,
Inc. and the Maryland State Office on Aging have designated CCPL as the
official I&R resource for the aging in the County. There are no other
I&R organizations in Caroline County in the sense of espousing I&R as
a goal of the organization.
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*********************************************AUESTIONNAllea******************* ********** **coos** ****** *a

The autism County Pot& Malay La planning expanelon ad ItiVirtA to the aged - and handicapped - *elated agencies and

otganizationa. We need you* kelp in ideniiifing the tadoenation amulet andoratealaf. need& od that pitiO4ity &Mitt geoupe.

Please din out thi questionnaine and ration at you* cattiest convenience. Thank you dot you* cooperation.

Agency Nave Date

2. Liot 3 subject. @bout Which you Wok your clients used O. me following is a Hot of library service. th.t exist now
or could be developed. Please check those that would be

useful to you or your @gamy.

a. LIMIT TOMOS & ONIENTATION to the library

d.

G. Would you consider using the library ao service to ansiner-:

ing your questions, for locoting .ad referral to other E.

agencies, clubs, etc.? Tee No

7. a. Nas the Caroline County Public Library been of any ser-

vice to you or your agency in the poet? Tes No

b. If so, plea.. @tote below when and I. (Do not feel that:

you hove to answer this if, in any coss, you would Web

not to disclose tbis information.

I. Whet population of the County does your agency or organisa- c. Not accurote wo. the Information that woo given to you

tion eery.? by the library?

Information.

3. List or Include sample. of imformational msteriol your
group diotribute. that could become part of the librory's

collection.

4. Ara you presently using the Corolla. County Public Library
to amoiot your .army in program plowing? Te. No

S. Where do you go to find information? Tallow Poses

library friend. church..

other

b. Pamphlet. delivered to you on oubjects of intermit to your

client.

e. Community room in the library avoiloble for meetings or

close..

Adult book Wks on topic of interest to your clients

. Easy to read books and paperback. bout adult problem.

Small collection of library material In the community

al-polka mfte.e.R.,"Croy A Crowing", Programa Include
films, record., art prints, etc.

b. Selecting end showing other film. of interest to the
agency client.

1. Providing information & referral person from the library
to answer questions clients of this agency may hove

The CAAOLIAt County Publ.& LIMA/Would Like to be od ae*ulee to you and you* crania.
Mae catt Jane Maloney at 411-1343.
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G. ADMINISTRATION

STAFF

During the period of HEW funding, the mechanics of I&R -- file
development and update -- were separate from the library's other
activities; thereafter they were integrated with regular library
activities. During the first grant period, the community aide
was responsible to the state project coordinator as well as to
the library hierarchy. Thereafter, the community aide became head
of reference at CCPL and spent only part of her time on the file.
She became a regular library employee and was responsible to the
central library management. At the beginning of the second funded
project (July 1979), the project staff reported to the head of
reference who was spending part of her time on I&R overseeing the
project. Currently the library director of CCPL oversees the I&R
activities. Refer to Exhibits X-C and X-D.

Nearly all staff answer I&R questions. Pages, maintenance staff and
paraprofessionals do not. The rest are responsible for direct service;
all back-up is done by designated project staff. None of the full-time
project staff has a master's degree in library science. Two part-time
staff members have an MSLS; they each work only about six hours a week.

The Caroline County community aide on the three-county project, later
the project overseer (while still head of reference) for the LSCA grant
resigned in November 1979. The library director then became overseer
of the project. Moreover, CCPL has had two different information
specialists on the second funded project. Fortunately, all those who
have been involved seem to have been community-oriented people and
mindful of the need f;,:. graceful transition from one "regime" to another.
The changes in staff appear not to have hindered the fulfillment of the
goals of the I&R service.

TRAINING

After the initial file development -- from April 1977 onward -- the'
staff were instructed in the structure and use of the file by the
project coordinator and community aide, in a one-day session. This
was followed by a series of question-and-answer sessions about the
use of the file. I&R training for the project staff included five
major topics:

. Information and referral services as delivered through
a public library

. Organizations to be included in the file and techniques
for interviewing them

. Communication skills

. Use of the file

22
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Library
Staff

Library
Director

Head of
Central

Headquarters

Head of
Reference &

I&R Coordinator

Information.

Specialist
(I&R)

I&R Project
Secretary

EXHIBIT X-C. I&R in the Library hierarchy prior to November, 1979,
Caroline County.
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Library
Director

(I&R Project
Coordinator)

Head of
Reference
(vacant)

Information
Specialist

(I&R)

Remaining I&R Project
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Staff

EXHIBIT X-D. I&R in the Library hierarchy currently, Caroline County.
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. Conducting "drop-ins" -- that is, regularly scheduled
visits to components of the local informal information
network (merchants, firemen, ministers etc.) who are
in daily contact with area residents

An orientation to I&R was provided for the general public staff of
the library, stressing that:

. I&R is a natural extension of reference service

. The staff are already doing I&R on a limited basis,
and a resource file would provide better coverage

Beyond this, the project staff provided individualized instruction
in I&R to those who were interested. Despite attempts to train all
of the public staff, it was clear to everyone from the beginning that
any difficult I&R query would be referred to the community aide. In

the course of interviewing it became obvious to the study team that
most public service staff would welcome additional training in answering
I&R-type queries and in using the subject heading list.

COSTS

(For three-county project funding under HEW, see Section B.)

During the year with the three-county project, CCPL received funding
from HEW for the community aide's salary and in-kind support from
Dorchester County in the form of 1/3 time of a HEW-funded secretary.
Inasmuch as preparation for opening day consumed about six months, we
could estimate that at least 1/2 of the year's cost for these two people --
one aide and 1/3 secretary -- was required for start-up.

The current LSCA funding ($23,000) paid for the information specialist
and a secretary. These people, however, represented only part of the
effort required to keep I&R going. Part of the time of all public
service staff was devoted to providing I&R, as was part of the time
of the library's director in overseeing it. Now, the end of LSCA funding,
the I&R service is funded wholly out of regular revenue sources of the
library.

PUBLICITY

During the three-county effort, "drop-ins" proved to be the most
effective form of publicity. The people contacted during these
visits were most cooperative and enthusiastic about the budding I &R
service. A total of 662 drop-ins were conducted in all counties involved
during the two years of the project. I&R was featured in newspapers, and
all three counties had regular columns in their local newspapers, CCPL's
column was entitled "Do You Know?" and now is called "Have A Question?
Ask the Library." See Exhibit X - E. Also in Caroline County, the newspapers
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Have a question?

Ask the library
The Caroline County

Public Library may have
the answer to your
gut-Glom, Visit or call us
at; 479-1343 for information
and local happerungs.

QUESTION: How much
an ice skating lessons at
Hog Neck Arena?

ANSWER: The fee for
Group Lessons is 00.00 per
student for 5 metal! hour
sessions. Private .essorts
cost MO for 30 minas.
Applications for Group
Skating . Lessons are
available to the blank A
new series- of classes
begins Januar/ 3, 4, 5, and
a. WO. Yost may contact
the area at: 1.7.-5644 or

07& The Hog Neat
Anita li a new ice skating
rink located on Route 50 in
Easton.

QUESTION: What Is the
second line of the song.
:'Hooray -foe, Hollywood"?

ANSWER: "That screwy
ballphooey Hollywood" is
the second line of the song,
by Ridiard A. Whiting and
Johnny Mercer. The song
was first performed in the

1937 movte,...Mollywood
Hotel". l'his Information
was verified In the
Hollywood Musical. by
John Russell Taylor. MR.
page 123.

. QUESTION: What -la the
address and phone number
g the Reiter Business
Burein of San Antonio.
Texas?

AM WES: Hefter
BusmesS Bureau of Saw
Antonio, Inc., 405 West
Market Street, Suite 301,
San Antonio, Tens MOW,
!elephant number: (512) -

=54331. This address,
among .other addresses of
Better Business Bureaus
can be found in the Con-
sumer Complaint Guide
1979. This is a helpful and
interesting book in our

.reference collection for
consumers who need to
know what to do and whom,
to contact when things go:
wrong. It includes a

*directory of consumer
related federal agenaes,
and, also, a company,
product, and brand names
directory.

Exhibit X-E. Newspaper Column, The County Record, January 9, 1980,

page 16A, Caroline County.



featured interviews with the commut..ty aide. Television features

and spots have been carried by the two cable stations in the ares.

The one commercial station that covers all three counties has pre-

sented editorials on the new service. Radio spots have been beamed

over all local stations. Presently, CCPL's information specialist

has a daily 10 minute feature on the local radio station to present

and promote community calendar events.

The usual posters, brochures, flyers and telephone stickers were

distributed both inside and outside the library as the service began,

and publicity also came through unusual means: Flyers and brochures

distributed by a hospital, a Welcome Wagon, and a state college;

and mentions of I&R in church bulletins and sermons.

As a result of all the publicity, the library was inundated with

invitations to speak about I&R to various community groups, thus

further publicizing the service. The publicity, per se, and speaking

engagements seemed to generate cooperation among the various community

resources, the public, and the project staff at the libraries.



H. I&R IN THE CONTEXT OF OTHER SERVICES

When it started, I&R at CCPL was clearly distinguished from
existing library services, mainly because it was funned by
grant monies. At first some staff resentea the I&R project and
its personnel, when it was realized that the community aide was
to work strictly on the project and not to assume other duties.
However, the resentment waned when the positive reaction of the
community to I&R demonstrated the need for it, and as the actual
work of I&R became more a part of traditional reference work.
Still, the success of I&R has created extra work for all the staff.
The people who have worked directly on I&R feel that the regular
staff did not understand the time and effort necessary for file
uevelopment and update. Likewise, there was evidence that the
concept of I &R held by the regular library staff was far from con-
sistent. Some staff view I&R as information in the "file" and
reference as information in "books." One person said, "I do my
best to answer questions and don't worry about whether it's I&R or
reference." It would be fair to say that the non-I&R staff as a
whole do not have a firm hold on the idea of I&R and the differences
between I&R and reference. Moreover, project staff felt that the staff
are somewhat resistant to pursuing a question whose answer is not
in the library. Despite these apparent disagreements, the total
public service staff perceive the library as an appropriate place
for I&R and seem to work in general good faith toward the provision
of both I&R and reference service.

In CCPL, I&R service provision could be described as centralized
and integrated into reference work, with the project staff providing
back-up in file development and direct service.
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I. EVALUATION

The library collects some data on I&R and reference transactions.
A "reference card" is used to record date, patron's name and phone
number (if a call back is requested or necessary), agency or organi-
zation (if applicable), question asked, notes, and staff member
handling the transaction. See Exhibit X-F. The information specialist
prepares a monthly "Information and Referral Statistical Report,"
enumerating the number of questions answered by subject areas. See

Exhibit X-G. This report includes I&R and "true reference" questions --
which latter category excludes readers' advisory and directional questions.
The library also tallies all questions asked in the library. The total
number of I &R questions from August 1979 through July 1980 was 3610.
(In 1978-79, the figure was about; half: 1591.) The total includes the
Federalsburg branch, the Central Library and the bookmobile.

In the opinion of the staff, the public's image of the library has changed
dramatically since I&R was introduced. The public now tend more to think
of the library as "an information center" and a source of answers, rather
than as a warehouse for materials. The director feYs. that, along with I &R,

policy changes in the direction of purchasing more popular periodicals and
facilitating the reserving of materials have raised the prominence of the
library.
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REFERENCE AND I & R DATE
(telephone and walk-in)

Patron's Name and Telephone Number:

Agency or Organization:
so

i

;

i

QUESTIONS;

Notes:

Person taking call (initials)

Person completing transaction

Exhibit X-F. Reference and I&R Record, Caroline County.
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INFORMATION AND REFERAL STATISTICAL REPORT

BRANCH Caroline S2nntY Libtary MONTH March TOTAL 289

MAJOR SUBJECT AREAS

AGES It RETIREES

AGRICULTURE

ANIMALS

3USINESS/PROFESSIONAL

TRILDREN/CRILD CARE

WITS ORGANIZATION

"NSUMER SERVICES

L;UCATIONAL t CULTURAL SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT/VOCATIONS

ENVIRONMEML SERvTCES

GOVERNMENT

Calendarel

Calendars7

HANDICAPPED

HEALTR/MXNTAL HEALTH /SEXUAL HEALTH

HOME ECONOMICS

10USING

HUMAN RELATIONS/COUNSELING

LEGAL SERVICES

LICENSES, PERMITS, INSPECTIONS

RECREATION t LEISURE

RELIGION

SOCIAL WELFARE

SPORTS

MISCELLANEOUS

7RANSPORTATION

DIRECTIONAL

CalendarI

TOTAL

7

2

1/

4

4

39

23

48

12

11

1

7

13

3

13

2

i2

9

4

1

2

Exhibit X-G. ISR Statistical Report, March 1980. Caroline County
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TRANSACTION SVRVEY

Between March 6 and July 11 1980, the staff attempted to interview

303 I&R users at the Central Library. They were instructed to

collect data on all I&R transactions. The 295 completed and usable

interviews probably represent between 90 and 95% of all I&R trans-

actions during that period. The frequencies tabulated from the inter-

views are displayed on the interview form in Exhibit X-H. The following

observations can be drawn from the simple frequencies of the resulting

data:

. Agency calls in Caroline County account for a full

20% of all IM transactions.
. About 65% of the I&R clients claim to have used the

service before -- more than at any other site.

. Nonetheless, use of other library servi^es falls into

a middle range when compared with other sites: 74%.

Yet a substantial percent of these "library users"

could be classed as frequent users.

. Close 10 2/5 of tht I&R clients learn of the service

from newspaper pvblicity, while very few learn of it

through the broadcast media.
. Relatively few clients have asked their questions
elsewhere before coming to the library (20%).

. Fewer of the youngest people and more of the oldest

people ask I&R queries in Caroline County than at moe't

other sites.
. Women constitute almost 4/5 of the Ida clients.

. Consumer matters make up a substantial proportion of

query topics. Over 1/4 of the queries could be considered

at least in part related to consumer topics. This relates

directly to an espoused goal of the LSCA funding period.

. More than at any other site, simple information-giving
is the response to an I&R query in Caroline County; complex

information-giving is engaged in leas than at any other

place; and yet referral, as defined for this study, is
provided relatively frequently.

Of the many crosstabulations that were run on the transaction data,

the following, when subjected to the chi-square test, proved to be

significant at the .05 level and seem to h.cdp explain how I&R works

in the library:

. Agencies are more likely to contact the library on

neighborhood issues than on any other single topic.

. Educational topics are more frequently asked about by

clients who have used the I&R service before than by other

clients.
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Agency call (answer only questions 9-12) 7\-

No response (answer no questions)

PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROJECT

We're t.-ving to improve our service. Would
you helv us by answering a few questions?
We won't record your name and it should take
only one minute.

1. Have you used the library's information
service before -- the one you're using
now? 13q

(C51 Yes (31) No ( /j Don't know

2. Have
this

you used any other service of

library system? Ziq

Yes (.X] No (c I Don't know

IF YES: SL. /4 lo

(24 wes it within past 3
months?

(/.51 Was it within past year?
( 3] Was it longer ago? (Or

don't remember)

3. How did you learn of the library's
information service? 23g

(I?) friend, neighbor, relative
(.01 Library staff

I c,) Referred by an agency

I 21 Radio
( :1 Television
12G1 Newspaper
(/g) Other

4. Have you asked your question in any
other places before coning to the
library? (You don't have to name

them.) -ft = 134,

u-c] Yes (Id No

5. I'll read same age groups. Just stop
me whew you hear yovro_ (Interviewer:

Omit obviously wrong groups when possible.)
)31

a( 3] 13-19
b(4;.) 20-35

c(,-1 36-45
dp4) 46-64
e(/2] 65 or over
(.I Declined to state

6. I'll read acme groups bases on
years of education completed. Just
tell as when you bear yours.,

-tt. ;it
a(9.2) College graduate

b(4t] Some college
C(35] High school graduate
d(,01 Some high school
at A 8th grade or lass
( I) Declined to state

Exhibit X-H. Survey results,
Caroline County.

n,

X - 24A

Branch
Date

Tine

7. In which of these groups
did your total family income,
from all sources, fall last
year -- before taxes, that is?
I'll read the groups.

a( A Up to 88,000
b(3t) $8.000 to $14.000
c14J $14,000 to $20,000
d(fv) $20,000 to $26.000
el S] Above $26.000

1/31Declined to state/don't know

That's all the questions. Thank
you very much for your help.

INTERVIEWER TO FILL OUT REMAINDER:

8. Sex of patron -it r,23/

("Id Mole (-HI Female

9. M o d e of inquiry ;7
(71 Telephone (,?;) visit C..7 FfA

10. Topic of question (check all
that apply) --f{ = z 3

1 11

I "..1

I '11

I 1
31

I 71

I,I1
t-11

/1
I 41
I
I

Money matters
Consumer issues
souninehehld. saint.
Health
Job-Lelated issues
Transportation
Education
Ne-ghborhood issues
Re:eation, sports
Family relations
Crime 6 safety
Legal matters
Child car
Other

11. Disposition of question (All that
se:( = 2

P7] Information vas given
( 1 Information was given

after interview to probe
underlying need

Librarian contacted a
resource on patron's
behalf

( i) Other (Specify)

12. Was question answered (or
referral made) from a resource
file created by the Library?

-0 )1).

(5-11 Yes NA No

apply)



Day of the Week: n=272

Sun 0 Thurs 17

Mon 23 Fri 15

Tues 20 Sat 4

Wed 21

Typology of Education and Income: n=207

Low educ, low income 6

Low educ, hi income 13

Hi educ, low income 44

Hi educ, hi income 37

Exhibit X-H. Survey results, Caroline County (cont.)

0
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. As we might expect, those who are less frequent
users of the library's services are more likely
to have posed their queries elsewhere.

. Those who learned of the I&R service from library
staff tend to have more education than those who
learn of it from other sources. This is reinforced
in the crosstabulations with the tyrology.

. People 36 and over, and people in the lower income
categories tend to learn about I&R more frequently
than others from newspaper publicity.

. People 46 and over, people with queries about money,
and women tend more often to have asked their queries
elsewhere before coming to the library.

. It is more likely that a housing or household main-
tenance query will be phoned in than asked in person.

. The staff are more likely to respond with a referral --
as opposed to simple or complex information-giving --
if a query is asked in person .

. For consumer matters, compared with other topics. the
staff is lest likely to use the library-created resource
file; for neighborhood issues, they are more likely to
use it.

. For health and job-related queries, compared with other
topics, staff seem more inclined to engaged in complex
information-giving.

Crosstabulations of the simple variables with the typology yielded no
associations with clear meaning, with the exception that they did rein-
force the finding above, namely, that clients with more education tend
more than other people to have learned of the I&R service from the staff.

REFERENCE ACTIVITY COMPARED WITH I&R

In order to put the I&R activity of the library into some perspective,
it is compared here with reference activity for a comparable period.
While this comparison cannot, strictly speaking, be expected to hold
true for other months and other years, it could be considered indicative
of relative activity in these two domains, inasmuch as the period of these
observations contained no unusual or "contaminating factors," as far as
the staff could t.111.

For the period March 6 through July 11 1980, I&R-type questions accounted
for 28% of the total of "true reference" and I&R questions. This proportion
is the highest of all seven sites. While no one single factor can explain
this high percentage of I&R questions, several reasons may contribute:

. This result may be evidence of the need for this service
in Caroline County and therefore its actual use.

. In a small operation, the staff may be more alert for
I&R queries.

. The CCPL definition of "true reference," may be so narrowly
written that the number of reference queries are lower than
at other sites and therefore the proportion of I&R to reference
is higher.
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STAFF ASSESSMENT

The staff's impression is that the public's image of the library
since the advent of I&R has grown more positive. I&R has drawn more
business of all kinds to the library, and the library is seen as more
community-oriented than in the past. As would be expected in a small
community, individual contacts in the area have proven most helpful in
promoting I&R to the library's public, as well as promoting other,
traditional services.

As a whole, resource agencies have shown no opposition or reluctance
to cooperate with the library. Those resources that are most cooperative
have been the county government and aging agencies. There has been no
feedback from agencies on the library's handling of referrals to them.
The library director considered the impact of I&R in the library to have
been a positive element in selling the library as an information center
to the staffs of the various resource agencies and to the funding authority,
as well as to the public.

The staff see the major weakness in the I&R service to be the lack of
training in content and use of the file. The past and present project
staff felt that having a regular library employee in charge of both I &R
and reference would facilitate the staff's acceptance of I&R as a regular
library service; greater awareness by the non-I&R staff of the work involved
in file development and updating would also help.

A general consensus of all staff was that their comstituency wants and
needs I&R and that it is likely to continue as a library program for the
forseeable future.
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CHAPTER XI

CONCLUSIONS

Althought the intent of Phase II was to describe seven separate instances
of public library I&R, the seven cases together support a number of
observations, some more tentative than others. By and large such con
clusions amount to confirmations of or qualifications on the findings of
earlie; studies (Phase I, the Neighborhood Information Center Study or
Long '').

THE NATURE OF I&R IN THE LIBRARIES

In all of the sites, I&R must be considered mostly "I" and relatively
little "R." The percentage of time the staff actually contact a re
source on behalf of a client ("referral") ranges from 1 to 10%. Even at
Memphis, where the study team observed considerable negotiation and
followthrough, actual referral was negligible. Clients are most often
given simple or complex information. This breakout does not in itself
distinguish librarybased I&R from I&R in other settings. In his study
of independent I&R centers serving the aging, Long found that almost 95%
of all queries received an "information only" response. There are no
data, either objective or subjective, that suggest that library I&R is
substantially different from I&R provided in other settings, such as
human service agencies or autonomous agencies.

It is of interest that in four sites the staff answer substantially more
queries from the librarycreated resource file than from other sources,
such as phone books, published directories, etc. In the remaining
sites, however, the librarycreated file is used much less frequently.
The data provide no suggestion of why these differences might occur; but
the experience of the study raises our curiousity about such variables
as the breadth, or coveraba, of the librar -generated file; its currency;
its depth of information; the ease of using it; the quality and coverage
of other files (directories); the range of queries received; patterns of
library use; publicity emphases; and characteristics of the population
such as size, dispersion, distance from library branchees.

The resource file -- format, fullness of descriptions, accest, points and
currency -- is potentially a major determinant of the quantity and
quality of I&R service rendered, but the implications of the file itself
are obfuscated by the many other variables that can affect the service
provided. In Memphis, where the quantity and quality of I&R are high,
the file gets high marks from the staff on format, fullness, access and
currency. Yet at Amherst -- also a relatively high quality, high quantity
service -- the file is faulted by some staff fairly seriously on its
format and access.

There is no indication that the computerization, per se, of the resource
file affects the quantity or quality of I&R service. Sites with high
quantity and quality of performance -- for example, Memphis and Amherst --
are not computerized. Howlver, Amherst is an apt place for computerization
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of files, since the proliferation of various manual resource files and

indexes has complicated file control and use. (The potential of the
computer was recognized byAmherststaff at the outset of I&R work, but
an unfortunate experience with automating has caused them to resort to
manual methods.)

Variables other than the file may play larger roles in determining the
quantity and quality of I&R performance:

. Confirming the NIC study and Phase I, the indication from the seven
cases -- and this may be tautological -- is that a major I&R effort
cannot be waged without major commitment from top management.
Additionally, the I&R innovation seems to require a human sparkplug
to ignite the innovation and inspire the people who will do the I&R
work. Coupled with the human elements seems to be the necessity
for the organization (i.e., top management) to be willing to rearrange
or adjust the priorities of its service program. While there is no
indication that any site has actually unseated a traditional service,
the more successful sites have made it clear that the I&R effort is
a major one and -- at least for the period of initiation -- will be
given extraordinary attention.

. In the same vein, managers of the more successful libraries seem to
have been committed enough to the innovation to deploy enough
resources -- that is, time, since I&R is a labor-intensive effort
activity -- to allow the I&R staff to be thoroughly trained, to
build a useable file and to spend enough time with the clients to
permit full work-up (interviewing) and follow-up.

. The external environment appears to play a role in determining the
nature of I&R that develops. To the extent that all of the sites
have directed their I&R toward the "general population" from the
beginning, it seems that differences among population do not have a
major influence on the thrust of the service. For instance, Amherst,
with an urbane though somewhat rural populace, offers fundamentally
the same kind of service -- thorough, assertive, problem oriented --
offered in Memphis, where large parts of the population have less
than average education and income. By way of qualification, it
should be pointed out that sub-groups in the population (for example,
senior citizens and women) do provide focus for special service or
publicity efforts in some of the sites.

. The size of the total service population seems to have
relatively little value in predicting the nature of the service
that develops.

The strength of I&R forces potentially competitive with the library's
I&R appears to be a more critical environmental variable. The
sites with the most assertive library I&R -- Memphis, Amherst,
Colorado Springs -- have not had strong systems outside the library
for the delivery of I&R. In Dallas and San Mateo the dominance of
non-library I&R providers has always been apparent to management.
This pattern may help explain the somewhat ambiguous nature of I&R
in the latter libraries and, for Dallas, the prominence of the
support function, as opposed to direct service.
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. It could be hypothesized that the degree of integration/
dis-integration of I&R with other library services and the
centralization/decentralization of I&R in a library system would be
correlated with the quantity or quality of service provided.
Drawing from the data of the interviews, the libraries were placed
on a two-dimensional matrix of Centralization and Integration. See
Exhibit XI-A. The placement of the sites on the matrix suggests
that high performers -- Amherst and Memphis -- appear in the Elite
quadrant -- indicating that I&R can function at a relatively high
level when it is centrally located and not tightly integrated with
other services. However, the remaining sites -- high and not so
high performers alike -- are scattered around the matrix in such a
way that they do not reinforce any pattern.

"I&R" has a variable definition. This is true in the human service
sector and in the library sector. In some of the study sites I&R is
seen primarily as the service of making a file available to a client and
taking froM the file -- or letting the client take from the file --
the pieces of information that may be useful. In other sites I&R is
seen as helping the client achieve resolution of a need; the file and
the information it holds are seen as supportive, albeit vital, to this
objective. These two interpretations of I&R max be reflected in the
extent of interviewing and follow-up provided by the several site staffs.
(Observations on interviewing and follow-up were made irregularly, and
solid conclusions cannot be ventured.)

Distinguishing between traditional reference service and I&R is dif
cult. Distinctions between I&R and reference are confounded by the
numerous overlaps in the two services: the people who perform them
(often librarians in both cases), the materials used (for example
directories), and the questions asked ("What is the phone number
Welfare Rights Organization?", for example), and answers given ('
2494, from 9 to 5 on weekdays"). There is less confusion about
at sites where the orientation and training of all -- not just
staff has been more intensive.

USE AND USERS OF I&R IN THE SITE LIBRARIES

It is difficult to characterize the pattern of agency calls
site libraries. In some places the proportion of agency ver
calls is low -- below 7%. In other places it approaches 20
site does it approach the 50% that Seymour and Layne claim
case. One tries to explain differences from site to site
lationship of the library-based I&R to its external enviro
number of UR services that agencies may call in preferen
library; the various ways agencies view and use the libr
(as a resource file only, or as a full I&R service). Un
data collected through the transaction survey and intery
consistent answers.
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INONO.alim

DISINTEGRATED INTEGRATED

"ELITE
SERVICE"

"INTERSECTING
SERVICE"

"PARALLEL
SERVICE"

"DIFFUSED
SERVICE"

Exhibit XI - A. Matrix of Centralization and Integration
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In all but one site -- Amherst -- more than half of the I&R users had
"used this service before." Interpreting "this service" to mean the I&R
service, it appears that during the periods of the survey between 30 and
70% of the clients had not used the library's I&R service before.

In every site the majority of clients claimed to have used other library
services before, and the majority of these "users" could be considered
frequent users. Equating clients who used other library service "longer
ago than within the past year" with non-users, it could be concluded
that somewhere between 21% and 44% of the clients could be considered
fundamentally non-users. In some sites the I&R service seems to be
attracting substantial numbers of "news]: users to the library, confirming
the limited findings of the NIC study.

human contact seems to be the most common channel through which people
become aware of the libraries' I&R services. Friends, neighbors, re-
latives, library staff, agency personnel and other persons are the major
conduits by which the client reaches the service. Generally, the media
play a much smaller part at the seven sites. Exceptions are Memphis,
where television and bus placards (cited under "other") are key pro-
motional devices; and Caroline County, where the newspaper is used
heavily. None of the sites enjoyed large publicity budgets; virtually
all of the promotion under way at the moment is performed on a shoestring.
The closest thing to a publicity "blitz" is found in Memphis, where I&R
is continuously advertised through radio, television and bus placards.
Even here, the budget is negligible.

With the exception of Amherst, clients tend to have asked their queries
first at other places from 20 to 40% of the time. We could expect them
to approach the library as a first resort -- that is, as the first
place, as opposed to person -- more often than not. Given the way the
question was posed, we must assume that clients may have asked persons,
especially those in the "friend, neighbor, relative" category, before
considering places to ask.

At all sites, the largest single age category of I&R clients is 20-35.
To some extent this is an artifact of uneven age categories on the
questionnaire. Nonetheless, use by those in the 13-19 and the 36-45
categories is disproportionately low in every site except San Mateo.

In every case, over half the I&R clients claimed to have at least some
college education. At every site except Amherst over half of the clients
claimed total family incomes of more than $14,000 yearly. Both findings
suggest that I&R tends to attract users from the middle and upper socio-
economic levels, like other library services. It should be noted, none-
theless, that in some sites -- particularly Amherst, Memphis, Colorado
Springs -- substantial numbers of clients are drawn from the lowest
category of income, suggesting that I&R can reach poorer and perhaps
more disadvantaged groups. (The high proportion of clients in the "up
to $8000" class in Amherst may be explained by the "Heatline" -- fuel
crisis hotline -- that is part of the library's I&R service.)
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The majority of I&R userearewomen, just as the majority of users of
other public library services tend to be women. The suggestion is that
women play a key gatekeeper role with regard to information. In every
site except two, the vast bulk of I&R queries come in by telephone. In

Baltimore County and San Mateo the mix of walk-in and telephone is close
to 50-50. The data provide no clue to the reason for this abberation.

I&R can affect the volume of traditional reference service. Partly
because it is difficult to distinguish for the public between I&R and
reference, I&R publicity invariably increases the volume of reference
queries, along with generating I&R queries. Moreover, staff regularly
attested to the interlocking nature of reference and I&R, often claiming
that the tools of I&R and the techniques acquired in handling sometimes
sensitive I&R queries improves reference performance in general.

The range of I&R topics is wide, with few patterns that this study
qncovered, except for two unsurprising ones: sports and recreation-
related queries are more likely to come from men; family, home and
household queries are more likely to come from women.

The attitude of the staff in the site libraries is generally positive
toward I&R. It is more positive where there has been more orientation,
training, endorsement from the top of the organization and commitment of
library resources to I&R.

I&R has served in varying degrees as a focus for innovation in service
patterns, in impact on the client group, in organizational structure and
in deployment of resources (time or money). In Memphis the innovation
moved forward on the grandest scale if any site. In other libraries --
Baltimore County, Amherst, Caroline County and Colorado Springs -- the
innovation was less dramatic, but nonetheless substantial, along most of
the dimensions above. In the remaining sites -- Dallas and San Mateo
County -- the innovation has been quite subtle; comparatively few differences
are seen before and after the introduction of I&R.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. When was the decision made by your library to start
an information and referral service?

2. When was the first day you provided direct I&R service?

3. What do you think led your library to do I&R?

MANDATORY PROBE:

a. another library's experience
b. a non-library organization
c. directive from government or funding

authority (including 'rustees)
d. own formal needs assessment
e._informal needs assessment
f. another library's needs assessment
g. an article or report
h. other "I&R" type service in the

community
i._professional exposure at conferences

(formal/informal)
j. other::

4. Within the organization, who provided the major impetus
to undertake I&R?

PROBE: Director
Staff: pcsition: name:

_Trustee: name:
Other: position: name:

5. Why did you personally get into I&R?

6. To what extent have you been in on I&R in this library?

7a. Did your library experience any start-up costs in preparing
for I&R services?

A -

No Yes

24"



7b. Did financial support for start-up come from inside the
Library's regular source of income?

No Yes::

Separate budget line
_Absorbed in other budget line(s)::
Other::

7c. Did financial support for start-up come from outside the
library's regular source of income?

PROBE: USOE, HEW, United Way,
State Library, private
foundation, community
organization

No Yes: DESCRIBE:

7d. What was the amount of start-up costs?

PROBE: best guess

8. In starting up I&R, did your library receive outside assistance
other than money?

PROBE: volunteer workers, another
agency's "I&R" file, help
in training staff, help in
developing I&R procedures,
publicity

No Yes: DESCRIBE

8a. To what extent has the community been involved in your I&R project?

9a. To what extent is your I&R service actually serving 1 or more sub-groups?

PROBE:

A- 2

Senior citizens
children and youth

-bisadvantaged:: DESCRIBE
-Mentally handicapped_Mentally

handicapped_Physically

-Veterans
women
-bther::



9b. Was it designed to do so?

9c. To what extent does your service serve the socially or
economically disadvantaged? (excluding aging, handicapped)

10. Does the staff provide the iaqutrer with the asked-for
information on outside resources such as phone numbers,
addresses, contact persons, etc., without further probing?

(Simple information giving)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard serviccup to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do on a regular basis.

(Give approximate date.)

11. Does the staff give the same information as above, after
clarifying the inquirer's real and underlying need?
(Complex information giving.)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

.4. Library plans to do on a regular basis.

(Give approximate date.)

12. Does the library itself construct a file of outside resources? (File)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do on a regular basis. (Give

approximate date.)
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13. Does the staff actively help the public make contact with an
outside resource, by making an appointment for him, calling
an agency, etc.? (Referral)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do so on a regular basis.
(Give approximate date.)

14. Provide evaluations to the client of the outside resources
that are available? (Advise-resources)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do so on a regular basis.
(Give approximate date.)

15. Help the inquirer choose a course of action to reach needed
resources. (Advise-strategy.)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do so on a regular basis.
(Give approximate date.)

16. Make sure the inquirer has reached the proper outside resource,
or gotten the proper help. (Follow-up)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do on a regular basis. (Give

approximate date.)
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17. Work to overcome obstacles that the inquirer encounters in
trying to secure help from ouzside resource agencies. (Advueacy)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do on a regular basis.

(Give approximate date.)

18. From the insights or data gained through providing reference/

information services, provide formal feedback on social service

needs to politicians, planners, social agencies, etc.? (Feedback)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do so on a regular basis.

(Give approximate date.)

19. Help the client work out personal problems (without necessarily
using outside resources); requires deep probing of a complex

personal situation such as alcoholism, emotional crises, family

disputes, etc. (Counselling)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service,

2. Not a standard service; up tc the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plane to do on a regular basis. (Give

approximate date.)

20. Provide transportation (not simply arrange for) for the public

co outside resources. (Transportation)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

3. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do on a regular basis. (Give

approximat date.)
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21. Provide (not simply arrange for) someone to accompany an
inquirer to outside resource. (Escort)

1. Regularly provided as a standard service.

2. Not a standard service; up to the staff member.

J. Not provided at all.

4. Library plans to do on a regular basis.
(Give approximate date.)

22. Identify any other service provided as a regular I &R service.

23. Pick out t e top five you do most frequently and rank them.

24. To what extent was any of the above services going on before
I&R was instituted?

PROBE: simple information-giving, complex
information-giving, referral

25. Has your library worked with other agencies? Has the library:

Helped compile a resource file (or
directory) that is distributed to
non-library agencies for their I&R work?

NO YES

Assisted another agency in setting up _NO _YES
a resource file?

Assisted another agency in collecting
information on resource agencies for
its resource file?

Convened meetings of I&R providers
in your region?

Worked with another agency in seeking
funding for I&R in your region?

Published a joint I&R newsletter?

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

Done other things to support I&R activities, _NO _YES

other than direct services. Please specify:



26. How many library branches in ycur system offer full

IFIR service?

All, including main
Main only

Specially designated branches
Other::

27. What kind of access is there to your I&R service:
phone, inperson, comIluter terminal, cable TV, other?

28a. Are there any special telephone arrangements for I6R?

_Separate phone line
Three-way phone:: percentage of use:

Which outlets::

28b. If no, is it desirable?

29. Where on the organization chart do you fit?

30. The clearinghouse staff (if applicable)?

31. What I &R statistics do you keep?

Number of I&R queries (as distinct from other queries)
Topics of queries
Number of referrals
Number of referrals to each agency
Amount of time spent on each transaction

_Walk -in users
_Phone -in users

_Number of follow-ups
Percent of all queries followed -up

_Education level of users
Income level of users

Sex of users
Other::

NOTE: Will need these statistics
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32a. Do you cooperate formally or informally with any other
libraries or non-library agencies?

No Yes:: DESCRIBE

32b. How important is the network in i &R service?

33. Does the library itself construct a file of outside resources?

No Yes Other::_

34. When did the library begin assembling a Resource File?

35. Who had the initial responsibility for the Resource File
development?

People, ranks, and location in organization

36. What library staff developed File initially?

37. How much time did each person spend on it?

38. Where is the Resource File available in the system?

Main library only
Main and all branches

:Specially designated branches
Othet::

39. Where is the Resource File locatEd in the library?

Reference desk(s)
_Special desk
_Card catalog
Other::

40. What is the format of the File?

_Index cards
_Printed or photocopied in looseleaf form
_Printed or photocopied in bound form
Computerized, on-line

_Printed, microfiche form
Ptinted, microform
Other::

40-. Is that the only form of the File?
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41. How is the main File arranged?

PROBE:

Alpha by provider
_Alpha by subject, and then by provider
_Geographically, and then by provider
_Segment of the population (target groups)
By need or problem
Other::

42a. Is there an index to the Resource File?

No Yes:: DESCRIBE::_ _

42b. How is the index arranged?

43. Is the File cross-referenced?

No Yes:: HOW?

44. Is there access to resources by

_Name of agency
Topic of need or service
Geographic are
Other::

45. What are the influences for the indexing and arrangement
of the File?

PPOBE: modeled on another library's
file, a standard text (Sears)
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46. Information about resource agencies that you try to put
into the File:

Name of resource agency
Address
Phone number

_Description of services or activities
_Name of person to contact
Title of person to contact
Name of person in charge

_Title of person in charge
_Type of service (federal, state, local, private)
_Source of financial support
Hours of service

_Geographic area served
_Eligibility requirements
Qualifications of the staff
Evaluation of the service by the library staff
Physical accessibility of the agency (ramps,
parking, public transportation)

Service capability/availability of services
Meetings of or sponsored by the agency
_Goal or purpose of resource agency
Methods of obtaining service

_Speakers available
Published materials available
Organization chart
History of the resource agency

_Subject headings and "see also" references
Terms of office and frequency of rotation of officers
Other::

47. Have resource agencies cooperated in compiling the File?

No Yes: How?_

48. Are "files" other than this Resource File used in I &R service?

PROBE: Yellow Pages, human services
directories, government directories
(local, state, federal)

No Yes::

NAME::
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49. How do you identify agencies to put into the Resource File?

PROBE:

_Newspaper
Radio
TV
Other agencies
Other::

50. How do you collect data that you put into the Resource File?

Telephone
In person
Questionnaire

_Second -hand information

Other::

51. What kind of resources are now included in the File?

Churches
_Clubs/Associations
Entertainment/Recreation
For-profit organizations (second-hand

clothing stores)
Non-profit organizations (Thrift shops,

Salvation Army)
Government services
Information, per se, ready reference

(altitude of Cheyenne, excerpts from
legal statutes)

Political organizations (Civic org.,
political org.)

Service agencies
Other::

52. How many entries did the File contain when you first started
offering la service?

53. What is the size of the File now?

54. How often is the File updated? (multiple answers allowed)

About one time a year
About two times a year
About three times a year
Every two years
As need arises

_Don't know
Other::

A- 11
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55a. How do you update?

PROBE: phone, library mail-outs,
in person, computer, etc.

55b. Who initiates the updating?
_/&R staff
Agency staff

_Library clearinghouse
Non-library clearinghouse
Other::

56. Has the File itself changed as it has grown and developed?

PROBE: expansion, direction, new
types of resource agency

No Yes:: (Please elaborate)_

57. When a typical I&R query comes into a branch, how is it
handled -- from intake to delivering the final answer?

PROBE: steps

58. How many resources are given for a typical I&R query?

PROBE: all applicable ones, one best

58x. How long does it take you to answer an I&R query? (in minutes)

58y. How long does it take you to answer an average reference question?
(in minutes)

59. How many entries in the File have you never used?

PROBE: best guess

60. Have you used the Resource File for anything other than I&R?

61. Can the File be used by the public directly?

No Yes Other::



62. Is the File available to other agencies?

No Yes: Which:: PROBE: other libraries,
agencies, organizations,
planning agency, agency
not doing I&R

63. If the File is available to other agencies, libraries, etc.,
what is the format of the information given to them?

Pages
Cards
Microform::

_Computer printouts
Typed list
Other::

64. If the File is available to other agencies, libraries, etc.,
is there a charge to the agency?

No Yes::

65. In your opinion, what is the adequacy of the Resource File?

Very Good Very Bad

Subject scope 1 2 3 4 WHY?

Currency 1 2 3 4 -- WHY?

Depth of information on
agencies 1 2 3 4 -- WHY?

Arrangement of main File 1 2 3 4 -- WHY?

Indexing -- adequacy of

access 1 2 3 4 -- WHY?

Format -- physical
structure 1 2 3 4 -- WHY?

r23J
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66. Who does I&R in your library?

PROBE:

_Regular adult services staff
Regular children's staff
Regular young adult staff

_Regular reference staff
_Regular library associate
_Regular clerical staff
No one, :UR is self-service

Other:

67. Do you have any special "IAR only" staff?

No Yes::

Hours/week
FT PT JUST I &R

How many? Rank?

68. What percent of a typical la person's time is spent dealing
with I&R (vs. other library activities)?

69. Enumerate your I&R staff and their background -- education
and experience: rank, full time/part time, library training,
la training and experience, human services training and experience.

70. What education or experience does a direct I&R provider need in
order to do adequate I&R work?

71. What education or experience does a back:m la provider need
in order to do adequate la work?

72. What is the most useful attribute for a direct I&R provider?

73. What kind of introduction to or training for I&R has the library
sponsored for the staff?

DESCRIBE: type of introduction/training
and which staff it was directed to

74. Was there orientation for the whole staff?

No Yes

A -r, 14
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75. How do you define I&R as different from reference?

76. Is the line clear? To you? To others?

77. If a client had a question on

Who is my U.S. Representative and where can
I write to him or her?

I want to return a pair of jeans to Levi
Strauss, where do I send them?

Where can I buy fresh mushrooms from a
mushroom farm?

Would they be getting I&R or reference service?

78. When do you refer clients to the central I&R service?

79. Do you produce an internal (within library only) or external
(distributed outside library) I&R newsheet?

80. Frequency?

81. Are Mere regular meetings of the I&R staff?

No Yes:: Frequency:

82a. Are there any meetings with I&R providers and resource peenle
outside the library?

No Yes DESCRIBE::

82b. Frequency?

83. For funding of ongoing UR, is there a

_separate line in the budget
Absorbed by lines:
Other::
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84. Is there ongoing financial suppoYt from outside the library's
regular source of income?

No Yes:: identify source(s)_

PROBES: State library agency, USOE,
HEW, United Way, private
foundation, community organization

85. What is the amount of funding fcc ongoing I&R activities in
the last two years?

This year (current)
Last year
Don't know

PROBE: best guess

86. How was I&R announced to the public initially?

Alone
With other services
With special name::

87. What kind of initial publicity was there Inside the library?

_Flyers
Posters, signs
Bookmarks
Programs

Brochures/Booklets
Other::

EXAMPLFS:

88. What kind of initial publicity was there outside the library?

Newspapers, spots or ads
Radio, spots or ads
TV, spots or ads

_Flyers, brochures
_Posters or placards
_Billboards
_Personal contact by library staff
Other::

EXAMPLES!!!
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89. Who was in charge of the initial publicity?

Rank:
Position:

90. Were initial publicity costs defrayed out of regular
library revenues or did they come from special funds?

_Regular library revenues
_Special funds::

91. What were the costs of initial publicity?

PROBE: best guess

92a. Since the initial publicity, hes there been any ongoing
publicity?

No Yes

(if "No' go to #111)

92b. How has it differed from initial publicity?

PROBE: Format, frequency, money

93. What have been the mist effective forms of publicity?

94. Describe the reaction of the public to the library's I&R
service.

PROBE: praises, complaints, problems
with resource agencies

95. Looking at the use of all the library's services, how significant
is the use of I&R?

Significant 1 2 3 4 Not significant

96. How does I&R in the library complement or duplicate other "I&R"
type services in the community?

PROBE: e;..al in health and welfare

A- 17
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97. In your opinion, how do resource agencies react to the library's
I&R service?

98. How often do agencies refer clients to the library's I&R service?

99. Has the public's view of the library changed since La?

PROBE: library's role; awareness of
library and its services

100. How has I&R affected the library politically?

PROBE: city fathers/funding authority

101. In your opinion, does the professional staff as a whole feel that
I &R is appropriate for the library to do?

PROBE:*
+ 1 2 3 4

Why not #1?

102. To what extent do you feel that I&R is an appropriate library job?

MANDATORY PROBE: + 1 2 3 4 5-

103. How do you regara the I&R job compared to other jobs in the library?

PROBE: below, above other jobs

104. Has there been any "burn-out" among I&R staff?

105. Have there been any changes in the service since the beginning?

PROBE: direction of service, file format,
file information, phone lines, added
equipment

No

A- 18
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106. If you were forced to cut a service, which one would you cut?

I&R Traditional book-based reference services

WHY?

Program events (demonstrations, talks, showings,
story hours, etc.)

WHY?

_T6R _Interlibrary loan (outside the library system)

WHY?

107. Do you think I &R should be in every library branch?

No Yes

WHY?

108. What do you think are the major problems in your library's
I&R service?

109. Considering the current state of I &R in your library, what
would you like to see happen?
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REFERENCE LIBRARIAN WHO DOES NOT DO I&R

Al. Have you added any additional local information to the
Resource File?

A2. On the organization chart, what is the relationship between
you and the head of I&R?

A3. How close are you to the day-to-day operation of I&R?

A4. Would you like to do I&R work?

A5. If the head of I&R left, could you take over I&R and run it?

A6. Would reference and I&R profit or suffer if the two services
were brought together?

BRANCH LIBRARIAN WHO DOES NOT DO I&R

Bl. Are you aware that I&R is going on in the library?

B2. How does It affect you and your job?

B3. What is the relationship between reference and I&R?

84. Do you ever refer clients to the I&R service?

155. Are there any changes in I&R that you would like to see?



RESOURCE AGENCIES

Rl. A "test": Do you know the name of the library's I&R service?

R2. What is your agency's relationship to that service?

R3. Do you always know when the library sends people to you?

R4. How many known referrals have you had from the library in
the past year?

R5. In how many of those cases (%) has the library staff contacted
you directly with regard to a case?

R6. Do you feed information back to the library about cases they
have referred to you?

R7. Do you ovsr refer people to the library's I&R service?

R8. Have you done any work with the library related to LIR, such
as buLlding resource files, meetings, newsletters, etc.?

R9. Of all referrals that you receive, are the library's distinctive
in any way?

PROBE: accuracy, completeness of
information given, topics,
type of client

R10. What is the major I&R service in the area?

IF ANSWER "LIBRARY," BEFORE the library's
I&R service?

R11. How do you think other human service agencies regard the
library's I&R service?
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Agency call (answer only questions 9-12)

No response (answer no questions)

1.

PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROJECT

We're trying to improve our service. Would
you help us by answering a few questions?
We won't record your name and it should take
only one minute.

Nave you used the library's information
service before -- the one you're using
now?

[ ] Yes [ ] no ( j Don't know

2. Have you used any other service of
this library system?

( j Yes ( I No ( j Don't knew

IF YES:

( j Was it within past 3
menthe?

[ j Was it within past year?
[ I Was it longer ago? (Or

don't remember)

3. Nov did you learn of the library's
information service?

[ I Frien4, neighbor, relative
[ I Library staff
I ] Referred by an agency
( ] aadio
[ ] Television

( I Newspaper
[ j Other

4. Rave you asked your question in any
other places before coming to the
library? (You don't have to name
thee.)

( I Yes ( I No

5. I'll read some age groups. Just stop
on when you hear yours. (Interviewer:
Omit obviously wrong groups when possible.)

a( ) 13-19
b( 1 20-35

c( 1 36-45
d( 1 46-64

si 3 65 or over
[ I Declined to state

6. I'll read some stoups based on
years of education completed. Just
tell ne when you hear yours.

a( I College graduate
b( I Some college
c( j High school graduate
d( ] Some high school
e( 1 9th grade or lass

I 3 Declined to state

tc 1.80
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APPENDIX B

TRANSACTION SURVEY FORM

Branch
Date

Time

7. In which of these groups
did your total family income,
free all sources, fall last
year -- before taxes, that is?
I'll read the groups.

a[

bl

d(
el

I Up to $4,000

1811.000 to $14,000
3$14,0011 to $20,000
j$20,000 to $26,000
jAbove $2,000
!Declined to state/don't know

That's all the questions. Thank
you very such for your heip.

2(e

INTERVIEWER TO FILL OUT REMAINDER:

8. Sex of patron

[ j Male [ ] Female

9. Node of inquiry

I Telepheme ( I Visit

10. Topic of question (check all
that apply)

11.

Money matters
Consumer issues
Housing/hshld. saint.
Health
Job-related JAMMU
Transportation
Education
Neighborhood issues
Recreation, sports
Family relations
Crime 4 safety
Legal matters
Child care
Other

Disposition of question (All that

I Information was given
I Information was given

after interview to roll_
underlyin,- need

I Librarian c.ontacted a
resource on patron's
behalf

I Other (Specify)

12. Was question answered (or
referral ',As) from a resource
file crated by the library?

I Yes [ ] No

apply)



6.

7.

c( 13 to 19

d

20 to 35
c 36 to 45

46 to 64
e 65 or over

cc Collece credudte
Some dolfege

c( Hich school oroduote
d( Some hich school
e( 8th.grode or fess

V th088orr,0orlow
c( $20,000 or below

$26,000 or



APPENDIX C

INSTRUCTIONS...FOR...TRANSACTION SURVEY

INSTRUCTIONS TO LIBRARY STAFF FOR
PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROJECT

TRANSACTION SURVEY

* A brief introductory speech for the library staff members appears
at the top of the form. Stress that all replies will be anonymous

(even if the patron gives his or her name during the transaction).
If it helps, assure the patron that questions on personal background
(age, education, income) are standard in many surveys and polls, and
that answers are wanted only in terms of the broad categories given

rather than exact numbers. Of course, the option to answer is always
the patron's, but the better the response rate, the clearer our picture

of what's going on.

* Gather data on Information & Referral (I&R) transactions only.

* An I&R transaction involves giving patrons information about resources
outside the library (except other libraries). It may also involve

steering (directing) patrons to these resources, or actually making
contact with a resource on the patron's behalf. The ultimate purpose

is to help link people to resources.

* Usually an I&R transaction will involve use of a resource file, or
community information file, but it may also involve other directories.

(e.g., Yellow Pages). I&R is not simply transmitting how-to infor-
mation ("how to build a widgit") or historical information (when was
Lincoln president?") and so on, unless that information is helpful
in linking the client with a needed resource.

* Examples of resources outside library: community agencies (such as those

supported by United Way), counsellors, recreation programs, educational
programs, consumer information agencies, government departments, businesses,

clubs, individuals.

* If an I&R patron calls on the telephone, the library staff member should
read questions 1 to 7 as written and check off the appropriate responses.

* If an I&R patron visits in person, the library staff member should likewise
read the questions, ask the patron to read off the appropriate letter
from the back of the form for questions 5, 6, and 7 and check off responses
(rather than give the form to the patron to fill out). This will insure

a maximum of usuable replies.

* If agency call, check "agency call" and answer only questions 9-12. Count

it as one of your sample.

* If no response to any question, check "no response." Do not answer any

questions. Add date and time. Do not count as one of the sample, but

do turn it in.

27u
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APPENDIX U

TRANSACTION SURVEY FREQUENCIES

AMHERST
BALTIMORE
COUNTY

CAROLINE
COUNTY DALLAS , MPH'S

COLORADO
SPRINCS SAN MATE)

Agency calls 19% 7% 202 21% 12% 72 52

1. Used this service before 31 67 65 51 62 50 60

2. Used other library service. 86 86 74 74 76 60 65

within past three months 70 68 82 57 65 75 66

within past year 18 23 15 25 25 le 23

longer ago 12 9 3 17 10 7 10.

3. Learned of this service from

friund, neighbor, relative 14 22 13 20 19 24 21

library staff 6 10 29 9 10 14 49

referred by agency 39 4 6 13 14 11 4

radio 2 A 2 10 10 1 0

television 1 6 C 3 27 2 1

newspaper 12 6 38 13 5 2 1

other 11 34 19 36 23 52 25

4. Asked question elsewhere 53 31 20 39 38 35 29

2



5. Age

13-19
20-35
16-45
46-64
65 i over
declined to state

6. Education completed

college graduate
some college
high school graduate
some high school
8th grade or less
declines.' to state

7 Total family intone

up to $8,000
$8,000-$14,000
$14,000-$20,000
$20,000-$26,00)
shove $26,000

declined to state

6-7. Typology

low educ, low income
low educ, Iii income

hi ethic, lo. income

hi educ, hi income

AMHERST
BALAHORE
CJUNTY

CAROLINE
COUNTY DALLAS NEHPNIS

an.00nuo
SPRINGS SAN MATZO

4 12 3 4 7 5 11
74 47 42 55 52 52 29
14 16 15 21 12 20 18
7 20 26 15 21 17 22
2 4 13 5 5 5 14
0 0 0 0 0 7 6

45 32 32 43 29 36 33
33 29 20 35 30 30 26
12 25 35 16 23 26 20
4 la 10 5 11 5 12
1 2 2 1 6 2 5
5 0 1 1 1 2 4

39 10 7 9 23 22 10
26 13 35 20 21 25 19
12 24 26 20 16 21 14
6 18 10 16 13 12 11
9 24 8 28 16 13 22

10 13 13 7 12 7 25

9 7 6 3 17 10 5
1 10 13 3 4 7 8

62 20 44 28 32 40 32
28 63 37 66 47 43 55
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8. Sex

male
female

9. Mode of inquiry

telephone

visit
both
mail

10. Topic of question

money matters
consumer issues
housing/113111d. maint.

health
Job-related issues
transportation

education
neighborhood issues
recreation, sports

family relations
crime 6 safety
legal matters
child care

other

11. Disposition of question

info given
info given after probe
librarian contacted resource

other

101111.1IST

BALTIMORL
COUNTY

CAROLINE
COUNTY DALLAS MEMPHIS

COLORADO
SPRINGS SAN MATEO

25 13 21 27 2" 29 47
75 67 79 73 is 71 53

89 51 79 93 98 86 44
11 49 21 7 2 13 56

0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

10 10 8 4 8 6 16

3 8 28 5 2 13 8
9 4 6 2 5 4 6

38 8 9 4 15 4 9

9 14 9 16 9 13 11

2 2 3 2 3 3 3

7 17 7 16 10 12 12

5 3 15 5 1 3 13
3 9 11 26 10 9 7

6 3 4 7 3 2 21
1 0 1 1 1 2 2

7 10 9 4 11 3 11
8 4 3 1 2 1 4

17 24 13 28 32 35 12

80 77 97 79 83 87 92
19 10 9 19 20 13 28
2 8 9 1 4 3 10
2 11 4 3 4 1 2
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12. Q.:motion answered from

ANNERST

BALTIMORE
COUNTY

CAROLINE
COUNTY DALLAS IWNPNIS

COLORADO
SPRINGS SAN MATIX)

library resource file 97 65 57 89 94 44 92

CIP
5

infotana
2

other
2

Day of the week

lkmday 30 46 23 19 21 25 23

Tuesday 18 24 20 21 32 18 24

Wednesday 8 10 21 24 28 12 20

Thursday 26 7 17 20 14 20 12

Friday 17 4 15 11 0 16 9

Saturday 1 7 4 4 5 8 10

Sunda; 1 2 0 1 0 1 0

NOTE: Percentages between .5 and 1.0 are reported as IX; therefore, the total of percentages

may be unc or two points higher than 100.

-12.aallt
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SITE

APPENDIX E

SCHEDULE OF SITE VISITS AND SURVEY DATES

SITE VISIT SURVEY PERIOD

Baltimore County Nov. 19-20, 1979

Amherst

Jan. 7, 11, 15, 21, 29
Feb. 9, 24, 28
April 14-17

Jan. 7, 1980 Jan. 8 - July 11

Memphis Jan. 14-16, 1930 Jan. 21, 29
Feb. 9,28
March 12, le, 26

Dallas Feb. 11-13, 1980

Colorado Springs Feb. 25-27, 1980

Caroline County March 3-4, 1980

San Mateo March 10-12, 1980

27,
E- 1

Feb. 18 - June 24

Feb. 28 - May 28

March 6 - July 11

Marr.h 17 - June 10



AMHERST

Anne A. Turner
Diane Welter

Catherine Bennett
JoAnn James
Pauline Peterson
Catherine Gannon
Shirley Anderson

BALTIMORE COUNTY

Charles W. Robinson
Jean Barry Holz
Elliot Shelkrot
Beth Babikow

Carolyn Anthony
Lou Grumbach
Marlene Kuhl
Milt Dutcher
LaVerne Brown
Debby bong

Ronald Fink
Jennifer haire

Gladys Molesworth
Peggy Peterson

CAROLINE COUNTY

George Sands
Julianne McCauley

Penny Danish
Jane Maloney
Patricia Reinhardt
Donald Bayne
Maxine Joiner
Margaret Fisher
Phyllis Triggs
Sheran Turner
Josephimt Corwin

Claire Stevens
Janet Taylor

APPENDIX F

PERSONS INTERVIEWED

Director
Human Services Coordinator (Direct

Information Service)
Information Systems Consultant (DIS)
Human Services Analyst (DIS)
Head, Reference Department
Adult Services Librarian
Branch Librarian, North Amherst Branch

Director
Assistant Director
Chief of Public Services Support
Coordinator, Information and Programming

Services
Heau, Informar'on Services
Supervisor, Information Services Clearinghouse
Information Services Clearinghous%:
Branch Librarian, Randallstown branch
Head. Resources Management, Northpoint Branch
Head, Information ana Programming, Parkville-

Carney Branch
Library Associate, Rosedes Branch
Assistant to Head of Information and Programming,

Cockeysville Branch
Library Associate, Reisterstown Branch
Library Associate, Catonsville Branch

Director
Librarian, Informatior Services and

Reference (until 11/79)
Information Specialist (until 2/60)
Information Specialist
Library Associate, Central Library Supervisor
Library Associate, Reference
Library Assistant, Technical Services
Library Associate, Bookmobile
Librarian, Reference (part-time)
Library Associate, Interlibrary Loan
Library Associate, Federalsbur3 Branch
Librarian, Reference !pact -time)
Library Assistant, Circulation



COLORADO SPRINGS

Kenneth Dowlin
Ly-n McGrath
Vivian Hurley
Cindy Slater
Shelley Watts
Duane Thomas
Judy Vanhoffman
Mary Kay Carlson
Judith Yem Michali
Bonnie Gerken
Lorna Byrd
Annie Soitis -Stolz
Bob Roberts

"Matt'

Markewich
Anne Warner

DALLAS

Lillian Bradshaw
Richard Waters
Ralph U. Edwards
Linda Allmand

Margaret Wart en

Louise Swanteson
Wayne Gray
Randall Couch
Mary Lynn Rice-Lively
Aletta Scuka
Sarabeth Sullivan
:Brian Waite
Alilire Kratz

Mary Lee Sarliosa
Joyce Campbell
Harriet Mador
Jon Maltzan
Mary Todd

Director
Assistant Director for Publit.. Services
Head, Information Services
Librarian, Information Services
Librarian, Information Services
Administrative Assistant, Information Services
Head, Reference Department
Librarian, Reference Department
Librai:ian, Reference Department
Head, Children's Services
Eastern Area Librarian
Western Area Librarian
Branch Librarian, Calhan Branch

Terros-Hotline
Community Health Center
Community Food and Nutrition

Director
Associate Director
Chief, Central Library
Branch Chief for Branches (until 2/8/80,

then, Chief, Physical Facilities Planning)
,Abrarian for Service Evaluation and Grants
Community Information Librarian (APL/CAT)
Head, General Reference Division
Library Associate, Reference Division
Library Associate, Reference Division
Library Associate, Reference Division
Head, Business and Technical Division
Librarian, Business and Technical Division
Education Specialist, History and Social

Sciences Division
Branch Manager, Skyline Branch
Branch Manager, Lancaster-Kiest Branch
Branch Manager, Casa View Branch
Branch Manager, Walnut Hill Branch
Branch Manager, Polk Wisdom Branch
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:fEMPHIS

Lamar Wallis
Robert Croneberger
Robert F. Smith
Carolyn Luck
Jan Neal
Mary Ann Brondi
Nancy Colbert
Bunny Andrews
Sallie Johnson

Joyce Wright
G.rry Brown
hichard Childers
Maxine Strawder
Dorothy Carr
Margaret Childers

Linda Brasfield
Cara Davis
Deborah Elay
Joanne Kahane
Mary Smith

SAN MATEO

Jean Davis
Nancy Lewis
Anna Scott
Jane Irby Light
Carol Yamamotc
Sally Jo Carey
Jan Engel
Delores Gomez
Carol Jenkins

Shirley Sampson
Ann Lane
Warren Netz
Mike McNamara

Bonnie Bowing
Sue A. well

Joe Malone

Mary Radu

Director
Deputy Director
Chief of Main Library
head of LINC Department
First Assistant, LINC Department
Librarian, LINC Department
Librarian, LINC Department
Library Assistaat, LINC Department
Head of Sciences, Business cnid Social

Sciences Department
Head of Magazines and Newspapers Department
Branch Librarian, Germantown Branch
Branch Librarian, Raleigh Branch
Branch Librarian, Gaston Park Branch
Adult Services Librarian, Whitehaven Branch
Children's Librarian, Randolph Branch

University of Tennessee, Continuing Education
Memphis Mental Health Institute
Kelly Health Care
Forget-me-not agency
Department of Human Services

Director
Deputy Director
Reference Coordinator for SMCPL
Director, Peninsula Library System
Director, Community Information Project
Reference Librarian, San Carlos Branch
Branch Chief, Pacifica-Sanchez Branch
Library Assistant, Brisbane Branch
Branch Chief, Woodside and Portola Valley

Branches
Library Assistant, Portola Valley Branch
Librarian, Belmont Branch
Branch Chief, Millbrae Branch
Children's Librarian and Reference, Milibrae

Branch

Social Worker, Resource Staff
Fair Oaks Community Center
Planner and Program Director, Economic

Opportunity Commission of San Mateo, Inc.
Coordinator, Human Services Department

"'
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